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Abstract
We define various height functions for motives over number fields. We
compare these height functions with classical height functions on algebraic
varieties, and also with analogous height functions for variations of Hodge
structures on curves over C. These comparisons provide new questions on
motives over number fields.
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0 Introduction
0.1. In this paper, for a number field F , we define various height functions
(1) H⋆, H⋆♦, H♠, H♥,S, H♦, H♣, · · · : X(F )→ R>0,
where X(F ) = {motives over F}. See §2.2 for this set X(F ) of motives, which is
defined by fixing the Hodge numbers of the motives.
We compare these height functions with height functions
(2) V (F )→ R>0
for an algebraic variety V over F . (1) and (2) are similar, but a big difference is
that usually, X(F ) is not understood as the set of F -points of an algebraic variety
except the case of a Shimura variety which is regarded as a moduli space of motives.
The height function H⋆ is almost the same as the height of pure motives in [24]
and in Koshikawa [29] which generalizes the height of abelian varieties defined by
Faltings ([12]). The height function H⋆♦ is almost the same as the height of mixed
motives defined in [25] and is closely related to the height parings of Beilinson [4],
Bloch [6] and Gillet-Soule´ ([16], [17]), and to Beilinson regulators in [3].
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In the above (2), assume that V is a dense open set of a projective smooth
algebraic variety V¯ and that the complement D = V¯ r V is a divisor on V¯ with
normal crossings. We will see that the height function H♠ is similar to the height
function HK+D in (2) where K is a canonical divisor of V¯ . On the other hand, the
height functions H⋆♦ in (1) is similar to the height function HA in (2) associated to
an ample divisor A on V¯ .
0.2. We compare the height functions in (1) and (2) also with height functions
(3) h⋆, h⋆♦, h♠, h♥, h♦, h♣, · · · : Morhor(C, X¯(C))→ R
where C is a projective smooth curve over C and
Morhor(C, X¯(C)) = {variations of Hodge structure on C with log degeneration}.
This notation Morhor(C, X¯(C)) is explained in 0.3 below. The height function
which we denote by h⋆ above was considered in an old paper [20] of Griffiths.
0.3. Though we do not have the theory of moduli spaces of motives, we have the
philosophy that (like the complex analytic space V (C) associated to V in (2))
(4) the complex analytic space associated to the moduli space of motives exists
and it is the known period domain X(C) which classifies Hodge structures.
See §2.2 for this space X(C) which is defined by fixing the same Hodge numbers
as X(F ).
By our previous works [27] and [26] Part III with S. Usui and C. Nakayama, we
have a special toroidal partial compactification X¯(C) of the period domain X(C).
(See §2.2.) This space X¯(C) may be regarded as the analogue for (1) of V¯ (C) in
(2).
A variation of Hodge structure on C with log degeneration at a finite subset
R of C and with the given Hodge numbers determines (and is determined by) a
horizontal morphism CrR→ X(C) (the period map) which extends to a morphism
C → X¯(C). Morhor(C, X¯(C)) denotes the set of morphisms C → X¯(C) such that
for some finite subset R of C, the image of C r R is contained in X(C) and the
morphism C r R→ X(C) is horizontal.
As is explained in §2.3, the comparison of
V (F ) ⊂ V (C) ⊂ V¯ (C) and X(F )→ X(C) ⊂ X¯(C)
suggests us that H♠ in (1) and h♠ in (3) are similar to HK+D in (2) and h♥ in (3)
is similar to HD in (2).
We expect that what happens in the world of motives is suggested by what
happens on period domains.
0.4. This (4) and the comparisons of the above (1), (2), (3) provide many new
questions on motives over number fields which we discuss in Section 2. We will
present Questions 1–9. For example, we ask
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(a) how to formulate the motive versions for (1) of Vojta conjectures [47] for (2)
(Questions 4,5,6),
(b) how to formulate the motive versions for (1) of the theories of the number of
points of V (F ) of bounded height for (2) (Questions 7,8,9).
Vojta conjectures are stated by using the height functions HK+D and HA in (2),
and the conjectures of Batyrev and Manin [1] on the number of points of bounded
height are stated by using relations between the divisors A and K. We will think
what are analogues of these for motives in §2.5 and §2.6, respectively.
In §2.1, we relate the conjectural Mordell-Weil theorems for the K-groups of
algebraic varieties over number fields to the finiteness of the number of mixed mo-
tives of bounded height with fixed pure graded quotients. In §2.4, basing on the
philosophy (4) and the analogy between (1) and (3), we speculate that the analytic
theory of curvature forms on Griffiths period domains may be strongly related to
the theory of motives over a number field (Questions 1, 2, 3).
Though the author can not present enough evidences, he expects that the answers
to all these Questions are Yes. He hopes that the new subjects and new problems
in this paper can stimulate new studies in arithmetic geometry.
0.5. We dedicate this paper to Professor Alexander Beilinson on his 60th birthday,
who played leading roles in the arithmetic studies of motives. §2 of this paper
contains dreams, may be, too much. But we think he likes dreams in mathematics
and hope that he thinks such paper is fine.
Concerning various subjects in this paper, the author learned many things from
the papers [29] and [30] of Teruhisa Koshikawa and from discussions with him, and
is very thankful to him.
The author thanks Sampei Usui and Chikara Nakayama that the joint works [27]
and [26] with them on extended period domains are useful in this work. The author
thanks Spencer Bloch for stimulating discussions on heights of motives.
1 Height functions for motives
In this §1, we define the height functions Hr(M) (r ∈ Z), H♣(M) and H♠(M) for
motives M over a number field.
These are different from the height of a motive considered in [24], [25], [29], [30].
In this §1, we slightly change the definition of this height. We denote this modified
height by H⋆(M) in the case M is pure, and by H⋆♦(M) in the case M is mixed.
The definitions of Hr(M), H♣(M), H♠(M) and H⋆(M) are given in §1.4 after
the preliminaries in §1.1–§1.3. The definition of H⋆♦(M) is given in §1.7 after
preliminaries in §1.5. In §1.6, we consider the Hodge theoretic analogues of these
height functions.
Heights of motives were studied also by A. Venkatesh independently (unpub-
lished).
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1.1 Motives
Let F be a number field, that is, a finite extension of the rational number field Q.
For a place v of F , let Fv be the local field of F . If v is non-archimedean, let Fv be
the residue field of v.
1.1.1. We consider mixed motive with Q-coefficients over F . How to define it may
not be fixed yet in the mathematics of today, but we think that the definition of
Jannsen [21] is the best for the present paper and we use it.
Let M be a mixed motive with Q-coefficients over F . Then we have the e´tale
realization Met of M and the de Rham realization MdR of M . For each embedding
a : F → C, we have the Betti realization Ma,B of M . These have the following
properties.
Let Zˆ = lim
←−n
Z/nZ and let AfQ = Zˆ⊗ZQ be the non-archimedean component of
the adele ring of Q. Fix an algebraic closure F¯ of F . Then Met is a free A
f
Q-module
of finite rank with a continuous action of Gal(F¯ /F ). For each prime number p, we
denote by Met,Qp the Qp-component of Met.
MdR is a finite-dimensional F -vector space with a decreasing filtration (Hodge
filtration).
Ma,B is a finite-dimensional Q-vector space.
These realizations are related to each other (see 1.1.2 below). In particular,
dimQp(Met,Qp) = dimF (MdR) = dimQ(Ma,B), and this dimension is called the rank
of M .
M has an increasing filtration W , called the weight filtration, by sub mixed
motives Ww = WwM (w ∈ Z) with Q-coefficients over F . This weight filtration
induces weight filtrations on the above realizations. A mixed motive M with Q-
coefficients over F is called a pure motive of weight w if the weight filtration W
satisfies Ww = M and Ww−1 = 0. We have a pure motive grWw M = WwM/Ww−1M
of weight w for each w ∈ Z.
1.1.2. We give only rough descriptions of the relations between realizations. See
[21] for details.
(1) We have comparison isomorphisms C⊗QMa,B ∼= C⊗FMdR andA
f
Q⊗QMa,B
∼=
Met, which are compatible with the weight filtrations, and the former isomorphism
produces a mixed Hodge structure Ma,H .
(2) Let v be a non-archimedean place of F and let p = char(Fv) (the characteristic
of Fv). Then Met,Qp is a de Rham representation of Gal(F¯v/Fv), DdR(Met,Qp) =
DdR(Fv,Met,Qp) is identified with Fv ⊗F MdR, and the filtration (D
r
dR(Mp,et))r and
the weight filtration of the former are identified with the Hodge filtration and the
weight filtration of the latter, respectively.
1.1.3. Roughly speaking, a mixed motive with Q-coefficients over F in the sense of
[21] is a system of realizations which comes from geometry. Morphisms are homo-
morphisms of systems of realizations.
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The category of mixed motives with Q-coefficients over F is an abelian category.
It is a Tannakian category, and has direct sums, tensor products, symmetric powers
Symr, exterior powers ∧r (r ∈ Z), the dual M 7→ M∗, and Tate twists M 7→ M(r)
(r ∈ Z).
1.1.4. For a pure motive M with Q-coefficients over F of weight w, a polarization
of M is a morphism M ⊗ M → Q(−w) which gives a polarization of the Hodge
structure Ma,H for any a : F → C.
1.1.5. Let M be a mixed motive with Q-coefficients over a number field F .
For a non-archimedean place v of F , we say M is of good reduction (resp. semi-
stable reduction) at v if it satisfies the following two conditions (i) and (ii). Let
p = char(Fv).
(i) The representation of Gal(F¯v/Fv) on Met,Qp is crystalline (resp. semi-stable).
(ii) For any prime number ℓ 6= p, the action of the inertia subgroup of Gal(F¯v/Fv)
on Met,Qℓ is trivial (resp. unipotent).
We say M is of bad reduction at v if it is not of good reduction at v.
We say M is of semi-stable reduction if it is of semi-stable reduction at any
non-archimedean place of F .
1.1.6. By a mixed motive with Z-coefficient over F , we mean a mixed motive M
with Q-coefficients over F endowed with a Gal(F¯ /F )-stable Zˆ-lattice T in Met.
For a mixed motive M with Z-coefficients over F , we denote this T by Met,Zˆ,
and denote its p-adic part for a prime number p by Met,Zp.
If M is a mixed motive with Z-coefficients over F , we have a Z-lattice of the
Betti-realization Ma,B for a : F → C as the inverse image of Met,Zˆ in Ma,B via the
comparison isomorphism in 1.1.2. We will denote this Z-lattice as Ma,B,Z.
1.1.7. When we consider a polarization of a pure motive with Z-coefficients, we
do not assume that it is integral (that is, we do not assume that the image of the
induced pairing Met,Zˆ ⊗Met,Zˆ → A
f
Q(−w) is contained in Zˆ(−w)). This convention
should be good when we consider the duality, for the integrality of the polarization
is not preserved in the duality.
1.2 Ideas of the definitions of the height functions for mo-
tives
1.2.1. In this §1, we will consider three cases.
Case (pure): M is a pure motive with Z-coefficients over a number field F of
weight w.
Case (mixed): M is a mixed motive with Z-coefficients over a number field F .
Case (mixed-pol): M is a mixed motive with Z-coefficients over a number field
F whose pure graded quotients grWw M (w ∈ Z) are polarized.
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In this §1, we will define Hr(M) ∈ R>0 (r ∈ Z), H⋆(M), H♣(M) ∈ R>0 in Case
(pure), H♠(M) ∈ R>0 in Case (mixed), and H♦(M) and H⋆♦(M) in Case (mixed-
pol). The height function H⋆(M) (resp. H⋆♦(M)) is a modified version of the height
defined in [24], [29], [30] (resp. [25]). The height function H♦(M) is the ratio of
H⋆♦(M) and
∏
wH⋆(gr
W
w M).
The height function H♠(M) has the importance that it is similar to the height
function HK+D in the comparison of (1) and (2) in 0.1, and is related to differential
forms and a canonical measure on a period domain. H♣(M) is a simpler version of
H♠(M) and is also related to differential forms and a canonical measure on some
period domain. H⋆(M) and H⋆♦(M) have the importance that in the comparison
with (2) in 0.1, it is (conjecturally) like the height on V (F ) associated to an ample
line bundle on V¯ . Hr(M) for r ∈ Z have the importance that these H♣(M) and
H♠(M), and H⋆(M) are expressed by using Hr(M).
1.2.2. We describe the ideas of the definitions of
(i) Hr(M) (r ∈ Z), (ii) H⋆(M), (iii) H♣(M), (iv) H♠(M).
Here in (i), (ii), (iii), we assume M is in Case (pure). In (iv), we assume M is in
Case (mixed-pol). For each (i)–(iv), consider the one-dimensional F -vector space L
defined as
(i) L = (detFgr
rMdR)⊗F (detFgr
w−rMdR)−1,
(ii) L = ⊗r∈Z((detFgrrMdR)⊗F (detFgrw−rMdR)−1)⊗r.
(iii) L = detF (EndF (MdR)/F
0)−1,
(iv) L = detF (EndF,W,〈 〉(MdR)/F 0)−1,
Here in (iv), EndF,W,〈 〉(MdR) denotes the F -vector space of all F -linear maps h :
MdR →MdR which respect the weight filtrationW such that 〈h(x), y〉+〈x, h(y)〉w =
0 for any w ∈ Z and any x, y ∈ grWw MdR where 〈 , 〉 : gr
W
w MdR × gr
W
w MdR → F is
the pairing defined by the polarization of grWw M . Both in (iii) and (iv), F
0 denotes
the 0-th Hodge filtration.
Here and in the following, the notation F for a number field and that for Hodge
filtration may be confusing, but the author hopes that the reader can distinguish
them. To avoid the confusion, we will denote grrF for the Hodge filtration F just as
grr.
As is explained in §1.4, for each place v of F , we have a canonical metric | |v on
L. If v is archimedean, this comes from Hodge theory. If v is non-archimedean, this
comes from p-adic Hodge theory. In the definition of | |v for v non-archimedean,
we use the method of Koshikawa [29], [30] which he used for the height of a pure
motive (and which was different from the original method in [24] by the author).
For a non-zero element x of L, |x|v = 1 for almost all places v of F .
We define
Hr(M) :=
∏
v |x|
−1/2
v in (i), H⋆(M) :=
∏
v |x|
−1/2
v in (ii),
H♣(M) :=
∏
v |x|
−1
v in (iii), H♠(M) :=
∏
v |x|
−1
v in (iv).
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By the product formula, this does not depend on the choice of x ∈ Lr {0}.
In (iv), H♠(M) is independent of the choice of the polarizations of grWw M (w ∈
Z), and hence H♠(M) is defined for M in Case (mixed).
1.2.3. We describe the idea of the definition ofH⋆♦(M) withM in Case (mixed-pol).
It is defined in the form
H⋆♦(M) := (
∏
w∈Z
H⋆(gr
W
w M)) ·H♦(M)
where H♦(M) ∈ R>0 describes, roughly speaking, how M is far from being the
direct sum of grWw M (w ∈ Z). This H♦(M) is defined in [25] and is reviewed in §1.7.
1.3 Review on p-adic Hodge theory
We review some parts of the work of Bhatt, Morrow, Scholze [5] on integral p-adic
Hodge theory.
1.3.1. Let K be a complete discrete valuation field of mixed characteristic (0, p)
with perfect residue field k. Let K¯ be an algebraic closure of K and let C be the
completion of K¯. Let k¯ be the residue field of K¯, which is an algebraic closure of k.
Let OK , OK¯ and OC be the valuation rings of K, K¯ and C, respectively.
The main subject we review in this §1.3 from [5] is that, for a de Rham rep-
resentation V of Gal(K¯/K), a Zp-lattice T ⊂ V gives an OC-lattice DdR,OC(T ) in
C ⊗K DdR(V ).
1.3.2. We review the rings W (OC♭), B
+
dR and BdR of Fontaine.
Let OC♭ := lim←−n≥0OK¯/pOK¯ = lim←−n≥0OC/pOC where the inverse limits are taken
with respect to the homomorphisms x 7→ xp. Then OC♭ is a perfect ring and it is
an integral domain. The field of fractions of OC♭ is denoted by C
♭. (Actually, OC♭
is a complete valuation ring of rank 1, and C♭ is an algebraically closed field.)
Consider the ring W (OC♭) of Witt vectors with entries in OC♭. The p-th power
map of OC♭ induces a ring automorphism ϕ : W (OC♭)→W (OC♭) called Frobenius.
We have a unique ring homomorphism θ : W (OC♭)→ OC which lifts the compo-
sition W (OC♭)→ OC♭ → OC/pOC (the last arrow is (an)n≥0 7→ a0). This homomor-
phism θ is surjective and its kernel p is a principal prime ideal. The local ring of
W (OC♭) at p is a discrete valuation ring whose completion is denoted by B
+
dR. BdR
is defined to be the field of fractions of B+dR.
1.3.3. Let C1 be the category of free W (OC♭)-modules M of finite rank endowed
with a Frobenius linear bijection ϕM : M [1/ξ]→ M [1/ϕ(ξ)] where ξ is a generator
of the ideal p = Ker(θ : W (OC♭) → OC). (Such M with ϕM is called a (finite free)
Breuil-Kisin-Fargues module.) On the other hand, let C2 be the category of pairs
(T,Ξ), where T is a free Zp-module of finite rank and Ξ is a B
+
dR-lattice in BdR⊗ZpT .
Then we have an equivalence of categories
C1 ≃ C2.
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This is a theorem of Fargues. A proof is given in [40].
When an object M of C1 and an object (T,Ξ) of C2 correspond, then
Ξ = B+dR ⊗W (OC♭ ) M.
1.3.4. Let V be a de Rham representation of Gal(K¯/K) and let T be a Zp-lattice
in V . Then we have an OC-lattice in C⊗KDdR(V ), which we denote by DdR,OC(T ),
defined as follows. We have BdR ⊗Zp T = BdR ⊗Qp V = BdR ⊗K DdR(V ). Take
Ξ := B+dR⊗K DdR(V ). Let M be the object of C1 corresponding to the object (T,Ξ)
of C2. Then we have B
+
dR ⊗W (OC♭ ) M = B
+
dR ⊗K DdR(V ). By using the canonical
homomorphism B+dR → C, we have C ⊗W (OC♭ ) M = C ⊗K DdR(V ). Let
DdR,OC(T ) := OC ⊗W (OC♭ ) M ⊂ C ⊗K DdR(V ).
This construction of the OC-lattice DdR,OC(T ) in C ⊗K DdR(V ) is compatible
with ⊕, ⊗, the dual, Symr, ∧r (r ≥ 0), and Tate twists.
Here the compatibility with Tate twists mean the following. For a de Rham
representation V and for r ∈ Z, DdR(V ) and DdR(V (r)) are identified as K-vector
spaces. We have DdR,OC(T ) = DdR,OC(T (r)) in C ⊗K DdR(V ) = C ⊗K DdR(V (r)).
1.3.5. For V and T as in 1.3.4, we have also an OC-latticeD
r
dR,OC
(T ) = DdR,OC(V )∩
(C⊗KD
r
dR(V )) of C⊗KD
r
dR(V ) and anOC-lattice gr
rDdR,OC(T ) = D
r
dR,OC
(T )/Dr+1dR,OC(T )
of C ⊗K gr
rDdR(V ) for r ∈ Z.
1.3.6. Geometric meanings of DdR,OC(T ).
LetX be a proper smooth scheme overK, let T = Hmet (XK¯ ,Zp), V = H
m
et (XK¯ ,Qp),
and identify DdR(V ) with H
m
dR(X/K) and gr
rDdR(V ) with H
m−r(X,ΩrX/K).
(1) Assume X = X ⊗OK K for a proper smooth scheme X over OK . Assume
that H i(X,Ωj
X/OK
) are torsion free for all i, j. Then T is torsion free, DdR,OC(T ) =
OC ⊗OK H
m
dR(X/OK), and gr
rDdR,OC(T ) = OC ⊗OK H
m−r(X,ΩrX/OK). This follows
from [5].
(2) Assume X = X ⊗OK K for a proper regular flat scheme X over OK of semi-
stable reduction. Assume that H i(X,Ωj
X/OK
(log)) are torsion free for all i, j. Then
T is torsion free, DdR,OC(T ) = OC⊗OKH
m
log dR(X/OK), and gr
rDdR,OC(T ) = OC⊗OK
Hm−r(X,ΩrX/OK(log)). This follows from the works of Faltings [13], [14] under a mild
assumption (see §3.3 of [29]), and is proved in general by Cˇesnavicˇius [9].
1.3.7. Let K0 be the field of fractions of W (k), let K0,ur ⊂ K¯ be the maximal
unramified extension of K0, and let Kˆ0,ur = frac(W (k¯)) ⊂ C be the completion of
K0,ur.
Let V be a de Rham representation of Gal(K¯/K). Then V is potentially semi-
stable and we have a K0,ur-vector space Dpst(V ) of dimension dimQp(V ). Let T be a
Zp-lattice in V , let Ξ = B
+
dR ⊗K DdR(V ), and M be the object of C1 corresponding
to the object (T,Ξ) of C2. Let
Dpst,W (k¯)(T ) := W (k¯)⊗W (OC♭ ) M
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where the homomorphism W (OC♭)→W (k¯) is induced by OC♭ → OC/pOC → k¯.
We have a canonical isomorphism
Kˆ0,ur ⊗K0,ur Dpst(V )
∼= Kˆ0,ur ⊗W (k¯) Dpst,W (k¯)(T )
of vector spaces over Kˆ0,ur. This isomorphism follows from the theory of Kisin on
Beuil-Kisin modules ([28]) and the relation of Breuil–Kisin modules and Breuil–
Kisin–Fargues modules explained in [5]. Hence Dpst,W (k¯)(T ) is regarded as a W (k¯)-
lattice in Kˆ0,ur ⊗K0,ur Dpst(V ).
This construction of theW (k¯)-lattice Dpst,W (k¯)(T ) in Kˆ0,ur⊗K0,urDpst(V ) is com-
patible with ⊕, ⊗, the dual, Symr, ∧r (r ≥ 0), and Tate twists. Here the compat-
ibility with Tate twists mean the following. For a de Rham representation V and
for r ∈ Z, Dpst(V ) and Dpst(V (r)) are identified as K0,ur-vector spaces. We have
Dpst,W (k¯)(T ) = Dpst,W (k¯)(T (r)) in Kˆ0,ur ⊗K0,ur Dpst(V ) = Kˆ0,ur ⊗Kur Dpst(V (r)).
1.3.8. Geometric meanings of Dpst,W (k¯)(T ).
Let X be a proper smooth scheme over K, let T = Hmet (XK¯ ,Zp) and let V =
Hmet (XK¯ ,Qp).
(1) Assume X = X ⊗OK K for a proper smooth scheme X over OK and let
Y = X ⊗OK k. Assume that H
i
crys(Y/W (k)) are torsion free for all i. Then T is
torsion free. Via the classical isomorphism Dpst(V ) ∼= K0,ur ⊗W (k) H
m
crys(Y/W (k)),
we have Dpst,W (k¯)(T ) =W (k¯)⊗W (k) H
m
crys(Y/W (k)). This follows from [5].
(2) The generalization of (1) to the semi-stable reduction case (using log crys-
talline cohomology) follows from the works of Faltings [13], [14] under a mild as-
sumption (see §3.3 of [29]). The author learned that the proof in general was given
by a recent joint work of B. Bhatt, M. Morrow, P. Scholze, and also by a recent
joint work of K. Cˇesnavicˇius and T. Koshikawa.
We will not use this 1.3.8 in this paper, but we will use the integral structure of
Kˆ0,ur⊗K0,ur Dpst(V ) in 1.3.7 in the definition of the height function H♥,S for motives
in §2.3.
1.4 Height functions Hr(M), H♣, H♠, and H⋆
We define the height functions for motives, Hr (r ∈ Z), H⋆, H♣ and H♠.
We first define Hr (r ∈ Z) in 1.4.3 after preparations in 1.4.1, 1.4.2, and then
define H⋆, H♣ and H♠ in 1.4.5.
1.4.1. We give a preparation on Hodge theory.
Let H = (HR, F ) be a pure R-Hodge structure of weight w (HR is the R-structure
and F is the Hodge filtration on HC = C ⊗R HR). Consider the one-dimensional
C-vector space I = (detCgr
rHC)⊗C (detCgr
w−rHC)−1. We define a metric | | on I
by
|a⊗ b−1| := |a/b¯| = |a¯/b|
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where a is a basis of detCgr
rHC, b is a basis of detCgr
w−rHC, a¯ is a basis of
detCgr
w−rHC obtained from a as below, b¯ is a basis of detCgrrHC obtained from
b as below, and we take the ratios a/b¯, a¯/b ∈ C× of two bases of one-dimensional
C-vector spaces and take their absolute values |a/b¯|, |a¯/b| ∈ R>0.
The map a 7→ a¯ and b 7→ b¯ are given by the semi-linear isomorphism detCgr
w−rHC ∼=
detCgr
rHC (semi-linearity is for the complex conjugation) induced by the composi-
tion of the bijections
(*) grw−rHC ∼= Hw−r,r → Hr,w−r ∼= grrHC.
Here Hp,qC (p + q = w) denotes the component of HC of Hodge type (p, q), and
the central arrow in (*) is the semi-linear isomorphism induced by C ⊗R HR →
C⊗R HR ; z ⊗ v 7→ z¯ ⊗ v (z ∈ C, v ∈ HR).
1.4.2. In 1.4.1, if a polarization p on H is given, we have the Hodge metric on HC
defined by p, hence grrHC and gr
w−rHC have the induced Hermitian metrics, and
hence I = (detCgr
rHC) ⊗C (detCgr
w−rHC)−1 has the induced metric. This metric
coincides with the metric defined in 1.4.1 which was defined not using a polarization.
This can be seen as follows. Let a be a basis of detCgr
rHC and b be a basis
of detCgr
w−rHC, and let |a|p and |b|p be the metic defined by the Hodge metric on
HC associated to p, respectively. Write a = zb¯ in detCgr
rHC with z ∈ C
×. Let
〈 , 〉 : grrHC × gr
w−rHC → C be the non-degenerate bilinear pairing induced by p,
and denote the induced bilinear pairing detCgr
rHC×detCgr
w−rHC → C also by 〈 , 〉.
Then we have |a|p = |〈a, a¯〉|
1/2 = |z||〈b, b¯〉|1/2 = |z||b|p and hence |a|p|b|
−1
p = |z|.
1.4.3. Let M be as in Case (pure) (1.2.1). Let r ∈ Z and let
Lr(M) := (detFgr
rMdR)⊗F (detFgr
w−rMdR)−1.
For each place v of F , we define a metic | |v on Lr(M) as follows.
If v is archimedean, take a homomorphism a : F → C which induces the place v
and let H be the R-Hodge structure R⊗QMa,H (1.1.2 (1)). We have C⊗F Lr(M) ∼= I
with I of H as above. For x ∈ Lr(M), by using the above metric | | on I, we define
|x|v = |x| if v is a real place, and |x|v = |x|
2 if v is a complex place.
Let v be a non-archimedean place and let C be the completion of an algebraic
closure of Fv.
In general, for a one-dimensional C-vector space J endowed with an OC-lattice
JOC , we have the associated metric | | on J defined as
|x| = inf{|a| | a ∈ C, x ∈ aJOC}
where a 7→ |a| is the absolute value of C whose restriction to Fv coincides with the
standard absolute value of Fv.
Let p = char(Fv) and consider DdR(Met,Qp) of the representation Met,Qp of
Gal(F¯v/Fv). We have the metric on
C ⊗F Lr(M) = C ⊗Fv (detFvgr
rDdR(Met,Qp))⊗Fv (detFvgr
w−rDdR(Met,Qp))
−1
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associated to the OC-lattice
(detOCgr
rDdR,OC(Met,Zp))⊗OC (detOCgr
w−rDdR,OC(Met,Zp))
−1
(1.3.5). This metric induces a metric | |v on Lr(M).
For x ∈ Lr(M)r {0}, we have |x|v = 1 for almost all places v of F . This follows
from (1) of 1.3.6.
We define
Hr(M) :=
∏
v
|x|−1/2v .
By the product formula, this is independent of x.
Proposition 1.4.4. Let M be in Case (pure).
(1) Hr(M
∗) = H−r(M)−1. Here M∗ denotes the dual of M .
(2) Hr(M(i)) = Hr+i(M) for the i-th Tate twist.
(3) Hr(M)Hw−r(M) = 1 and
∏
r∈Z Hr(M) = 1.
(4) For a finite extension F ′ of F , we have Hr(M ′) = Hr(M)[F
′:F ] where M ′
denotes the pure motive with Z-coefficients over F ′ induced by M .
(5) Let n ∈ Q>0. Let M
′ be the pure motive with Z-coefficients over F whose
underlying pure motive with Q-coefficients is the same as that ofM such thatM ′
et,Zˆ
=
n ·Met,Zˆ.Then
Hr(M
′) = Hr(M).
.
(6) Let M ′ be in Case (pure). Then Hr(M ⊕M ′) = Hr(M)Hr(M ′).
These are evident.
1.4.5. We define H⋆, H♣, H♠.
For M in Case (pure), let
H⋆(M) =
∏
r∈Z
Hr(M)
r.
This H⋆(M) is a modified version of the height ofM in Case (pure) given in [24] and
in Koshikawa [29], [30]. The precise relation to the height by Koshikawa is given in
1.4.11 below.
For M in Case (pure), let
H♣(M) =
∏
r<0
Hr(M
∗ ⊗M)−1
where M∗ denotes the dual of M .
For M in Case (mixed), let
H♠(M) =
∏
w<0,r<0
Hr(gr
W
w (M
∗⊗M))−1 ·
∏
w:odd,r<w
Hr(Sym
2grWw M)
−1 ·
∏
w:even,r<w
Hr(∧
2grWw M)
−1.
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H♣(M) (resp. H♠(M)) is expressed by using Hr(M) (resp. Hr(grWw M)) as in
1.4.7 below.
1.4.6. (1) For a map h : Z→ Z≥0 with finite support and for r ∈ Z, let
a(h, r) =
∑
i<r
h(i) ∈ Z≥0.
(2) For a map h : Z2 → Z≥0 with finite support and for w, r ∈ Z, define
b(h, w, r) ∈ Z≥0 as follows. Let A(w, r) = {(w′, r′) ∈ Z2 | w′ < w, r′ < r}, B(w, r) =
{(w′, r′) ∈ Z2 | w′ > w, r′ > r}, C(w, r) = {(w′, r′) ∈ Z2 | w′ = w, r′ < r, r+r′ 6= w}.
Define
b(h, w, r) := (
∑
(w′,r′)∈A(w,r)∪C(w,r)
h(w′, r′))− (
∑
(w′,r′)∈B(w,r)
h(w′, r′)) + e(w, r)
where e(w, r) = h(w, r)− (−1)w if r > w/2 and e(w, r) = 0 if r ≤ w/2.
Proposition 1.4.7. (1) Let M be in Case (pure). Then
H♣(M) =
∏
r∈Z
Hr(M)
a(h,r)
where a(h, r) is as in 1.4.6 (1) with h(r) = dimF gr
rMdR (1.4.6 (1)).
(2) Let M be in Case (mixed). Then
H♠(M) =
∏
w,r∈Z
Hr(gr
W
w M)
b(h,w,r)
where b(h, w, r) is as in 1.4.6 (2) with h(w, r) = dimF gr
rgrWw (MdR) (1.4.6 (2)).
This Proposition 1.4.7 will be proved in this §1.4 later.
In the rest of this §1.4, we give comments on H⋆ first, then on H♣ and then on
H♠, and then give a Proposition 1.4.18 on the properties of these height functions.
Lemma 1.4.8. Let k be a field, let w ∈ Z, and let H be a finite dimensional k-
vector space endowed with a finite decreasing filtration such that h(r) = h(w − r),
where h(r) := dimk gr
rH, for any r ∈ Z. For r ∈ Z, let Lr = (detk gr
rH) ⊗k
(detk gr
w−rH)−1. Then we have a canonical isomorphism
(⊗r∈Z(detk gr
rH)⊗r)⊗2 ∼= (⊗r∈ZLr)
⊗r ⊗k (detkH)
⊗w.
Proof. We have canonical isomorphisms
(⊗r∈Z(detkgr
rH)⊗r)⊗2 ∼= (⊗r∈Z(detkgr
rH)⊗r)⊗k (⊗r∈Z(detkgr
w−rH)⊗w−r)
∼= (⊗r∈ZL⊗rr )⊗k (⊗r∈Z(detkgr
w−rH)⊗w) ∼= (⊗r∈ZL⊗rr )⊗k (detkH)
⊗w.
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1.4.9. As a preparation for 1.4.11, we consider motives of rank one. Let M be as
in Case (pure) and assume that M is of rank 1. For each place v of F , we define a
metric | |v on the one-dimensional F -vector space MdR as follows.
Assume first that v is archimedean and let a : F → C be a homomorphism
which induces v. For x ∈ MdR, denote the image of x under the isomorphism
C⊗F MdR ∼= C⊗ZMa,B,Z as z ⊗ γ where z ∈ C and γ is a Z-basis of Ma,B,Z, Define
|x|v = (2π)
−wzz¯ if v is a complex place and |x|v = (2π)−w/2(zz¯)1/2 if v is a real
place. .
Assume next v is non-archiemdean. Let | |v be the metric on MdR induced by
the metric on C ⊗F MdR associated to the OC-lattice DdR,OC(Met,Zp) in C ⊗F MdR.
Define |M | :=
∏
v |x|
−1
v ∈ R>0 for a non-zero element x of MdR. By the product
formula, this is independent of the choice of x.
We have
(1) |M(r)| = |M | (r ∈ Z) for Tate twists.
(2) If M is the pure motive Z, |M | = 1.
(3) For a finite extension F ′ of F , |M ′| = |M |[F
′:F ] where M ′ denotes the pure
motive with Z-coefficients over F ′ induced by M .
A philosophy on motives is that there is a finite extension F ′ of F such that M
becomes isomorphic to Z(r) over F ′ for some r ∈ Z. By (1), (2), (3), this philosophy
tells that |M | should be always equal to 1.
1.4.10. In [24], the author defined the height of M in Case (pure). The definition
was improved by Koshikawa in [29]. These definitions use metrics | |v on the
one-dimensional F -vector space
L := ⊗r∈Z(detFgrrMdR)⊗r
for places v of F . The height is defined as
∏
v |x|
−1
v for a non-zero element x of L.
Proposition 1.4.11. Assume that M is in Case (pure). Let H ′⋆(M) be the height
of M defined in [29]. Then
H ′⋆(M) = H⋆(M)|det(M)|
w/2.
Proof. Via the isomorphism 1.4.8 for k = F and H = MdR, let x ∈ L r {0} and
denote the image of x⊗2 in ⊗r∈ZLr(M)⊗r ⊗F (detF (MdR))⊗w as y ⊗ z⊗w where y is
a non-zero element of ⊗r∈ZLr(M)⊗r and z is a non-zero element of detF (MdR) =
(det(M))dR. The definition of |x|v in [29] shows that
|x|v = |y|
1/2
v |z|
w/2
v
where |y|v is as in 1.4.3 and |z|v is as in 1.4.9. By taking the product for all v, we
have the formula in 1.4.11.
1.4.12. The philosophy on motives in 1.4.9 tells that |det(M)| should be 1 and
hence that H ′⋆(M) should coincide with H⋆(M).
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1.4.13. The following facts concerning determinant modules are well known. Let
S = (S,OS) be a locally ringed space.
(1) For i = 1, 2, let Vi be a vector bundle over S of rank n(i). Fix a bijec-
tion (s, t) : {1, 2, . . . , n(1)n(2)} → {1, . . . , n(1)} × {1, . . . , n(2)}. Then concerning
detOS(V1 ⊗OS V2), we have a unique isomorphism
(detOS(V1))
⊗n(2) ⊗OS (detOS(V2))
⊗n(1) ∼=→ detOS(V1 ⊗OS V2)
which sends (∧n(1)i=1 ai)
⊗n(2)⊗(∧n(2)i=1 bi)
⊗n(1) to ∧n(1)n(2)i=1 (as(i)⊗bt(i)) for any local sections
ai of V1 and bi of V2.
(2) Let V be a vector bundle over S of rank n. Let m = n(n + 1)/2 and fix
a bijection (s, t) : {1, . . . , m} → {(i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , n} × {1, . . . , n} | i ≤ j}. Then
concerning detOS(Sym
2(V )), we have a unique isomorphism
(detOS(V ))
⊗(n+1) ∼=→ detOS(Sym
2
OS(V ))
which sends (∧ni=1ai)
⊗(n+1) to ∧mi=1(as(i)at(i)) for any local sections ai of V .
(3) Let V be a vector bundle over S of rank n. Let m = n(n − 1)/2 and fix
a bijection (s, t) : {1, . . . , m} → {(i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , n} × {1, . . . , n} | i < j}. Then
concerning detOS(∧
2
OS(V )), we have a unique isomorphism
(detOS(V ))
⊗(n−1) ∼=→ detOS(∧
2
OS(V ))
which sends (∧ni=1ai)
⊗(n−1) to ∧mi=1(as(i) ∧ at(i)) for any local sections ai of V .
In the following 1.4.14 and 1.4.16, we use only the case S = Spec(k) for a field
k (hence V1, V2, V are merely finite-dimensional vector spaces over k). But we will
use the general case of 1.4.13 in 1.6.3.
1.4.14. We prove Proposition 1.4.7 (1).
Define
L(1) := ⊗r<0Lr(M
∗ ⊗M)−1, L(2) := ⊗r∈ZLr(M)⊗a(h,r)
where the notation Lr is as in 1.4.3. We give an isomorphism L
(1) ∼= L(2) which
preserves the canonical metrics at all places of F . 1.4.7 (1) will follow from it.
Since grr(M∗ ⊗M)dR = ⊕i(gri−rMdR)∗ ⊗ griMdR, we have by 1.4.13 (1)
Lr(M
∗ ⊗M) ∼= ⊗i∈ZLi(M)⊗n(r,i)
where n(r, i) = dimF gr
i−rMdR − dimF gri+rMdR. This isomorphism preserves the
metrics at all places of F . These isomorphisms for r < 0 give the isomorphism
L(1) ∼= L(2) which preserves the metrics at all places of F .
1.4.15. We give comments onH♣. LetM be in Case (pure) and let L = detF ((EndFMdR)/F 0)−1.
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(1) For each place v of F , we have a canonical metric | |v on L as follows, and
we have
H♣(M) =
∏
v
|x|−1v for x ∈ Lr {0}.
Since grr(M∗ ⊗M)dR = ⊕i∈ZHomF (griMdR, gri+rMdR) and gr−r(M∗ ⊗M)dR =
⊕i∈ZHomF (gri+rMdR, griMdR) are dual F -vector spaces of each other, we have a
canonical isomorphism (detF (gr
r(M∗ ⊗M)dR))⊗2 ∼= Lr(M∗ ⊗M). Hence we have
L⊗2 ∼= L(1).
Hence the metric on L(1) at v induces the metric | |v on L.
(2) For a non-archimdean place v of F , the above metric | |v on L coin-
cides with the metric induced from the OC-lattice in C ⊗F L, where C is the
completion of an algebraic closure of Fv, which is induced from the OC-lattice in
C ⊗F EndF (MdR)/F
0 defined as the image of the OC-lattice DdR,OCEndZp(Met,Zp)
in DdR(EndQp(Met,Qp)) = C ⊗F EndF (MdR). Here p = textchar(Fv) and DdR is
defined by the local field Fv.
1.4.16. We prove Proposition 1.4.7 (2). Let
L(1) := P ⊗F Q⊗F R where P = ⊗w<0,r<0Lr(gr
W
w (M
∗ ⊗M))−1,
Q = ⊗w:odd,r<wLr(Sym
2grWw M)
−1, R = ⊗w:even,r<wLr(∧2grWw M)
−1,
L(2) := ⊗w,rLr(gr
W
w M)
⊗b(h,w,r).
We give an isomorphism L(1) ∼= L(2) which preserves the canonical metrics at all
places of F . 1.4.7 (2) will follow from it.
This isomorphism comes from the following isomorphisms (1) and (2) which
preserve canonical metrics at all places of F .
(1) ⊗w<0,r<0Lr(gr
rgrWw (M
∗ ⊗M))−1 ∼= ⊗w,r∈ZLr(grWw M)
⊗s(w,r) where s(w, r) =
(
∑
(w′,r′)∈A(w,r) h(w
′, r′))− (
∑
(w′,r′)∈B(w,r) h(w
′, r′)).
(2)⊗r<wLr(Sym
2grWw M)
−1 (resp. ⊗r<wHr(∧2grWw M)
−1)∼= ⊗r∈ZLr(grWw M)
⊗t(w,r)
in the case w is odd (resp. even) where t(w, r) = (
∑
(w′,r′)∈C(w,r) h(w
′, r′)) + e(w, r).
Here A(w, r), B(w, r), C(w, r) are as in 1.4.6.
We prove (1). By 1.4.13 (1), we have an isomorphism
Lr((gr
W
w1M)
∗ ⊗ grWw2M)
∼= (⊗i∈ZLi(gr
W
w2M)
⊗m(i))⊗F (⊗i∈ZLi(gr
W
w1M)
⊗n(i))
wherem(i) = dimF gr
i−rgrWw1M and n(i) = − dimF gr
i+rgrWw2MdR. This isomorphism
preserves the metrics | |v for any v. Hence
Hr((gr
W
w1
M)∗ ⊗ grWw2M) =
∏
i
Hi(gr
W
w2
M)m(i) ·
∏
i
Hr(gr
W
w1
)n(i).
Since grWw (M
∗ ⊗M) = ⊕w2−w1=w(gr
W
w1
M)∗ ⊗ grWw2M), this gives (1).
(2) for w odd (resp. even) is obtained in the similar way by using 1.4.13 (2)
(resp. 1.4.13 (3)) instead of 1.4.13 (1).
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1.4.17. We give comments on H♠.
Let M be in Case (mixed-pol) and let L = detF ((EndF,W,〈 , 〉MdR)/F 0)−1.
(1) For each place v of F , we have a canonical metric | |v on L as follows, and
we have
H♠(M) =
∏
v
|x|−1v for x ∈ Lr {0}.
This metric | |v is induced by the following isomorphism L
⊗2 ∼= L(1) with L(1) as in
1.4.16.
We have
L−1 ∼= (⊗w<0,r<0Rw,r)⊗ (⊗w∈Z,r<0Sw,r) where
Rw,r = detF (gr
rgrWw ((M
∗ ⊗M)dR)), Sw,r = detF (gr
rEndF,〈;, 〉(gr
W
w MdR)).
Since the polarization gives the duality between grrgrWw ((M
∗⊗M)dR) and grw−rgrWw ((M
∗⊗
M)dR), we have an isomorphism
(1.1) R⊗2w,r ∼= Lr(gr
W
w (M
∗ ⊗M)).
Let w be an odd integer. We have an isomorphism Sym2Fgr
W
w (MdR)
∼=
→ EndF,〈,〉w(gr
W
w MdR)
which sends xy ∈ Sym2Fgr
W
w (MdR) (x, y ∈ gr
W
w MdR) to f ∈ EndF,〈,〉w(gr
W
w MdR)
defined by f(z) = 〈z, x〉wy + 〈z, y〉wx. Here 〈 , 〉w is the pairing defined by
the polarization of grWw M . It induces an isomorphism gr
w+rSym2Fgr
W
w (MdR)
∼=
→
grrEndF,〈,〉w(gr
W
w MdR). Since gr
rEndF,〈,〉w(gr
W
w MdR) and gr
−rEndF,〈,〉w(gr
W
w MdR) are
dual of each other, we obtain a canonical isomorphism
(1.2) S⊗2w,r ∼= Lr+w(Sym
2grWw M) for w odd.
Similarly for w even, we have an isomorphism ∧2Fgr
W
w (MdR)
∼=
→ EndF,〈,〉w(gr
W
w MdR)
which sends x ∧ y ∈ ∧2Fgr
W
w (MdR) (x, y ∈ gr
W
w MdR) to f ∈ EndF,〈,〉w(gr
W
w MdR) de-
fined by f(z) = 〈z, x〉wy−〈z, y〉wx. It induces an isomorphism gr
w+r∧2F gr
W
w (MdR)
∼=
→
grrEndF,〈,〉w(gr
W
w MdR). Since gr
rEndF,〈,〉w(gr
W
w MdR) and gr
−rEndF,〈,〉w(gr
W
w MdR) are
dual of each other, we obtain a canonical isomorphism
(1.3) S⊗2w,r ∼= Lr+w(∧
2grWw M) for w even.
The canonical metrics on the right hand sides of (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) induce a
canonical metric on L.
(2) For an archimedean place v of F , the metric | |v on L defined in (1) coincides
with the Hodge metric defined by the polarizations of grWw M . This fact follows from
1.4.2 and from the fact that the isomorphism L⊗2 ∼= L(1) preserves the Hodge metrics
at v defined by the polarizations as is easily seen.
(3) However, for a non-archimedean place v of F , the metric | |v on L de-
fined in (1) need not coincide with the metric | |′v induced from the OC-lattice
in C ⊗F L, where C is the completion of an algebraic closure of Fv, which is in-
duced from the OC-lattice in C ⊗F EndF,W,〈 , 〉(MdR)/F 0 defined as the image of
the OC-lattice DdR,OC(EndZp,W,〈 , 〉(Met,Zp)) in C ⊗Fv DdR(EndQp,W,〈 , 〉(Met,Qp)) =
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C ⊗F EndF,W,〈 , 〉(MdR). Here p = char(Fv) and DdR is defined by the local field Fv.
See the example below.
(4) We can define another height function H ′♠(M) for M in Case (mixed-pol)
by using the above metric | |′v for non-archimedean places v and the metric | |v
for archimedean places of v. H ′♠ has good properties like H♠, for example, the
results on H♠ in 1.4.18 below hold also for H ′♠. In this paper, we use H♠(M), not
H ′♠(M), because the former is independent of the choices of polarizations on gr
W
w M
and expressed by using Hr(gr
W
w M) and hence the arguments become simpler.
Example. Let F = Q, M = Z ⊕ Z(1), take a, b ∈ Q>0, and consider the
polarization on grWw M which is the direct sum of a times the evident morphism
Q ⊗ Q → Q for w = 0 and b times the evident morphism Q(1)⊗ Q(1) → Q(2) for
w = −2. Then L is canonically isomorphic to Q with a canonical base e. We have
|e|v = |a/b|
1/2
v for any place v of Q, |e|′v = |e|v for the archimedean place of Q, but
|e|′v = 1 for any non-archimedean place v of Q. Hence H♠(M) = 1 (by the product
formula), but H ′♠(M) = (b/a)
1/2.
Proposition 1.4.18. (1) Concerning the dual, we have
H⋆(M
∗) = H⋆(M), H♣(M∗) = H♣(M), H♠(M∗) = H♠(M)
for M in Case (pure), Case (pure), Case (mixed), respectively.
(2) Concerning Tate twists, we have
H⋆(M(r)) = H⋆(M), H♣(M(r)) = H♣(M), H♠(M(r)) = H♠(M)
for M in Case (pure), Case (pure), and Case (mixed), respectively.
(3) For a finite extension F ′ of F , we have
H⋆(M
′) = H⋆(M)[F
′:F ], H♣(M ′) = H♣(M)[F
′:F ], H♠(M ′) = H⋆(M)[F
′:F ]
for M in Case (pure), Case (pure), Case (mixed), respectively, where M ′ denotes
the motive over F ′ induced by M .
(4) Let n ∈ Q>0. For M in Case (pure) (resp. Case (mixed)), if M
′ is obtained
from M by changing Met,Zˆ as M
′
et,Zˆ
= n ·Met,Zˆ (but M
′ with Q-coefficients is the
same as M with Q-coefficients), then H⋆(M
′) = H⋆(M) and H♣(M ′) = H♣(M)
(resp. H♠(M ′) = H♠(M)).
(5) For direct sums, forM andM ′ in Case (pure), H⋆(M⊕M ′) = H⋆(M)H⋆(M ′).
Proof. This follows from the result 1.4.4 on the height function Hr.
Remark 1.4.19. This is a remark related to the above (4) in 1.4.18.
Koshikawa proved that the set
{H⋆(M
′) | M ′ is isogenous to M}
is finite. The author expects that his method works to have the same result for Hr
and hence for H♣ and H♠.
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1.4.20. Example. Let A be an abelian variety of dimension g over a number field
F and let M be the pure motive H1(A) with Z-coefficients over F . Then H⋆(M) is
the usual height of A of Faltings if A is of semi-stable reduction (this is proved in
[29] modulo some power of 2, but this power of 2 disappears by the work [9]). We
have
H1(M) = H⋆(M), H0(M) = H⋆(M)
−1, Hr(M) = 1 for r 6= 0, 1,
H♣(M) = H⋆(M)2g, H♠(M) = H⋆(M)g+1.
1.5 Reviews on relative monodromy filtrations and the split-
tings of Deligne
We review relative monodromy filtrations and related subjects.
1.5.1. Let A be a ring and let Υ be an A-module endowed with a finite increasing
filtration W by A-submodules, and let N : Υ→ Υ be a nilpotent A-homomorphism
such that NWw ⊂ Ww for any w ∈ Z. A finite increasing filtration W on Υ by
A-submodules is called a relative monodromy filtration of N with respect to W if it
satisfies the following two conditions (i) and (ii).
(i) NWw ⊂ Ww−2 for any w ∈ Z.
(ii) For any w ∈ Z and any integer m ≥ 0, we have an isomorphism Nm :
grWw+mgr
W
w
∼=
→ grWw−mgr
W
w .
A relative monodromy filtration W of N with respect to W is unique if it exists
([11] 1.6.13).
1.5.2. If the relative monodromy filtration W exists, the filtration on HomA(Υ,Υ)
induced by W is a relative monodromy filtration of Ad(N) : h 7→ Nh − hN with
respect to the filtration on HomA(Υ,Υ) induced by W .
1.5.3. The relative monodromy filtration exists if the filtration W is pure, that is,
if Ww = Υ and Ww−1 = 0 for some w ∈ Z.
Hence in general, the relative monodromy filtrationW on grWw exists and we can
discuss grWm gr
W
w .
For w ∈ Z and for any integer m ≥ 0, we have a direct sum decomposition
grWw+mgr
W
w = (gr
W
w+mgr
W
w )prim ⊕N(gr
W
w+m+2gr
W
w )
where (grWw+mgr
W
w )prim is defined as the kernel of N
m+1 : grWw+mgr
W
w → gr
W
w−m−2gr
W
w
and is called the primitive part of grWw+mgr
W
w ([11]).
1.5.4. We now use the theory of the splitting of Deligne ([42]) which we review
in 1.5.6 below. This theory tells, roughly speaking, that a splitting of the relative
monodromy filtrationW (satisfying some conditions) extends canonically to a double
splitting of the pair (W,W).
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1.5.5. We now assume the following (1) and (2).
(1) The relative monodromy filtration W exists.
(2) There is a decomposition
Υ = ⊕m∈ZΥm
as an A-module satisfying the following conditions (i)–(iii).
(i) Wm = ⊕i≤mΥi for any m ∈ Z,
(ii) N(Υm) ⊂ Υm−2 for any m ∈ Z.
(iii) Ww = ⊕mWw ∩Υm for any w ∈ Z.
Then for d ≥ 2, as is shown in 1.5.7 below, we have a canonically defined element
Nd ∈ (gr
W
−2gr
W
−dHomA(Υ,Υ))prim
which should be called the component of N of weight −d. This Nd will play an
important role in §1.7.
1.5.6. Assume (1) (2) in 1.5.5. For a decomposition of Υ as in (2) in 1.5.5, by the
theory of Deligne splitting in [42], there is a unique decomposition Υ = ⊕i,jΥi,j as
an A-module having the following properties (i)–(iii).
(i) Υm = ⊕iΥi,m for any m.
(ii) Ww = ⊕i,m,i≤wΥi,m for any w.
(iii) In the isomorphism
HomA(Υ,Υ) ∼= ⊕w,m gr
W
m gr
W
w HomA(Υ,Υ)
given by this decomposition (Υi,j)i,j of Υ, write the image of N ∈ HomA(Υ,Υ)
in ⊕w,m gr
W
m gr
W
w HomA(Υ,Υ) as
∑
d≥0Nd with Nd ∈ gr
W
−2gr
W
−dHomA(Υ,Υ). Then
N1 = 0 and Nd ∈ (gr
W
−2gr
W
−dHomA(Υ,Υ))prim for d ≥ 2.
Proposition 1.5.7. This element Nd of (gr
W
−2gr
W
−dHomA(Υ,Υ))prim is independent
of the choice of the decomposition of Υ as in (2) of 1.5.5.
Proof. Assume we are given another decomposition Υ = ⊕iΥ
′
i as in (2) of 1.5.5. Let
g be the unique automorphism of (Υ,W) which induces the identity map on grW such
that gΥi = Υ
′
i for all i. Then gWw =Ww for all w and gN = Ng. For the Deligne’s
splitting Υ = ⊕i,jΥ
′
i,j associated to (Υ
′
i)i, we have Υ
′
i,j = gΥi,j. If N
′
d denotes the
element of (grW−2gr
W
−dHomA(Υ,Υ))prim defined by this (Υ
′
i)i, we have N
′
d = Ad(g)Nd,
but Ad(g) acts on grW−2gr
W
−dHomA(Υ,Υ) trivially. Hence N
′
d = Nd.
This (Nd)d≥2 tells how the pair (W,N) is far from being a direct sum of pure
objects:
Lemma 1.5.8. Assume (1) and (2) in 1.5.5 and assume that A is a field. Then
Nd = 0 for all d ≥ 2 if and only if there is an A-linear splitting Υ ∼= gr
W of W via
which N corresponds to (grWw (N)w on gr
W .
This is seen easily
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1.6 Hodge analogues
In this §1.6, we consider the analogy between the following two subjects.
(i) A mixed motive M over a number field.
(ii) A variation H of mixed Hodge structure on a smooth curve over the complex
number field C.
The Hodge analogue h⋆(H) of the height H⋆(M) was considered in an old paper
Griffiths [20]. In this §1.6, we explain it and a generalization h⋆♦(H) of it to H
mixed. We also discuss Hodge analogues hr(H) (r ∈ Z), h♣(H) and h♠(H) of the
height functions Hr(M) (r ∈ Z), H♣(M) and H♠(M), respectively.
1.6.1. Let C be a projective smooth connected curve over C considered analytically
and let H = (HQ,W, F ) be a variation of mixed Q-Hodge structure on U = C r R
where R is a finite subset of C. Here HQ is the local system on U with Q-coefficients,
W is the weight filtration, and F is the Hodge filtration.
We assume the following (i)–(iii).
(i) The pure graded quotients grWw H are polarizable for any w ∈ Z.
(ii) Let x ∈ R. Then the local monodromy ofHQ at x is unipotent. Furthermore,
the local monodromy logarithm at x ∈ R has a relative monodromy filtration with
respect to W .
More precisely, let x ∈ C and take an open neighborhood ∆ of x in C such that
∆ ∼= {z ∈ C | |z| < 1} and such that ∆∗ = ∆ r {x} ⊂ U , and denote by HQ,xthe
stalk of HQ at a point y of ∆
∗. Then the local monodromy group π1(∆∗) at x, which
is canonically isomorphic to Z(1) = Z·2πi, acts onHQ,x. HQ,x depends on the choice
of y but the stalk at y and that at y′ ∈ ∆∗ are isomorphic via an isomorphism which
is canonical modulo the action of the local monodromy group at x. The first part of
(ii) says that this action of the local monodromy group at x on HQ,x is unipotent.
Let N ′x : HQ,x → HQ,x be the logarithm of the action of the canonical generator of
the local monodromy group at x. Then the second part of (ii) says that the relative
monodromy filtration of N ′x with respect to the weight filtration W on HQ,x (1.5.1)
exists.
Note that by the unipotence of the local monodromy in the condition (i), by the
theory of canonical extension of Deligne, we have a vector bundle HO on C which
extends the vector bundle OU ⊗Q HQ on U canonically.
(iii) The Hodge filtration on HO|U extends to subbundles F p = F pHO of HO.
Remark 1.6.2. (1) It is known that variations of mixed Hodge structures on U of
geometric origin satisfy these conditions (i)–(iii) if the unipotence in (ii) is replaced
by quasi-unipotence. The unipotence at any x is similar to the semi-stability 1.1.5
of a motive over a number field. The reason why we put the condition of the
unipotence, not quasi-unipotence, will be explained in 1.6.15 (2).
(2) Everything in this §1.6 works for variations of R-Hodge structure. But we
consider Q-Hodge structure, for it is nearer to motives.
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1.6.3. If H is pure,
hr(H) := deg(gr
rHO) =
1
2
· (deg(grrHO)− deg(grw−rHO)) (r ∈ Z),
h⋆(H) :=
∑
r
r · hr(H) = deg(⊗r∈Z(detOCgr
rHO)⊗r) =
∑
r∈Z
degF rHO,
h♣(H) := −deg(EndOC(HO)/F
0)
are similar to Hr(M), H⋆(M) and H♣(M) for M in Case (pure), respectively. Here
the second = in the definition of hr(H) is due to the perfect duality gr
rHO ×
grw−rHO → OC given by a polarization of H.
If grWw H (w ∈ Z) are polarized,
h♠(H) := −deg(EndOC ,W,〈 , 〉(HO)/F
0).
is similar to H♠(M) of Case (mixed).
The height functions h♣, and h♠ are expressed by using hr as
h♣(H) =
∑
r
a(h, r)hr(H),
h♠(H) =
∑
w,r
b(h, w, r)hr(gr
W
w H),
where a(h, r) is defined as in 1.4.6 (1) with h(r) = rankOCgr
rHO and b(h, w, r) is
defined as in 1.4.6 (2) with h(w, r) = rankOCgr
rgrWw HO. These formulas are shown
using the isomorphisms (1), (2), (3) in 1.4.13.
In particular, h♠(H) is independent of the choices of the polarizations of grWw H
(w ∈ Z).
Remark 1.6.4. In Griffiths [20], the line bundle ⊗r∈ZdetOC (gr
rHO)⊗r is called the
canonical bundle. When the author wrote the paper [24], he did not know that his
definition of the height of a pure motive in [24] was similar to the above h⋆(H) and
regrets that he did not refer to [20] in [24]. The author learned this analogy from
Koshikawa as is written in [25].
1.6.5. If the pure graded quotients of H are polarized, the Hodge analogue h⋆♦(H)
of H⋆♦(M) with M mixed (§1.7) is defined as
h⋆♦(H) = (
∑
w∈Z
h⋆(gr
W
w H)) + h♦(H)
where h♦(H) tells, roughly speaking, how H is far from being the direct sum of
grWw H (w ∈ Z). This h♦(H) has the shape
h♦(H) =
∑
w∈Z,d≥1
h♦,w,d(H),
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h♦,w,1(H) = 〈αw, αw〉,
and for d ≥ 2,
h♦,w,d(H) =
∑
x∈C
h♦,w,d,x(H), h♦,w,d,x(H) = (〈Nx,w,d, Nx,w,d〉Nx,0)
1/d.
We will define each term of h♦(H). A rough explanation is as follows: αw is the
extension class of the exact sequence 0→ grWw−1H → WwH/Ww−2H → gr
W
w H → 0,
〈 , 〉 is the height pairing in Beilinson [4], and we have 〈αw, αw〉 ∈ Q≥0. On
the other hand, for d ≥ 2, h♦,w,d,x(H) is, roughly speaking, the ”length” of the
Hom(grWw , gr
W
w−d)-component of the monodromy logarithm at x.
We give the definition of h♦,w,d,x(H) for d ≥ 2 in 1.6.9 after preparations 1.6.6–
1.6.8. We give the definition of h♦,w,1(H) in 1.6.13 after preparations in 1.6.10–1.6.12.
1.6.6. We recall the theory of degeneration of Hodge structure. (See [8], [22], [38],
[43].)
Assume H is pure of weight w, and let x ∈ C. LetW be the relative monodromy
filtration of N ′x : HQ,x →HQ,x (1.6.1) with respect to W . Let HO(x) be the fiber of
the vector bundle HO at x and let F (x) be the Hodge filtration on HO(x).
The theory of nilpotent orbit in degeneration ([38]) shows that we have an iso-
morphism C ⊗Q HQ,x ∼= HO(x) which is canonical modulo the actions of exp(zN ′x)
(z ∈ C). When we identify these vector spaces by this isomorphism, we have
(i) (HQ,x,W, F (x)) is a mixed Q-Hodge structure.
Furthermore, N ′xF
p(x) ⊂ F p−1(x) for any p ∈ Z. Hence we have a homomor-
phism
Nx := (2πi)
−1N ′x : (HQ,x,W, F (x))→ (HQ,x,W, F (x))(−1)
of mixed Q-Hodge structures.
The induced mapNx : HO(x)→ HO(x) coincides with the compositionHO(x)
∇
→
HO(x)⊗CΩ1C(logR)(x)→HO(x) where the first arrow is induced by the connection
∇ : HO → HO ⊗OC Ω
1
C(logR) and the second arrow is the residue map.
1.6.7. In 1.6.6, assume further that H is polarized. Let m ≥ 0. Then the po-
larization HQ ⊗ HQ → Q(−w) induces a non-degenerate Q-bilinear form 〈 , 〉 :
grWw−mHQ,x⊗gr
W
w+mHQ,x → Q(−w). It induces a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear
form
〈 , 〉Nx : gr
W
w+mHQ,x × gr
W
w+mHQ,x → Q(−w −m),
〈a, b〉Nx := 〈N
m
x a, b〉w
By [38] Theorem 6.16, the restriction of this to
〈 , 〉Nx : (gr
W
w+mHQ,x)prim × (gr
W
w+mHQ,x)prim → Q(−w −m),
gives a polarization of the Hodge structure (grWw+mHQ,x)prim of weight w +m.
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1.6.8. Let H be as in 1.6.1 and assume that the pure graded quotients of H are
polarized. Let w ∈ Z, d ≥ 2.
Let
H′ = (grWw H)
∗ ⊗ grWw−dH ⊂ gr
W
−d(H
∗ ⊗H),
whose underlying Q-local system is HomQ(gr
W
w HQ, gr
W
w−dHQ). Then H
′ is pure of
weight −d and is polarized. Let
P = HomHS(Q, (gr
W
−2H
′)prim(−1)) = (grW−2H
′
Q,x)prim(−1) ∩ F
0((grW−2H
′
C,x)prim(−1))
⊂ grW−2HomQ(gr
W
w HQ,x, gr
W
w−dHQ,x)prim(−1)
where HomHS denotes the set of homomorphisms of Hodge structures. Then the
restriction
〈 , 〉Nx,0 : P × P → Q
of 〈 , 〉Nx,0 in 1.6.7 (we take H
′ as the H in 1.6.7 and denote grW (Nx) by Nx,0) is a
positive definite symmetric bilinear form because this restriction coincides with the
restriction of the positive definite Hodge metric in 1.6.7.
1.6.9. By [8] and [22], the condition (2) in 1.5.5 is satisfied by Υ = HQ,x with the
weight filtration W and N = N ′x (1.6.1). Hence
Nx,d ∈ (gr
W
−2gr
W
−dHomQ(HQ,x,HQ,x))prim(−1)
is defined. Write
Nx,d =
∑
w∈Z
Nx,w,d
where Nx,w,d is the (gr
W
−2Hom(gr
W
w HQ, gr
W
w−dHQ))prim(−1)-component of Nx,d. Then
Nx,w,d ∈ P ⊂ (gr
W
−2H
′
Q,s)prim(−1).
Hence 〈Nx,w,d, Nx,w,d〉Nx,0 ∈ Q≥0 is defined. It is 0 if and only if Nx,w,d = 0 (since
the form 〈 , 〉Nx,0 on P is positive definite).
Define
h♦,w,d,x(H) := (〈Nx,w,d, Nx,w,d〉Nx,0)
1/d.
(It may seem strange to take the d-th root here. The reason of this will be explained
in 1.6.15 (1).) We have
(i) h♦,w,d,x(H) = 0 if and only if Nx,w,d = 0.
For x ∈ U , we have Nx = 0 and we have h♦,w,d,x(H) = 0.
1.6.10. We give a preparation for the definition of h♦,w,1(H).
Let (C,H) be as in 1.6.1 and assume that H is pure of weight −1. Let j : U
⊂
→ C
be the inclusion map. By Zucker [48], H1(C, j∗HQ) is endowed with a structure of
a pure Hodge structure of weight 0.
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The Hodge filtration on C ⊗Q H
1(C, j∗HQ) is given as follows ([48]). Let G =
HO ⊗OC Ω
1
C and let F ⊂ HO be the inverse image of G under the connection
∇ : HO → HO ⊗OC Ω
1
C(logR). Then F is a vector bundle. We have an exact
sequence 0→ j∗HC → F
∇
→ G → 0 of sheaves on C and thus C⊗Q H
1(C, j∗HQ) =
H1(C, [F
∇
→ G]). (Here H1(C, [. . . ]) denotes the hyper-cohomology of the complex
[. . . ].) Let F pF := F ∩ F pHO and F pG := F p−1HO ⊗OC Ω
1
C . Then the Hodge
filtration in question is given by F p(C⊗Q H
1(C, j∗HQ)) = H1(C, [F pF
∇
→ F pG]).
1.6.11. Let the notation be as in 1.6.10.
Let Ext1(Q,H) be the abelian group of extension classes in the category of all
objects in 1.6.1 (C is fixed but U moves). We have
Ext1(Q,H) ∼= Ker(H0(C, j∗HQ\F/F
0F)
∇
→ H0(C,G/F 0G))
where ∇ is the connection. For an element a of Ext1(Q,H), we have an element
of the right hand side of this isomorphism as follows. Let 0 → H → H˜ → Q → 0
be the exact sequence corresponding to a on some U ′ = U r R′ with R′ a finite
subset of U . Locally on U ′, lift 1 ∈ Q to a local section a1 of F 0H˜O and also to a
local section a2 of H˜Q. Then a1 − a2 gives a well defined section on U
′ of the sheaf
HQ\HO/F 0. By using the Griffiths transversality and the condition (ii) in 1.6.1 for
H˜, we see that this section belongs to the right hand side of the above isomorphism.
Consider the long exact sequence of cohomology groups associated to the exact
sequence of complexes of sheaves on C
0→ j∗HQ → [F/F 0F → G/F 0G]→ [j∗HQ\F/F 0F → G/F 0G]→ 0.
SinceH1(C, [F/F 0F → G/F 0G]) = (C⊗QH
1(C, j∗HQ))/F 0, the kernel ofH1(C, j∗HQ)→
H1(C, [F/F 0F → G/F 0G]) is identified with
P := HomHS(Q, H
1(C, j∗HQ)) = H1(C, j∗HQ) ∩ F 0(C⊗Q H1(C, j∗HQ))
where HomHS denotes the set of homomorphisms of Hodge structures. Hence the
long exact sequence of cohomology groups gives an exact sequence
(1) 0→ H0(C, j∗HQ)→ H0(C, [F/F 0F → G/F 0G])→ Ext
1(Q,H)→ P → 0.
1.6.12. Let the notation be as in 1.6.10. Assume furthermore that H is polarized.
The polarization HQ ⊗ HQ → Q(1) and the cup product induce a symmetric
Q-bilinear form
〈 , 〉 : H1(C, j∗HQ)×H
1(C, j∗HQ)→ H
2(C,Q(1)) = Q.
On P ⊂ H1(C, j∗HQ) (1.6.11), this pairing coincides with the positive definite Her-
mitian Hodge metric given by the polarization of the Hodge structure ofH1(C, j∗HQ).
Hence this cup product
〈 , 〉 : P × P → Q
is a positive definite symmetric Q-bilinear form.
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1.6.13. Let H be as in 1.6.1 and assume that the pure graded quotients of H are
polarized.
Let αw ∈ Ext
1(grWw H, gr
W
w−1H) be the class of the exact sequence 0→ gr
W
w−1H →
WwH/Ww−2H → grWw H → 0 where Ext
1 is the abelian group of extension classes in
the category of all objects in 1.6.1 (C is fixed and U varies). Let H′ = (grWw H)
∗ ⊗
grWw−1H ⊂ gr
W
−1(H
∗ ⊗H). Then H′ is pure of weight −1 and is polarized. We have
Ext1(grWw , gr
W
w−1) = Ext
1(Q,H′). Let βw ∈ P be the image of αw under the map
Ext1(Q,H′)→ P (1.6.11). Here we take H′ as H in 1.6.11. We define
h♦,w,1(H) = 〈αw, αw〉 := 〈βw, βw〉 ∈ Q≥0.
This is zero if and only if βw is zero.
Proposition 1.6.14. Let C ′ → C be the integral closure of C in a finite extension
of the function field of C and let H′ be the pullback of H to C ′ ×C U . Then
hr(H
′) = [C ′ : C]hr(H), h⋆(H′) = [C ′ : C]h⋆(H), h♣(H′) = [C ′ : C]h♣(H),
h♠(H′) = [C ′ : C]h♠(H),
h⋆♦(H′) = [C ′ : C]h⋆♦(H), h♦(H′) = [C ′ : C]h♦(H)
where H is pure in the first line, mixed in the second line, and mixed with polarized
pure graded quotients in the third line. We have similar formulas for h♦,w,1 and
h♦,w,d,x for d ≥ 2.
Proof. All formulas except the last two are easily seen. It is sufficient to prove the
last formula. The case d = 1 is easy. We assume d ≥ 2 and we consider hw,d,x. If
x′ ∈ C ′ lies over x ∈ C and if the ramification index of C ′ → C at x′ is e(x′, x),
the standard generator of the local monodromy group at x′ is sent to the e(x′, x)-
th power of that at x, and hence their logarithms satisfy Nx′ = e(x
′, x)Nx. Since
〈Nx,w,d, Nx,w,d〉Nx,0 = 〈Ad(Nx,0)
d−2(Nx,w,d), Nx,w,d〉, we have 〈Nx′,w,d, Nx′,w,d〉Nx′,0 =
e(x′, x)d·〈Nx,w,d, Nx,w,d〉Nx,0, and hence 〈Nx′,w,d, Nx′,w,d〉
1/d
Nx′,0
= e(x′, x)·〈Nx,w,d, Nx,w,d〉
1/d
Nx,0
.
Hence [C ′ : C]h♦,d,x(H) =
∑
x′ e(x
′, x)h♦,d,x(H) =
∑
x′ h♦,d,x′(H
′) where x′ ranges
over all points of C ′ lying over x. Hence [C ′ : C]h♦,w,d(H) = h♦,w,d(H′).
Remark 1.6.15. (1) The above proof of 1.6.14 shows that to have the formulas in
the third line, it is important to take the d-th root in the definition of h♦,w,d,x for
d ≥ 2 as in 1.6.9.
(2) If we do not assume the unipotence of the local monodromy in 1.6.1 and as-
sume only the quasi-unipotence, we still have the definition of these height functions
hr(H) = deg(gr
rHO) etc., by using the canonical extension HO of Deligne, but the
above formulas in 1.6.14 do not hold.
The following 1.6.16 was proved by Griffiths ([20]) and Peters ([33]) in the case
H is pure (the method of their proof will be sketched in §2.4).
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Proposition 1.6.16. Assume H is pure (resp. the pure graded quotients of H are
polarized).
(1) h⋆(H) ≥ 0 (resp. h⋆♦(H) ≥ 0).
(2) Assume h⋆(H) = 0 (resp. h⋆♦(H) = 0) and assume that HQ has a Z-
structure. Then over some finite e´tale covering of C, the pullback of H to C ′ becomes
a constant pure (resp. mixed) Hodge structure.
In the mixed case, (1) follows from the pure case. To reduce (2) to the pure case,
it is sufficient to prove the following proposition.
Proposition 1.6.17. If grWw H (w ∈ Z) are constant and h♦(H) = 0, then H is
constant.
Proof. By the induction on the length of the weight filtration and by Ext1(grWw ,Ww−1) =
Ext1(Q, (grWw )
∗ ⊗ Ww−1), we are reduced to the following situation. H = W0H,
grW0 H = Q, and W−1H is a constant variation associated to a mixed Hodge struc-
ture H ′. By H♦,0,d(H) = 0 for all d ≥ 2, Nx = 0 for all x and hence H has no
degeneration (we can take U = C). Let Ext1C(Q, H
′) be the abelian group of exten-
sions in the category of all H as in 1.6.1 with U = C. Then our H gives an element
α of Ext1C(Q, H
′). By similar arguments as in 1.6.11, we have
Ext1C(Q, H
′) ⊂ H0(C,H ′Q\(OC ⊗C (H
′
C/F
0))).
Consider the long exact sequence of cohomology groups associated to the exact
sequence
0→ H ′Q → OC ⊗C (H
′
C/F
0)→ H ′Q\(OC ⊗C (H
′
C/F
0))→ 0
of sheaves on C. We have
H0(C,OC ⊗C (H
′
C/F
0)) = H ′C/F
0.
Let β ∈ H1(C,H ′Q) = Hom(H1(C,Q), H
′
Q) be the image of α under the connecting
homomorphism.
Claim. β is a homomorphism H1(C)→ H
′ of mixed Hodge structures.
To prove this, it is sufficient to show that the image of H0(C,Ω1C) = F
0(C ⊗
H1(C,Q)) in H
′
C is contained in F
0H ′C. But this follows from the fact that the image
of β in H1(C,OC ⊗H
′
C/F
0) = H1(C,OC)⊗H
′
C/F
0 = HomC(H
0(C,Ω1C), H
′
C/F
0) is
zero because β is in the image of the connecting homomorphism.
Since H1(C) is pure of weight −1, we have
HomMHS(H1(C), H
′) ⊂→ HomMHS(H1(C), grW−1H
′)
⊂
→ HomQ(H1(C,Q), gr
W
−1H
′
Q) = H
1(C, grW−1H
′
Q).
Since H♦,0,1(H) = 0, the image of β in H1(C, grW−1H
′
Q) is 0 by the last remark in
1.6.13. Hence β = 0 and hence α comes from H ′C/F
0. Hence the extension class of
H comes from H ′Q\H
′
C/F
0, that is, H is constant.
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1.7 The heights H⋆♦(M) of mixed motives
1.7.1. H⋆♦(M) for M in Case (mixed-pol) is defined assuming some conjectures
which we can check to be true in many cases. It is defined as
H⋆♦(M) = (
∏
w∈Z
H⋆(gr
W
w H)) ·H♦(M)
where H♦(M) tells, roughly speaking, how M is far from being the direct sum of
grWw M (w ∈ Z). The definition of H♦(M) was given in the short summary [25]. We
review it in this §1.7. It has the shape
H♦(M) =
∏
w∈Z,d≥1
H♦,w,d(H).
H♦,w,1(M) is defined by the theory of the height pairing of Beilinson [4] , Bloch [6]
and Gillet-Soule´ [17] using the extension class of the exact sequence 0→ grWw−1M →
WwM/Ww−2M → grWw M → 0. For d ≥ 2,
H♦,w,d(M) =
∏
v
H♦,w,d,v(M),
where v ranges over all places of F . For v archimedean, H♦,w,d,v(M) is closely related
to Beilinson regulator in [3] as is seen in §2.1. For v non-archimedean, H♦,w,d,v(M)
is defined by using the monodromy operator at v (roughly speaking, it presents the
”archimedean size” of the monodromy operator).
For the definitions of H♦(M), H♦,w,d(M) (d ≥ 1), H♦,w,d,v(M) (d ≥ 2), we do
not need that M is with Z-coefficients.
1.7.2. Let M be a motive with Q-coefficients over a number field F whose pure
graded quotients grWw M (w ∈ Z) are polarized. Let w ∈ Z, d ≥ 2 and let v be
a non-archimedean place of F . We define H♦,w,d,v(M) under the assumptions (i)
and (ii) below. The Hodge analogues of these (i) and (ii) are 1.6.8 (i) and 1.6.9,
respectively, which are true. We expect that the present (i) and (ii) are also true.
Assuming (i), (ii), we will define
H♦,w,d,v(M) := ♯(Fv)l(v) with l(v) = 〈Nv,w,d, Nv,w,d〉
1/d
Nv,0
∈ R≥0
where ♯(Fv) denotes the order of the residue field Fv of v and 〈Nv,w,d, Nv,w,d〉Nv,0 ∈
Q≥0 is defined in the same way as 〈Nx,w,d, Nx,w,d〉Nx,0 ∈ Q≥0 in 1.6.9 but this time
assuming (i) and (ii).
Let p = char(Fv).
Let ℓ be a prime number. We define 〈Nv,w,d, Nv,w,d〉Nv,0 ∈ Qℓ for each ℓ by an
ℓ-adic method assuming (i) below.
Let A = Qℓ if ℓ 6= p, and let A = Fv,0,ur if ℓ = p. Here Fv,0 is (as in 1.3.7) the
field of fractions of W (Fv). Define a finite dimensional A-vector space Υ as follows.
If ℓ 6= p, let Υ =Met,Qℓ . If ℓ = p, let Υ = Dpst(Fv,Met,Qp).
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We have the monodromy operators N ′v : Υ→ Υ and Nv : Υ→ Υ(−1) defined as
follows. Here in the case ℓ = p, Υ(−1) = Υ as an A-vector space, but the Frobenius
operator ϕ on Υ(−1) is p times ϕ on Υ.
Assume first ℓ 6= p. let Iv be the inertia subgroup of Gal(F¯v/Fv) and let a :
Iv → Zℓ(1) be the surjective homomorphism defined as σ 7→ (νn)n where νn is an
ℓn-th root of 1 defined by σ(̟1/ℓ
n
) = νn̟
1/ℓn with ̟ a prime element of Fv. Let σ
be an element of Iv such that a(σ) is a generator of Zℓ(1), and let N
′
v = log(σ) :=
1
m
log(σm) : Υ → Υ where m ≥ 1 is an integer such that the action of σm on Υ is
unipotent. This N ′v depends on σ but is independent of the choice of m. Let
Nv := a(σ)
−1N ′v = a(σ)
−1 log(σ) : Υ→ Υ(−1).
Then Nv is independent of the choice of σ. Next in the case ℓ = p, let N
′
v : Υ→ Υ
be the monodromy operator and let Nv = N
′
v : Υ→ Υ(−1).
We have N ′vWwΥ ⊂WwΥ for any ℓ.
We assume for any ℓ
(i) The weight monodromy conjecture is true for grWw Υ for any w ∈ Z.
This means the following (i’) is true for each w ∈ Z.
Let W be the relative monodromy filtration on grWw Υ for N
′
v : gr
W
w Υ → gr
W
w Υ.
Let F¯v be the residue field of Fv,ur, which is an algebraic closure of Fv.
Assume ℓ 6= p. Let σ be an element of Gal(F¯v/Fv) whose image in Gal(F¯v/Fv)
is F¯v → F¯v ; x 7→ x
1/♯(Fv).
(i’) for the case ℓ 6= p: For any m ∈ Z, the eigenvalues of the action of σ on
grWm gr
W
w Υ are algebraic numbers whose all conjugates over Q have complex absolute
value ♯(Fv)
m/2.
Assume ℓ = p. Take a finite extension ′Fv ⊂ F¯v of Fv such that the action
of the inertia subgroup of Gal(′F¯v/′Fv) on Υ is trivial. Let ′Υ = Dst(′Fv,Met,Qp)
be the fixed part of Gal(′F¯v/′Fv) in Υ. Let ′Fv be the residue field of ′Fv and let
′A := ′Fv,0 = ′Fv ∩ Fv,0,ur be the field of fractions of W (′Fv). Then Υ = A ⊗′A ′Υ.
Let d = [′Fv : Fp].
(i’) for the case ℓ = p: For any m ∈ Z, the eigenvalues of the ′A-linear map
ϕd on grWm gr
W
w (
′Υ) are algebraic numbers whose all conjugates over Q have complex
absolute value pdm/2.
The weight-monodromy conjecture was proved under certain (not so strong)
assumption by Scholze in [39].
Assume the weight-monodromy conjecture (i). Then (1) and (2) in 1.5.5 are
satisfied by (Υ,W,N ′v). In fact, if ℓ 6= p (resp. ℓ = p), we have the relative mon-
odromy filtration W of N ′v with respect to W and Υm in (2) of 1.5.5 as follows:
Υm is the part of Υ on which all eigenvalues of σ (resp. ϕ
d) in (i’) have com-
plex absolute values ♯(Fv)
m/2 (resp. pdm/2), and Wm := ⊕i≤mΥi. Hence Nv,d ∈
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(grW−2gr
W
−dHomA(Υ,Υ))prim(−1) is defined. Write
Nv,d =
∑
w∈Z
Nv,w,d
where Nv,w,d is the (gr
W
−2Hom(gr
W
w Υ, gr
W
w−dΥ)prim)(−1)-component of Nv,d.
Let M ′ := (grWw M)
∗ ⊗ grWw−dM . Then M
′ is a pure motive of weight −d, and
the polarizations of grWw M and gr
W
w−dM induce a polarization M
′ ⊗M ′ → Q(d). It
induces a non-degenerate A-bilinear form
〈 , 〉 : (grW2−2dHom(gr
W
w Υ, gr
W
w−dΥ))(1− d)× (gr
W
−2Hom(gr
W
w Υ, gr
W
w−dΥ))(−1)→ A.
This induces a non-degenerate symmetric A-bilinear form
〈 , 〉Nv,0 : (gr
W
−2Hom(gr
W
w Υ, gr
W
w−dΥ)prim)(−1)×(gr
W
−2Hom(gr
W
w Υ, gr
W
w−dΥ)prim)(−1)→ A
(a, b) 7→ 〈Ad(Nv,0)
d−2(a), b〉
whereNv,0 = gr
W (Nv). Thus we obtain 〈Nv,w,d, Nv,w,d〉Nv,0 ∈ A. If ℓ = p, 〈Nv,w,d, Nv,w,d〉Nv,0
belongs to the part in A fixed by ϕ, which is Qp.
Following the analogy with 1.6.9, we conjecture that the following (ii) is true.
(ii) 〈Nv,w,d, Nv,w,d〉Nv,0 ∈ Q≥0 and is independent of ℓ. It is zero if and only if
Nv,w,d = 0.
1.7.3. For w ∈ Z, d ≥ 2 and for v non-archimedean, assuming (i) and (ii), we define
H♦,w,d,v(M) = ♯(Fv)l(v) ≥ 1 where l(v) = (〈Nv,w,d, Nv,w,d〉Nv,0)
1/d.
The reason why we take the d-th root here is to have the result for a base change
F ′/F in 1.7.12 (2) below, the same as the case of Hodge analogue 1.6.15 (2).
1.7.4. The independence of ℓ and the positivity in (ii) in 1.7.2 is explained by some
philosophy on motives as in 1.7.5 below. We give a preparation for motives over an
algebraic closure k¯ of a finite field k of characteristic p.
We define the category of motives with Q-coefficients over k¯ to be the category
of Grothendieck motives with Q-coefficients over k¯ modulo homological equivalence,
which he defined using projective smooth schemes over k. Here, modulo homo-
logical equivalence means that a morphism is regarded as 0 if it induces zero ho-
momorphisms on the ℓ-adic e´tale realizations for all ℓ 6= p and on the crystalline
realization. (It is conjectured that this homological equivalence is the same as the
rational equivalence, and also the same as the numerical equivalence.)
Note that by Weil conjecture proved by Deligne, for any motive M with Q-
coefficients over k¯, we have a unique direct sum decomposition M = ⊕wMw where
Mw is of weight w.
There is a notion of polarization, but we do not review it.
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1.7.5. Let the notation be as in 1.7.2. A philosophy on motives is that the following
holds:
Assume that M is pure of weight w. Then there is a family of pure motives
(Pm)m of weight m with Q-coefficients over the algebraic closure F¯v of the residue
field Fv of v, and a direct summand Pm,prim of Pm for each m ≥ w having the
following properties (1)–(3):
(1) For a prime number ℓ, if ℓ 6= p (resp. ℓ = p), grWmΥ is identified with the
ℓ-adic e´tale realization Pm,et,Qℓ (resp. the crystalline realization Pm,crys), (gr
W
mΥ)prim
is identified with Pm,prim,et,Qℓ (resp. Pm,prim,crys), and Nv : gr
W
mΥ → (gr
W
m−2Υ)(−1)
comes from a morphism Nv : Pm → Pm−2(−1) of motives which is independent of
ℓ. This is similar to 1.6.6 in Hodge theory.
(2) For m ∈ Z, the homomorphism grWw−mΥ⊗gr
W
w+mΥ→ A(−w) induced by the
polarization M ⊗M → Q(−w) of M comes from a morphism Pw−m ⊗ Pw+m →
Q(−w) of motives which is independent of ℓ. Form ≥ 0, this morphism and the mor-
phism Nmv : Pw+m → Pw−m(−m) induce a polarization Pw+m,prim ⊗Pw+m,prim →
Q(−w −m) of Pw+m,prim. This is similar to 1.6.7 in Hodge theory.
(3) In particular, if w = −d for an integer d ≥ 2 and if we take m = 1, we
have the polarization 〈 , 〉Nv : P−2,prim(−1) ⊗ P−2,prim(−1) → Q. If we put P :=
Hom(Q,P−2,prim(−1)) (the set of morphisms of motives), the pairing P × P → Q
induced by the polarization is positive definite.
Apply this by taking the pure motive M ′ = (grWw M)
∗⊗ grWw−dM of weight −d in
1.7.2 as M above. We expect that Nv,w,d ∈ P . This explains that 〈Nv,w,d, Nv,w,d〉Nv,0
should belong to Q≥0 and be independent of ℓ, and that it should be> 0 ifNv,w,d 6= 0.
1.7.6. Now we consider an Archimedean place v. We define H♦,w,d,v(M) for d ≥ 2
(not using any conjecture). We give first Hodge theoretic preparations.
Let H be a mixed R-Hodge structure. We review a homomorphism δ : grWHR →
grWHR.
As is explained in [8] 2.20, there is a unique pair (s, δ) where s is a splitting
grWHR ∼= HR of W and δ is a nilpotent R-linear map gr
WHR → gr
WHR such that
the original Hodge filtration F of H is expressed as F = s(exp(iδ)grW (F )) and such
that the Hodge (p, q)-component δp,q of δ with respect to gr
W (F ) is zero unless p < 0
and q < 0.
1.7.7. Let v be an archimedean place of F . Let d ≥ 2.
Take a homomorphism a : F → C which induces v. Let δv : gr
WMa,B,R →
grWMa,B,R (here Ma,B,R = R⊗QMa,B) be the δ (1.7.6) of the mixed R-Hodge struc-
ture R⊗QMa,H . Let H
′ = (grWw Ma,H)
∗⊗grWw−dMa,H ⊂ gr
W
−d(M
∗
a,H⊗Ma,H) which is a
polarized Hodge structure of weight−d. Let δv,w,d ∈ H
′
R be the Hom(gr
W
w Ma,B,R, gr
W
w−dMa,B,R)-
component of δv. The Hodge metric ( , ) of H
′ defines (δv,w,d, δv,w,d) ∈ R≥0. Let
H♦,w,d,v(M) = exp(2(δv,w,d, δv,w,d)1/d) if v is a complex place,
H♦,w,d,v(M) = exp((δv,w,d, δv,w,d)1/d) if v is a real place.
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The reason why we take here the d-th root is that we are following the analogy
between Nv for v non-archimedean and δv in Hodge theory.
1.7.8. Example. Let a ∈ F×. We have the mixed motive M with Z-coefficients
over F associated to a having an exact sequence 0→ Z(1)→ M → Z→ 0. In this
case, (i) and (ii) in 1.7.2 are satisfied at all non-archimedean places of F . We have
H♦,0,2,v(M) = max(|a|v, |a|
−1
v )
for all places v of F , and H♦(M) = H♦,0,2(M) =
∏
vH♦,0,2,v(M). If F = Q and if
a = b/c with b, c ∈ Z such that (b, c) = 1, we have H♦(M) = max(|b|2, |c|2).
In fact, Nv,0,2 = ordv(a) for v non-archimedean, δv,0,2 = −i log(|a|v) ∈ R(1) =
R · 2πi if v is real, and δv,0,2 = −2
−1i log(|a|v) ∈ R(1) = R · 2πi if v is complex. The
above result on H♦,0,2,v(M) follows from this.
1.7.9. The definition of H♦,w,1 in 1.7.10 below is a simple application of the theory
of height parings of Beilinson, Bloch and Gillet-Soule´.
Let M be a pure motive of weight −1 with Q-coefficients over a number field F .
Let
E(M) := Ext1(Q,M)
be the extension group in the category of mixed motives with Q-coefficients over
F . If M = H2r−1(X)(r) for a projective smooth scheme X over F with r ∈ Z, we
expect that
E(M) ∼= (CHr(X)⊗Q)0
where ( )0 denotes the part homologically equivalent to 0.
In Beilinson [4], Bloch [6] and Gillet-Soule´ [17], the height paring
〈 , 〉 : E(M)× E(M∗(1))→ R>0.
is defined assuming some conjectures. We describe one method following Scholl [41].
Let a ∈ E(M), b ∈ E(M∗(1)). Then a corresponds to a mixed motive Sa with
Q-coefficients over F such that W0Sa = Sa, W−2Sa = 0, grW0 Sa = Q, gr
W
−1Sa = M ,
and since Ext1(Q,M∗(1)) ∼= Ext1(M,Q(1)) (by duality), b corresponds to a mixed
motive Sb withQ-coefficients over F such thatW−1Sb = Sb,W−3Sb = 0, grW−1Sb = M ,
grW−2Sb = Q(1).
We assume the following (i)= (i-1)+(i-2) (a philosophy of motives explained
below tells that this (i) should be always true.)
(i-1) There is a mixed motive S with Q-coefficients over F such that
W0S = S, W−3S = 0, S/W−2S = Sa, W−1S = Sb.
The group F×⊗Q acts on the set of isomorphism classes of S as in (i-1) as follows.
For S as in (i-1) and for c ∈ F×⊗Q, c sends the class of S to the class of S ′ where S ′
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is obtained from S and c as follows: Let Ec be the mixed motive with Q-coefficients
over F corresponding to c with an exact sequence 0 → Q(1) → Ec → Q → 0.
Take the fiber product J of S ⊕ Ec → Q
2 ← Q and then take the pushout S ′ of
Q(1) ← Q(1)2 → J . Here the morphism Q → Q2 is x 7→ (x, x) and the morphism
Q(1)2 → Q(1) is (x, y) 7→ x− y.
(i-2) The action of F× ⊗ Q on the set of isomorphism classes of S as in (i-1) is
transitive.
We also assume
(ii)M satisfies the weight-monodromy conjecture at each non-archimedean place
of F ,
By (ii), for each non-archimedean place v of F and for each prime number ℓ, the
representation Met,Qℓ of Gal(F¯v/Fv) gives
Nv,0,2 ∈ Qℓ.
In fact, for a prime number ℓ 6= p = char(Fp), the ℓ-adic method gives Nv,0,2 ∈
HomQℓ(gr
W
0 Met,Qℓ , gr
W
−2Met,Qℓ)(−1) = HomQℓ(Qℓ,Qℓ(1))(−1) = Qℓ, and the p-adic
method similarly gives Nv,0,2 in the fixed part ofDpst(Qp(1))(−1) by Frobenius which
is Qp. We assume that
(iii) This Nv,0,2 belongs to Q and is independent of ℓ.
On the other hand, for each archimedean place v of F , we have
δv,0,2 of S ∈ R(1) = R · 2πi.
Define t(v) = ♯(Fv)
Nv,0,2 if v is non-archimedean, t(v) = exp(iδv,0,2) if v is a real
place, and t(v) = exp(2iδv,0,2) if v is a complex place. Define
〈a, b〉 :=
∏
v
t(v)
where v ranges over all places of F . If S is replaced by its modification S ′ obtained
by using the action of c ∈ F× in (i-2), t(v) is replaced by t(v)|c|v for any place v of
F . By product formula, 〈a, b〉 is independent of the choice of S as in (i-1).
If we have a polarization p :M →M∗(1) of M , we have a pairing
(*) 〈 , 〉 : E(M)× E(M)→ R>0 (a, b) 7→ 〈a, p(b)〉.
It is a symmetric pairing. It is expected that the following (iv) is true.
(iv) The logarithm of the above paring log〈 , 〉 : E(M)×E(M)→ R is positive
definite.
The philosophical reasons of (i-1) and (i-2) are as follows. We have an exact
sequence
0→ Ext1(Q,Q(1))→ Ext1(Q, Sb)→ Ext
1(Q,M)→ Ext2(Q,Q(1))
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associated to the exact sequence 0 → Q(1) → Sb → M → 0 of mixed motives. A
philosophy of motives tells Exti(Q,Q(1)) = H i−1(Spec(F ),Gm). Hence we should
have Ext2(Q,Q(1)) = Q ⊗ Pic(F ) = 0. Hence the above exact sequence tells that
there should be an element s of Ext1(Q, S2) whose image in Ext
1(Q,M) coincides
with the class of Sa and this s, which gives S in (i-1), is determined modulo the
image of Ext1(Q,Q(1)) which should be identified with F× ⊗Q.
1.7.10. We define H♦,w,1.
Let M be a mixed motive with Q-coefficients over a number field F whose pure
graded quotients grWw M (w ∈ Z) are polarized. Let M
′ = (grWw M)
∗ ⊗ grWw−1M ⊂
grW−1(M
∗ ⊗ M). This is a polarized pure motive of weight −1. We assume that
(i)–(iii) in 1.7.9 are true if we take this M ′ as M in 1.7.9.
Let αw ∈ Ext
1(grWw M, gr
W
w−1M) = Ext
1(Q,M ′) be the extension class of 0 →
grWw−1M →WwM/Ww−2M → gr
W
w M → 0. We define
H♦,w,1(M) = 〈αw, αw〉
by using the pairing 〈 , 〉 in (*) of 1.7.9. If we assume (iv) of 1.7.9, H♦,w,1(M) ≥ 1,
and we have H♦,w,1(M) = 1 if and only of α = 0.
Remark 1.7.11. In the case M = H2r−1(X)(r), under certain assumptions, the
rationality (iii) in 1.7.9 is proved by understanding Nv,0,2 in 1.7.9 as a certain in-
tersection number on the special fiber at v of a proper regular integral models over
OF . See [4], [6], [17].
Proposition 1.7.12. Let M be in Case (mixed-pol). Assume (i) and (ii) in 1.7.2
and (i)–(iii) in 1.7.10.
(1) For Tate twists and for the dual, we haveH♦(M(r)) = H♦(M) andH♦(M∗) =
H♦(M), and similar formulas for H♦,w,1 and H♦,w,d,v for d ≥ 2 and for each place
v of F .
(2) Let F ′ be a finite extension of F , and let M ′ be the motive over F induced by
M . We have H♦(M ′) = H♦(M)[F
′:F ] and similar formulas for H♦,w,1 and H♦,w,d,v
for d ≥ 2 and for each place v of F .
Remark 1.7.13. (1) If we like to define H♦,w,d,v for d ≥ 2 and for v non-archimedean
only under the assumption (i) in 1.7.2 not assuming the rationality (ii) in 1.7.2, we
can do as follows. Choose a prime number ℓ and a field homomorphism Qℓ → C and
define l(v) as the absolute value of the the image of 〈Nv,w,d, Nv,w,d〉Nv,0 ∈ Qℓ (which
is defined ℓ-adically) in C. Then define H♦,w,d,v(M) to be ♯(Fv)l(v).
(2) If we like to define H♦,w,1 assuming only (i) and (ii) in 1.7.9 not assuming
the rationality (iii), we can do as follows. For each non-archimedean place v of F ,
choose a prime number ℓ and a field homomorphism Qℓ → C and let Re(Nv,w,2) be
the real part of the image of Nv,w,2 ∈ Qℓ (which is defined ℓ-adically) in C. Then
define t(v) in 1.7.9 to be ♯(Fv)
Re(Nv,w,2).
With the definitions in these (1) and (2), we still have the result in the above
1.7.12.
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2 Speculations
In this §2, we present our speculations on motives.
In §2.1, we consider how the height function H♦ of mixed motives with fixed
pure graded quotients are related to the papers [3] of Beilinson and [7] of Bloch and
the author on motives. The main things of §2.1 are presented in 2.1.17 and 2.1.24.
In §2.2, we review period domains and their toroidal partial compactifications,
and define the set X(F ) of motives. In §2.3, we define height functions h♥ and
H♥,S, and show that the height functions h♠ and h♥ are equal to the degrees of the
pullbacks of ′′K+D′′ and ′′D′′ of a toroidal partial compactification X¯(C) of a period
domain X(C), respectively, via the period map. This §2.3 gives us philosophies how
to compare (1)–(4) in Introduction.
Basing on these philosophies, we present our speculations on the relation between
curvature forms on Griffiths period domains and motives in §2.4, on the motive
version of Vojta conjectures in §2.5, and on the motive version of Manin-Batyrev
conjectures in §2.6.
2.1 Mixed motives with fixed pure graded quotients
2.1.1. In this §2.1, we discuss the relations between the following three subjects.
(a) The finiteness of the number of mixed motives of bounded height with fixed
pure graded quotients.
(b) The conjectural Mordell-Weil theorems for K-groups of algebraic varieties
over number fields.
(c) Some conjectures in the works [3] of Beilinson and in [7] of Bloch and the
author.
Assuming conjectures which appeared in the definition of H♦ in §1.7, we will
have (c) ⇒ (a) ⇒ (b) (2.1.17, 2.1.24).
The more precise meanings of (a), (b), (c) are explained in 2.1.2, 2.1.3, 2.1.4
below, respectively.
2.1.2. We explain (a) in 2.1.1.
Let F be a number field. Assume that we are given a polarized pure motive Mw
of weight w with Z-coefficients over F for each w ∈ Z satisfying Mw = 0 for almost
all w.
We expect that the following (1) is true.
(1) If C ∈ R>0, there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of mixed motives
M with Z-coefficients over F such that grWw M = Mw for all w ∈ Z and such that
H♦(M) ≤ C.
This is regarded as a motivic version of 1.6.17 in Hodge theory.
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2.1.3. We explain (b) in 2.1.1.
Let d ≥ 1 be an integer. Let M be a pure motive with Z-coefficients over F
of weight −d, and let Ext1(Z,M) be the group of extension classes of 0 → M →
M˜ → Z→ 0 where M˜ is a mixed motive with Z-coefficients over F . The following
is expected in the case M = Hm(X)(r) for a smooth projective scheme X over F
and for m, r ∈ Z such that d = 2r −m.
(1) If d ≥ 2,
Q⊗ Ext1(Z,M) ∼= grrγ(Q⊗Kd−1(X))
where γ is the Gamma-filtration.
(2) If d = 1, as in 1.7.9, Q⊗ Ext1(Z,M) ∼= (Q⊗Z CH
r(X))0.
We expect that the following (1) and (2) are true.
(1) If d 6= 2, Ext1(Z,M) is finitely generated as an abelian group.
(2) If d = 2, if we fix a finite set S of places of F which contains all archimedean
places of F , the subgroup of Ext1(Z,M) consisting of classes of mixed motives which
are of good reduction outside S is finitely generated as an abelian group.
This is related to the subject (a) because Ext1(Z,M) is classifying mixed motives
M˜ with Z-coefficients over F such that grWw M˜ is Z if w = 0, M if w = −d, and 0
for other w.
2.1.4. The subject (c) in 2.1.1 is about the conjectures in [3] and [7] concerning
Q⊗Z Ext
1(Z,M) or concerning Q⊗ the K-group in 2.1.3, which we review in 2.1.15
below. We will consider how these conjectures are related to the subject (a). These
conjectures are not in the parts of [3] and [7] concerning zeta functions, but in the
more basic parts. The parts concerning zeta functions in the works [3] [7] should be
also related to height functions of motives as is explained in Remark 2.6.16.
In the following, 2.1.5–2.1.9 are preparations on local fields, 2.1.10–2.1.15 are
preparations on global fields, and then in 2.1.16–2.1.24, we discuss the above main
subjects.
In 2.1.5–2.1.8, we consider Galois cohomology of local fields. In 2.1.9, we consider
the archimedean analogue.
2.1.5. Let K be a finite extension of Qp.
Let ℓ be a prime number and let V be a finite-dimensional Qℓ-vector space
endowed with a continuous action of Gal(K¯/K). Then we have Qℓ-subspaces
H1e (K, V ) ⊂ H
1
f (K, V ) ⊂ H
1
g (K, V )
([7]) of the finite-dimensional Qℓ-vector space H
1(K, V ) = H1cont(Gal(K¯/K), V ). We
review basic things on these subspaces.
If ℓ 6= p, H1e (K, V ) := 0, H
1
g (K, V ) := H
1(K, V ), and H1f (K, V ) is defined as the
kernel of H1(K, V )→ H1(Kur, V ). If ℓ = p, H
1
e (K, V ), H
1
f (K, V ), and H
1
g (K, V ) are
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defined as the kernels of the canonical maps from H1(K, V ) to H1(K,Bϕ=1crys ⊗Qp V ),
H1(K,Bcrys ⊗Qp V ), and H
1(K,BdR ⊗Qp V ), respectively.
Let a ∈ H1(K, V ) and let 0 → V → Ea → Qℓ → 0 be the corresponding exact
sequence of continuous representations of Gal(K¯/K) over Qℓ. If ℓ 6= p and V is
unramified, a ∈ H1f (K, V ) if and only if Ea is unramified. If ℓ = p and V is a de
Rham representation of Gal(K¯/K), a ∈ H1g (K, V ) if and only if Ea is de Rham. If
ℓ = p and V is crystalline, a ∈ H1f (K, V ) if and only if Ea is crystalline.
In the Tate duality H1(K, V ) × H1(K, V ∗(1)) → Qℓ, if ℓ 6= p (resp. ℓ = p and
V is de Rham), H1e (K, V ), H
1
f (K, V ), H
1
g (K, V ) coincide with the annihilators of
H1g (K, V
∗(1)), H1f (K, V
∗(1)), H1e (K, V
∗(1)), respectively.
2.1.6. Let the notation be as in 2.1.5. In the case ℓ = p, we assume that V is a de
Rham representation. For a ∈ H1(K, V ) and for the corresponding exact sequence
0 → V → Ea → Qℓ → 0, we review the relation of the monodromy operator of Ea
and the image of a in H1g (K, V )/H
1
f (K, V ).
(1) Assume first ℓ 6= p and that the action of the inertia subgroup I of Gal(K¯/K)
on V is unipotent. Then we have canonical isomorphisms
H1g (K, V )/H
1
f (K, V )
∼=
→ H1(Kur, V )
σ=1 ∼= (V (−1)/NV )σ=1,
where σ is the canonical generator of Gal(Kur/K), N denotes the monodromy op-
erator V → V (−1) of V , and σ = 1 denotes the fixed part of σ. This isomorphism
sends a ∈ H1(K, V ) to the class of the monodromy operator Na : Ea → Ea(−1).
Here the class of Na is defined as the class of Na(e) where e is any lifting of 1 ∈ Qℓ
to Ea.
If d ≥ 1 is an integer and if V satisfies the weight-monodromy conjecture for the
weight filtrationW of pure weight −d (this means thatW is the increasing filtration
defined by W−dV = V and W−d−1V = 0), then since
((grW−2V )prim(−1))
σ=1 ∼= (V (−1)/NV )σ=1,
we have a canonical isomorphism
H1g (K, V )/H
1
f (K, V )
∼= ((grW−2V )prim(−1))
σ=1.
This isomorphism sends a to Na,d (§1.5).
(2) Assume next ℓ = p and that V is semi-stable. Then we have a canonical
isomorphism
H1g (K, V )/H
1
f (K, V )
∼= (Dst(V )(−1)/NDst(V ))
ϕ=1
which sends a ∈ H1g (K, V ) to the class of the monodromy operator Na : Dst(Ea)→
Dst(Ea)(−1) (note that Ea is semi-stable by the assumption V is semi-stable and
a ∈ H1g (K, V )).
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If d ≥ 1 is an integer and if Dst(V ) satisfies the weight-monodromy conjecture
for the weight filtration W of pure weight −d, since
(grW−2DstV )prim(−1))
ϕ=1 ∼= (Dst(V )(−1)/NDst(V ))
ϕ=1,
we have a canonical isomorphism
H1g (K, V )/H
1
f (K, V )
∼= ((grW−2Dst(V ))prim(−1))
ϕ=1.
This isomorphism sends a ∈ H1g (K, V ) to Na,d (§1.5).
(3) In general, if ℓ 6= p (resp. ℓ = p), the action of I on V is quasi-unipotent
(resp. V is potentially semi-stable). Hence by the above (1) (resp. (2)) for a finite
extension K ′ of K over which we have a unipotent action of the inertia group (resp.
semi-stable representation), if d ≥ 1 and if the weight-monodromy conjecture in (1)
(resp. (2)) over K ′ is true, we have a canonical injective homomorphism
ι : H1g (K, V )/Hf(K, V )→ gr
W
−2(V )prim(−1)
(resp. ι : H1g (K, V )/H
1
f (K, V )→ gr
W
−2Dpst(V )prim(−1))
which sends a ∈ H1g (K, V ) to Na,d.
2.1.7. Let the notation be as in 2.1.5 and let T be a Gal(K¯/K)-stable Zℓ-lattice
in V . Then H1(K, T ) = H1cont(Gal(K¯/K), T ) is a finitely generated Zℓ-module. By
H1e (K, T ),H
1
f (K, T ),H
1
g (K, T ), we denote the inverse image ofH
1
e (K, V ), H
1
f (K, V ),
H1g (K, V ) in H
1(K, T ), respectively.
Lemma 2.1.8. Let the notation be as in 2.1.5. Let T be a Gal(K¯/K)-stable Zℓ-
lattice in V .
(1) Assume ℓ 6= p. Assume V is unramified. Then the image ofH1g (K, T )/H
1
f (K, T )→
V (−1)σ=1 is contained in T (−1).
(2) Assume ℓ = p. Assume V is crystalline, p is a prime element in K, and
there is r ∈ Z such that DrdR(V ) = DdR(V ) and D
r+p−1
dR (V ) = 0. Let DFL(T ) ⊂
Dcrys(V ) be the Fontaine-Laffaille module [15] corresponding to T . Then the image
of H1g (K, T )/H
1
f(K, T )→ Dcrys(V )(−1)
ϕ=1 is contained in DFL(T )(−1).
Proof. (1) is clear. We prove (2). The isomorphismH1g (K, V )/H
1
f (K, V )
∼=
→ Dcrys(V )(−1)
ϕ=1
is the dual ofH1f (K, V
∗(1))/H1e (K, V
∗(1)) ∼= Dcrys(V ∗(1))/(1−ϕ)Dcrys(V ∗(1)) which
comes from a canonical isomorphism H1f (K, T
∗(1)) ∼= DFL(T ∗(1))/(1−ϕ)D0FL(T
∗(1))
([7] Lemma 4.5). Hence by duality, the homomorphism H1g (K, T ) → Dcrys(V )(−1)
comes from the composition H1g (K, T )→ HomZp(H
1(K, T ∗(1)),Zp)→
HomZp(DFL(T
∗(1)),Zp) ∼= DFL(T )(−1).
2.1.9. We consider the corresponding archimedean theory. Let d ≥ 1 and let H be a
pure R-Hodge structure of weight −d. Then the group Ext1RMHS(R, H) of extensions
in the category of mixed R-Hodge structures is isomorphic to HR\HC/F
0HC.
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Let H≤1,≤1R be the intersection HR ∩ ⊕p≤−1,q≤−1,p+q=−d H
p,q
C where H
p,q
C is the
component of HC of Hodge type (p, q). Then we have an isomorphism
H≤−1,≤−1R
∼=
→ HR\HC/F
0HC ; δ 7→ iδ.
Hence we have a canonical isomorphism
δ : Ext1RMHS(R, H)
∼=
→ H≤−1,≤−1R .
If a ∈ Ext1RMHS(R, H) and if 0 → H → Ea → R → 0 is the corresponding exact
sequence of mixed R-Hodge structures, the last isomorphism sends a to the class of
δ of Ea.
2.1.10. In 2.1.10–2.1.22, let F be a number field, let d ≥ 2, and let M be a pure
motive with Q-coefficients over F of weight −d.
Let S be a finite set of places of F containing all archimedean places. Let
H1g,S(F,Met) be the subgroup of H
1
cont(Gal(F¯ /F ),Met) consisting of all elements a
whose images av,ℓ in H
1(Fv,Met,Qℓ) for non-archimedean places v of F and prime
numbers ℓ satisfy the following (i) and (ii).
(i) av,ℓ ∈ H
1
g (Fv,MQℓ) for all v and ℓ.
(ii) av,ℓ ∈ H
1
f (Fv,Met,Qℓ) for all ℓ if v /∈ S.
Let
H1g (F,Met) = ∪S H
1
g,S(F,Met) ⊂ H
1
cont(Gal(F¯ /F ),Met).
We also introduce notation for archimedean theory. For an archimdean place v of
F , let ERv be the following R-vector space. Let a : F → C be a homomorphism which
induces v. If v is a complex place, let ERv = Ma,B,R ∩M
≤−1,≤−1
a,H,C where M
≤−1,≤−1
a,H,C is
the part of C⊗QMa,B of Hodge type (≤ −1,≤ −1). In the case v is a real place, let
ERv be M
σ=−1
a,B,R ∩M
≤−1,≤−1
a,H,C where M
σ=−1
a,B,R denotes the part of Ma,B,R = R ⊗Q Ma,B
on which the complex conjugation σ on Ma,B acts by −1.
Proposition 2.1.11. If d 6= 2, we have H1g (F,Met) = H
1
g,S(F,Met) if S is large
enough.
Proof. If S is large enough, by Weil conjecture proved by Deligne, 2.1.6 shows that
H1g (Fv,Met,Qℓ)/H
1
f (Fv,Met,Qℓ) = 0 for any v /∈ S and any ℓ.
2.1.12. Let the notation be as in 2.1.10.
We assume that we are given a Q-vector space E endowed with a Q-linear map
E → (⊕v|∞ERv )⊕H
1
g (F,Met).
For a finite set S of places of F containing all archimedean places, let ES ⊂ E
be the inverse image of H1g,S(F,Met) under the map E → H
1
g (F,Met). By 2.1.11, if
d 6= 2, we have E = ES for a sufficiently large S.
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We are interested in the following two situations.
(Situation I). E := Ext1(Q,M).
(Situation II). Let X be a projective smooth scheme over F , fix m, r ∈ Z such
that d = 2r−m, let M be the pure motive Hm(X)(r) with Q-coefficients over F of
weight −d, and let E := grrγ(Q⊗Kd−1(X)).
We expect that we have E = Ext1(Q,M) also in the situation II, but we like to
discuss finiteness concerning the K-group without assuming it in the situation II.
In the situation I (resp. the situation II), the map E → ERv is obtained by taking
the associated Hodge structures and using 2.1.9 (resp. is the Beilinson regulator
map). In the situation I (resp. situation II), the map E → H1g (F,Met) is obtained
by the e´tale realization of extensions (resp. by the Chern class map). In the situation
II, these maps should coincide with the maps in the situation I via the identification
E = Ext1(Q,M).
2.1.13. Assume now that M is endowed with a structure of Z-coefficients. Let EZ
be the fiber product of
E → H1cont(Gal(F¯ /F ),Met)← H
1
cont(Gal(F¯ /F ),Met,Zˆ).
Since G := Gal(F¯ /F ) is compact, we have H1(G,Met) = lim−→n
H1(G, 1
n
Met,Zˆ) =
Q⊗H1(G,Met,Zˆ). Hence we have
Q⊗ EZ = E.
In the situation I, we have EZ = Ext1(Z,M) (2.1.3).
For a finite set S of places of F which contains all archimedean places, let EZS ⊂
EZ be the inverse image of ES under the map E
Z → E. By 2.1.11, if d 6= 2, we have
EZS = E
Z for a sufficiently large S.
Proposition 2.1.14. For any n ≥ 1, EZS/nE
Z
S is a finite group.
Proof. This quotient group is embedded in
∏
ℓ|nBℓ/nBℓ where ℓ ranges over all
prime divisors of n, and Bℓ := H
1
et(Spec(OF,S′),Met,Zℓ) = H
1
cont(Gal(FS′/F ),Met,Zℓ)
for a finite set S ′ of places of F which contains S, all prime divisors of n in F , and all
non-archimedean places at whichM is of bad reduction. Here OF,S′ denotes the ring
of S ′-integers in F , H1et denotes the e´tale cohomology, and FS′ denotes the largest
Galois extension of F in F¯ in which all places of F outside S ′ are unramified. As is
well known, Bℓ is a finitely generated Zℓ-module.
2.1.15. Now assume thatM is endowed with a polarization. For each non-archimedean
place v of F , let Ev be the image of
E →
∏
ℓ
H1g (Fv,Met,Qℓ)/H
1
f (Fv,Met,Qℓ)
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where ℓ ranges over all prime numbers. Consider the following condition C(v).
C(v): M satisfies the weight-monodromy conjecture at v. Furthermore, for any
a ∈ Ev, the element 〈Ad(N
d−2
v,0 )(ιv(a)), ιv(a)〉 of Qℓ (ιv is the ι in 2.1.6 for the local
field Fv), where 〈 , 〉 is the paring defined by the polarization, is contained in Q≥0
for any prime number ℓ and it is independent of ℓ, and it is 0 if and only if a = 0.
In the situation I, this condition is the same as the following: For any a ∈
Ext1(Q,M), the corresponding mixed motive Ma with the exact sequence 0 →
M →Ma → Q→ 0 satisfies (i) and (ii) in 1.7.2 at v.
Under the assumption that C(v) is satisfied for all non-archimedean places v
of F , we define an element H(a) ∈ R>0 as follows. For a non-archimedean place
v of F , let Hv(a) := ♯(Fv)
l(v) where l(v) = 〈Ad(Nd−2v,0 )(ιv(a)), ιv(a)〉
1/d. If v is
archimedean, let Hv(a) := exp(2(δv(a), δv(a))
1/d) if v is a complex place, and let
Hv(a) := exp((δv(a), δv(a))
1/d) if v is a real place. Here ( , ) is the Hodge metric.
Define H(a) :=
∏
vHv(a) where v ranges over all places of F . In the situation I,
we have Hv(a) = H♦,0,d,v(Ma) and H(a) = H♦,0,d(Ma) where Ma is the extension
0→M → Ma → Z→ 0 corresponding to a.
2.1.16. We consider relations between the following statements S(a), S(b), S(c)
concerning the subjects (a), (b), (c) in 2.1.1, respectively, and a stronger version
S(b)∗ of S(b). In these statements, S denotes a finite set of places of F containing
all archimedean places.
S(a): (Here we assume that the condition C(v) is satisfied for any non-archimedean
place v of F .) For any C ∈ R>0, there are only finitely many a ∈ E
Z such that
H(a) ≤ C.
S(b): EZS is finitely generated as an abelian group for any S.
S(b)∗: EZS is finitely generated as an abelian group for any S. Furthermore, the
map
R⊗Q ES∞ → ⊕v|∞E
R
v
is injective. Here S∞ denotes the set of all archimedean places of F .
S(c): The map R ⊗Q ES∞ → ⊕v|∞E
R
v is injective. Furthermore, we have an
isomorphism
A
f
Q ⊗Q ES
∼=
→ H1g,S(F,Met)
for any S.
In the situation II, the injectivity of R⊗Q ES∞ → ⊕v|∞E
R
v is conjectured in [3],
the bijectivity of it in the case d ≥ 3 is conjectured in [3], and the bijectivity of
A
f
Q ⊗Q ES
∼=
→ H1g,S(F,Met) is conjectured in [7].
Proposition 2.1.17. Let F be a number field, let M be a polarized pure motive
with Z-coefficients over F of weight −d with d ≥ 2, and let E be as in 2.1.12.
(1) Assume that C(v) is satisfied at any non-archimedean place v of F . Then
we have the equivelence
S(a)⇔ S(b)∗.
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(2) We have the implication
S(c)⇒ S(b)∗.
2.1.18. This is a preparation for the proof of S(a)⇒ S(b)∗ in (1) of Prop. 2.1.17.
Recall that Mordell-Weil theorem for abelian varieties is proved by using the
following fact.
Let Γ be an abelian group and assume the following (i) and (ii) are satisfied.
Then Γ is finitely generated.
(i) For some integer n ≥ 2, the quotient group Γ/nΓ is finite.
(ii) There is a symmetric Z-bilinear form 〈 , 〉 : Γ× Γ→ R such that 〈γ, γ〉 ≥ 0
for any γ ∈ Γ and such that for any C ≥ 0, the set {γ ∈ Γ | 〈γ, γ〉 ≤ C} is finite.
(In the proof, Γ is the Mordell-Weil group and 〈 , 〉 is the height pairing.)
2.1.19. We prove S(a)⇒ S(b)∗ in (1) in Proposition 2.1.17. We assume S(a) holds.
For Γ = EZS , (i) in 2.1.18 is satisfied by 2.1.14, and the pairing 〈 , 〉 in (ii) in
2.1.18 is given by the symmetric bilinear form on (⊕v|∞ERv ) ⊕ (⊕v∈SrS∞Ev). The
condition (ii) in 2.1.18 is exactly the finiteness of the number of elements of EZS of
bounded height. Hence we have the implication S(a)⇒ S(b).
We prove that the map f : V1 := R ⊗Q ES∞ → V2 := ⊕v|∞E
R
v is injective. Let
L = EZS∞/(torsion). S(a) shows that (*) the restriction of f to L is injective and
(**) f(L) is discrete in V2. Since f(L) is a discrete subgroup of f(V1) by (**), we
have rankZf(L) ≤ dimR f(V1). By (*), rankZf(L) = rankZL = dimR V1. Hence
dimR f(V1) = dimR V1 and hence f is injective.
2.1.20. This is a preparation for the proof of S(b)∗ ⇒ S(a).
Assume d = 2. We show that for C ∈ R>0, {a ∈ E
Z | H(a) ≤ C} ⊂ EZS for some
finite set S of non-archimedean places of F .
Let c be the unique element of Q>0 such that the image of the homomorphism
Met,Zˆ(−1) ⊗ Met,Zˆ(−1) → A
f
Q induced by the polarization of M coincides with
c · Zˆ ⊂ AfQ. We show that if S satisfies the following (i)–(iii), then {a ∈ E
Z | H(a) ≤
C} ⊂ EZS .
(i) M is of good reduction outside S. (ii) If v is a place of F outside S, then
♯(Fv) > C
1/
√
c. (iii) If v is a place of F outside S and if p = char(Fv), there is r ∈ Z
such that F rMdR = MdR and F
r+p−1MdR = 0.
Let a ∈ EZ and assume H(a) ≤ C. Let v be a place of F outside S. We
prove that for any prime number ℓ, the image of a in H1g (Fv,Met,Qℓ) belongs to
H1f (Fv,Met,Qℓ). It is sufficient to prove that ιv(a) = 0. If ℓ 6= p, 〈ιv(a), ιv(a)〉 defined
by using ℓ belongs to c · Zℓ. Assume ℓ = p. By the conditions (i) and (iii), we
have the Fontaine-Laffaille module DFL(Me´t,Zp) and the polarization of M induces
DFL(Met,Zp)(−1)×DFL(Met,Zp)(−1)→ cDFL(Zp) = c·W (Fv), and hence 〈ιv(a), ιv(a)〉
defined by using ℓ = p belongs to c ·W (Fv). Since we assume that 〈ιv(a), ιv(a)〉 does
not depend on ℓ and belongs to Q≥0, we have 〈ιv(a), ιv(a)〉 ∈ c · Z≥0. Hence if
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ιv(a) 6= 0, we have Hv(a) ≥ ♯(Fv)
c1/2. But C ≥ H(a) ≥ Hv(a), and this would imply
C1/
√
c ≥ ♯(Fv), a contradiction.
2.1.21. We prove the implication S(b)∗ ⇒ S(a) in 2.1.17 (1). Assume S(b)∗. We
show that for C ∈ R>0, the set {a ∈ E
Z | H(a) ≤ C} is finite. By 2.1.11 and 2.1.20,
it is sufficient to prove that the set {a ∈ EZS | H(a) ≤ C} is finite.
Let v be a non-archimedean place v of F . By the assumption, Ev is of finite
dimension over Q. The positive definite symmetric bilinear form on Ev induces a
positive definite symmetric bilinear form ERv ×E
R
v → R over R where E
R
v = R⊗QEv.
EZS is a finitely generate Z-module, we have an embedding of finite-dimensional
R-vector spaces R ⊗Z E
Z
S → ⊕v∈SE
R
v , and we have a positive definite symmetric
bilinear form 〈 , 〉 on ⊕v∈SERv . If C ∈ R>0, there is C
′ ∈ R≥0 such that H(a) ≤ C
for a ∈ EZS implies 〈a, a〉 ≤ C
′, and hence there are only finitely many such a.
2.1.22. We prove (2) of 2.1.17, that is, the implication S(c)⇒ S(b)∗.
Assume that AfQ ⊗Q ES → H
1
g,S(F,Met) is an isomorphism. We show that E
Z
S
is finitely generated as an abelian group. Since the Qℓ-component of H
1
g,S(F,Met)
is contained in the finite-dimensional Qℓ-vector space H
1
et(Spec(OF,S′),Met,Qℓ) for a
finite set S ′ of places of F which contains S and all prime divisors of ℓ in F such
that M is of good reduction outside S ′, we have that ES is of finite dimension over
Q. Let Lˆ be the fiber product of
H1g,S(F,Met)→ H
1
cont(Gal(F¯ /F ),Met)← H
1
cont(Gal(F¯ /F ),Met,Zˆ).
Then Q⊗Lˆ = H1g,S(F,Met). The torsion part of Lˆ is isomorphic to H
0(F,Met/Met,Zˆ)
which is finite by Weil conjecture proved by Deligne. Each ℓ-adic component of Lˆ
is a finitely generated Zℓ-module because it is contained in the finitely generated
Zℓ-module H
1
et(Spec(OF,S′),Met,Zℓ) for S
′ as above. These prove that Lˆ/(torsion) is
identified with a Zˆ-lattice in AfQ ⊗Q ES and these prove that E
Z
S , which is the fiber
product of ES → A
f
Q⊗Q ES = H
1
g,S(F,Met)← Lˆ, is finitely generated as an abelian
group.
2.1.23. Let F be a number field and let M be a polarized pure motive with Q-
coefficients over F of weight −1.
Let E be a Q-vector space and assume that we are given a Q-linear map E →
H1g (F,Met). We are interested in the following two situations I, II. In the situation I,
E = Ext1(Q,M) and the above map is given by e´tale realizations. In the situation
II, E = (Q⊗CHr(X))0 assuming M is H
2r−1(X)(r) for a projective smooth scheme
X over F and for r ∈ Z and the above map is given by the Chern class map. We
expect that E is Ext1(Q,M) also in the situation II and the map coincides with the
map of the situation I, but we like to discuss the situation II not assuming these
are true. Assume that we are given a positive definite symmetric Q-bilinear form
E × E → R and a structure of Z-coefficients of M . Let EZ be the fiber product of
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E → H1cont(F,Met) ← H
1
cont(Gal(F¯ /F ),Met,Zˆ). Then by analogous arguments as in
the proof of 2.1.17, we have the implications
S(a)⇔ S(b)⇐ S(c)
between the following statements S(a), S(b), S(c). (In the situation II, this S(c) is
conjectured in [7] like S(c) in 2.1.16.)
S(a): The set {a ∈ EZ | 〈a, a〉 ≤ C} is finite for any C ∈ R≥0.
S(b): EZ is finitely generated as an abelian group.
S(c): AfQ ⊗Q E
∼=
→ H1g (F,Met).
2.1.24. Assume that the conjectures (i) and (ii) in 1.7.2 and the conjectures (i)–(iv)
in 1.7.9 (which appeared when we discussed the definition of the height function H♦)
are true. Assume that S(c) in 2.1.16 and 2.1.23 are true in the situations I.
Then we can prove (1) in 2.1.2, that is, the finiteness of the number of isomor-
phism classes of mixed motives with Z-coefficients over F with fixed pure graded
quotients and of bounded height, as follows.
By induction on the length of the weight filtration of M , we may assume that
WwM = M , Ww−d−1M = 0 (w ∈ Z and d ≥ 1 are fixed), and the subquotients
WwM/Ww−dM and Ww−1M of M are fixed. Then if such M exists, isomorphism
classes of such M form a torsor over Ext1(grWw M, gr
W
w−dM) = Ext
1(Z,M ′) where
M ′ = (grWw M)
∗ ⊗ grWw−dM . This can be seen from the exact sequence
0→ Ext1(grWw M, gr
W
w−dM)→ Ext
1(grWw M,Ww−1M)→ Ext
1(grWw ,M/Ww−dM)
in which the last arrow sends the class of various M to the class of the fixed
M/Ww−dM . Write the action of a ∈ Ext
1(Z,M ′) on the set of isomorphism classes
of such M as M 7→ M + a. Then there are constants c, c′ ∈ R>0 such that
H♦,0,d(a) ≤ c′H♦(M)cH♦(M + a)c for a fixed M and for any a ∈ Ext
1(Z,M ′),
where H♦,0,d(a) denotes H♦(M ′a) for the extension 0 → M
′ → M ′a → Z → 0 given
by a. This shows that if H♦(M) for suchM are bounded, then H♦,0,d(a) is bounded,
and hence by 2.1.17 and 2.1.23, we have the finiteness of the classes of such M .
2.2 Period domains
In this §2.2, we consider a period domain X(C) which classifies Hodge structures, a
toroidal partial compactification X¯(C) of X(C), and a set X(F ) of motives over a
number field F ⊂ C with a map X(F )→ X(C), as in
X(F )→ X(C) ⊂ X¯(C).
2.2.1. Fix
Φ = ((h(w, r))w,r∈Z, H0,Q,W, (〈 , 〉0,w)w∈Z)
where h(w, r) are integers ≥ 0 given for w, r ∈ Z such that h(w, r) = 0 for almost
all (w, r) and such that h(w,w − r) = h(w, r) for all (w, r), H0,Q is a Q-vector
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space of dimension
∑
w,r h(w, r), W is an increasing filtration on H0,Q such that
dimQ(gr
W
w ) =
∑
r h(w, r) for any w, and 〈 , 〉0,w : gr
W
w ×gr
W
w → Q(−w) = Q ·(2πi)
−w
is a non-degenerate bilinear form for each w ∈ Z which is symmetric if w is even
and anti-symmetric if w is odd.
2.2.2. Define algebraic groups G1 and G over Q as
G1 = {g ∈ Aut(H0,Q) | gW• =W•, 〈gx, gy〉0,w = 〈x, y〉0,w (w ∈ Z, x, y ∈ grWw )},
G = {(g, t) ∈ Aut(H0,Q)×Gm | gW• = W•, 〈gx, gy〉0,w = tw〈x, y〉0,w (w ∈ Z, x, y ∈ grWw )}.
We identify Lie(G1) with EndQ,W,〈 , 〉(H0,Q).
Let Gu = {g ∈ G1 | (g − 1)Ww ⊂Ww−1 ∀ w ∈ Z} be the unipotent radical of G1
which is also identified with the unipotent radical of G.
2.2.3. Let Dˇ be the set of all decreasing filtrations F on H0,C = C⊗QH0,Q satisfying
the following (i).
(i) dimC gr
rgrWw H0,C = h(w, r) for any w, r ∈ Z and the annihilator of F
rgrWw H0,C
with respect to 〈 , 〉w coincides with F
w+1−rgrWw H0,C for any w, r ∈ Z.
Let D ⊂ Dˇ (resp. D± ⊂ Dˇ) be the subset consisting of all F ∈ Dˇ satisfying the
following (ii).
(ii) The triples (grWw H0,Q, gr
W
w (F ), 〈 , 〉0,w) (resp. There is ǫ ∈ {±1} such that
the triples (grWw H0,Q, gr
W
w (F ), ǫ
w〈 , 〉0,w)) are polarized Hodge structures of weight
w for all w ∈ Z.
Then D (resp. D±) is an open set of the complex analytic manifold Dˇ and hence
is also a complex analytic manifold. D± = D if grWw H0,Q = 0 for all odd integers w,
and D± = D
∐
gD for some g ∈ G(Q) otherwise.
It is known that the natural action of G1(R)Gu(C) (resp. G(R)Gu(C)) on D
(resp. D±) is transitive.
If the weight filtration W is pure, D is the classical period domain of Griffiths
[19]. In general, D is the generalization of Griffiths period domain to mixed Hodge
structure in Usui [45].
2.2.4. Let K be an open compact subgroup of G(AfQ) satisfying the following con-
dition (*). Let G(1) = {(g, t) ∈ G | g ∈ G1} = {(g, t) ∈ G | t
w = 1 if grWw H0,Q 6= 0}.
(*) If ν ∈ G(AfQ) and if (γ1, γ2) ∈ G(1)(Q) ∩ νKν
−1 ⊂ G(AfQ), the subgroup of
C× generated by eigenvalues of γ1 : H0,C → H0,C is torsion free.
For example, if H0,Z is a Z-lattice in H0,Q and n ≥ 3 is an integer, and if any
element (g, t) of K satisfies the following (i) and (ii), then K satisfies the neat
condition (*).
(i) gH0,Zˆ = H0,Zˆ where H0,Zˆ = Zˆ⊗Z H0,Z. (ii) The automorphism of H0,Z/nH0,Z
induced by g is the identity map.
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2.2.5. Let
X(C) = XK(C) := G(Q)\(D
± × (G(AfQ)/K)) = G(Q)
+\(D × (G(AfQ)/K))
where G(Q)+ = {(g, t) ∈ G(Q) | tw > 0 if grWw H0,Q 6= 0}.
For a representative (νi)1≤i≤n (νi ∈ G(A
f
Q)) of the finite set G(Q)
+\G(AfQ)/K,
the maps D → X(C) ; F 7→ class(F, νi) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n induce a bijection
(*)
∐n
i=1 Γi\D
∼=
→ X(C)
where Γi is the image of G(Q)
+ ∩ νiKν
−1
i = G(1)(Q) ∩G(A
f
Q) in G1(Q).
Since D → Γi\D are homeomorphisms by the neat condition on K, we have
a unique structure of a complex analytic manifold on X(C) for which the map
D± × G(AfQ)/K → X(C) is locally an isomorphism and for which the above (*) is
an isomorphism of complex analytic manifolds.
2.2.6. For a number field F ⊂ C, let X(F ) be (resp. Let X ′(C) be) the set of
isomorphism classes of mixed motives with Q-coefficients over F (resp. of mixed
Q-Hodge structures) such that
dimF gr
rgrWw MdR = h(w, r) (resp. dimC gr
rgrWw HC = h(w, r)) for any w, r
endowed with a polarized K-level structure in the following sense.
For a mixed motive M with Q-coefficients over F (resp. For a mixed Q-Hodge
structure H), a polarized K-level structure on M (resp. H) means the equivalence
class of a quadruple (λ1, θ1, λ2, θ2) where
λ1 is an isomorphism of A
f
Q-modules A
f
Q ⊗Q H0,Q
∼=
→ Met such that there is
a homomorphism k = (k1, k2) : Gal(F¯ /F ) → K satisfying σλ1(x) = λ1(k1(σ)x)
for any σ ∈ Gal(F¯ /F ) and any x ∈ Met and k2 : Gal(F¯ /F ) → (A
f
Q)
× is the
inverse of the cyclotomic character (resp. λ1 is an isomorphism of A
f
Q-modules
A
f
Q ⊗Q H0,Q
∼=
→ AfQ ⊗Q HQ), which preserves the weight filtrations,
θ1 is an isomorphism of Q-vector spaces MB
∼=
→ H0,Q where MB is defined with
respect to the embedding F → C which we fixed (resp. an isomorphism of Q-vector
spaces HQ
∼=
→ H0,Q), which preserves weight filtrations, and
λ2 ∈ (A
f
Q)
×, θ2 ∈ Q×,
satisfying the following conditions (*) and (**).
(*) There is ǫ ∈ {±1} such that we have a polarization on grWw M (resp. gr
W
w H)
for each w which induces (resp. which is given by)
grWw MB×gr
W
w MB (resp. gr
W
w HQ×gr
W
w HQ)→ Q·(2πi)
−w ; (x, y) 7→ ǫw〈θ1(x), θ1(y)〉0,w.
(**) (AfQ ⊗ θ1) ◦ λ1 ∈ G(A
f
Q).
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By our definition, such (λ1, θ1, λ2, θ2) and (λ
′
1, θ
′
1, λ
′
2, θ
′
2) are equivalent if and
only if there are (k1, k2) ∈ K and (γ1, γ2) ∈ G(Q) satisfying the following (i)–(iii).
(i) λ′1 = λ1 ◦ k1. (ii) θ
′
1 = γ1 ◦ θ1. (iii) λ
′
2θ
′
2 = λ2θ2k2γ2.
By our definition, M (resp. H) with class(λ1, θ1, λ2, θ2) and M
′ (resp. H ′) with
class(λ′1, θ
′
1, λ
′
2, θ
′
2) are isomorphic if and only if there is an isomorphism α : M
∼=
→
M ′ (resp. H
∼=
→ H ′) such that class(λ′1, θ
′
1, λ
′
2, θ
′
2) coincides with class(α ◦ λ1, θ1 ◦
α−1, λ2, θ2).
We have a canonical bijection X(C)→ X ′(C) which sends the class of (F, (g, t))
(F ∈ D±, (g, t) ∈ G(AfQ)) to the class of (H, λ1, θ1, λ2, θ2) where H is H0,Q endowed
with the Hodge filtration F , λ1 = g, θ1 is the identify map, and λ2 = t, θ2 = 1.
The converse map X ′(C) → X(C) sends the class of (H, λ1, θ1, λ2, θ2) to the class
of (F, (g, t)) where F is the image of the Hodge filtration of H under θ1, g =
(AfQ ⊗ θ1) ◦ λ1, and t = λ2θ2.
We have a canonical map X(F )→ X ′(C) by taking the mixed Hodge structure
associated to a mixed motive. Hence we have a canonical map X(F )→ X(C).
If F ⊂ F ′ ⊂ C and F ′ is a number field, we have a canonical mapX(F )→ X(F ′).
Proposition 2.2.7. (1) Let M be a mixed motive with Q-coefficients over a number
field F ⊂ C endowed with a polarized K-level structure λ. Then Aut(M,λ) = {1}.
(2) Let H be a mixed Q-Hodge structure endowed with a polarized K-level struc-
ture λ. Then Aut(H, λ) = {1}.
Proof. We write the proof for (2). The proof for (1) can be given in the same way
(actually (1) follows from (2) by applying (2) toMH). Let α be an automorphism of
(H, λ). Let (λ1, θ1, λ2, θ2) be a representative of λ. Then since (α◦λ1, θ1◦α
−1, λ2, θ2)
is also a representative of λ, there are (γ1, γ2) ∈ G(Q) and (k1, k2) ∈ K satisfying
(i) α ◦ λ1 = λ1 ◦ k1, (ii) θ1 ◦ α
−1 = γ1 ◦ θ1, (iii) k2γ2 = 1.
From (i)–(iii), we have
(iv) (γ1, γ2) = (g, t)(k1, k2)
−1(g, t)−1 where (g, t) ∈ G(AfQ) is defined by g =
(AfQ ⊗ θ1) ◦ λ1 and t = θ2λ2.
For some ǫ ∈ {±1}, (grWH0,Q, gr
W
w (θ1F ), ǫ
w〈 , 〉0,w) is a polarized Hodge struc-
ture of weight w for any w ∈ Z. Since α fixes the Hodge filtration F of H ,
(v) γ1 preserves the Hodge filtration θ1F .
Hence (grWH0,Q, gr
W
w (θ1F ), ǫ
w〈γ1( ), γ1( )〉0,w) is also a polarized Hodge structure
of weight w for any w ∈ Z. Since 〈γ1( ), γ1( )〉0,w = γ
w
2 〈 , 〉0,w, we have
(vi) γw2 > 0 for any w ∈ Z such that gr
W
w H0,Q 6= 0. That is, (γ1, γ2) ∈ G(Q)
+.
By (iv) and (vi), we have
(vii) γ1 ∈ G1(Q).
By (v), γ1 belongs to the isotropy group of the associated Hodge metric of the
polarization which is a compact subgroup of G1(R). Since the image of G(1)(Q) ∩
(g, t)K(g, t)−1 in G1(R) is discrete, we see that
(viii) γ1 is of finite order.
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By (iv) (vii) and (viii), and by the neat condition on K, we have γ1 = 1. Hence
α = 1 by (ii).
Remark 2.2.8. (1) By using 2.2.7, we can show that for a finite Galois extension
F ′ ⊂ C of F , the map from X(F ) to the Gal(F ′/F )-fixed part of X(F ′) is bijective
though we do not give the proof in this paper.
(2) We expect that the map X(F )→ X(C) is injective.
(3) It is probable that any M ∈ X(F ) is semi-stable (1.1.5) as a mixed motive
with Q-coefficients over F .
(4) Proposition 2.2.7 and the statement in the above (1) remain true even if the
neat condition on K is replaced by a weaker condition that the image of G(1)(Q) ∩
νKν−1 in G1(Q) is torsion free for any ν ∈ G(A
f
Q). But the neat condition is
important in the theory of toroidal partial compactifications which appear below.
2.2.9. For a mixed motive M with Q-coefficients over a number field F ⊂ C (resp.
For a mixed Q-Hodge structure H) endowed with a polarized K-level structure, we
have a unique family of polarizations (〈 , 〉w)w∈Z on grWw M (resp. gr
W
w H), which we
call the canonical polarizations, satisfying the following condition. For any repre-
sentative (λ1, θ1, λ2, θ2) of this polarized K-level structure, there is ǫ ∈ {±1} such
that for each w ∈ Z, 〈 , 〉w induces (resp. coincides with) the map gr
W
w MB×gr
W
w MB
(resp. grWw HQ× gr
W
w HQ) → Q · (2πi)
−w given by (x, y) 7→ ǫw|θ2λ2|wf 〈θ1(x), θ1(y)〉0,w.
Here | |f denotes the absolute value (av)v 6=∞ 7→
∏
v 6=∞ |av|v on (A
f
Q)
×. In fact, if
(λ1, θ1, λ2, θ2) and (λ
′
1, θ
′
1, λ
′
2, θ
′
2) are two representatives and if (k1, k2) and (γ1, γ2)
are as in 2.2.6, by (iii) in 2.2.6 and |k2|f = 1, we have
|θ′2λ
′
2|
w
f 〈θ
′
1x, θ
′
1y〉0,w = |θ
′
2λ
′
2|
w
f 〈γ1θ1x, γ1θ1y〉0,w
= |θ′2λ
′
2|
w
f γ
w
2 〈θ1x, θ1y〉0,w = |θ
′
2λ
′
2γ
−1
2 |
w
f δ
w〈θ1x, θ1y〉0,w = |θ2λ2|
w
f δ
w〈θ1x, θ1y〉0,w
where δ is the sign of γ2.
Canonical polarizations are preserved by isomorphisms between mixed motives
with Q-coefficients over F (resp. mixed Q-Hodge structures) endowed with polarized
K-level structures.
2.2.10. Example. Let g ≥ 1 and let Φ be as follows. h(w, r) = g if (w, r) =
(1, 0), (1, 1), and h(w, r) = 0 otherwise. H0,Q = Q
2g with the standard basis
(ei)1≤i≤2g. W1 = H0,Q and W0 = 0. 〈 , 〉0,1 is such that 〈ei, ej〉0,1 is (2πi)−1 if
i = g + j, −(2πi)−1 if j = i+ g, and is 0 otherwise.
Then D is the upper half space of Siegel of degree g and X(C) is the space of
C-points of the Siegel modular variety of degree g and of level K.
For a number filed F ⊂ C, let X ′(F ) be the set of F -points of this modular
variety, which is a fine moduli space of principally polarized abelian varieties A of
dimension g with K-level structure. We have a canonical map X ′(F )→ X(F ) ;A 7→
H1(A). We expect that the last map is a bijection.
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2.2.11. We define a toroidal partial compactification X¯(C) of X(C) using our pre-
vious works [27] and [26] with S. Usui and C. Nakayama.
Let Σ be the set of all cones in Lie(G1)R := R ⊗Q Lie(G1) of the form R≥0N
where N ranges over all elements of Lie(G1) satisfying the following condition: N is
nilpotent as a linear operator on H0,Q and the relative monodromy filtration of N
with respect to W (1.5.1) exists.
We have the set DΣ ⊃ D (resp. D
±
Σ ⊃ D
±) defined as follows. DΣ (resp. D±Σ) is
the set of all pairs (σ, Z) where σ ∈ Σ and Z is a non-empty subset of Dˇ satisfying
the following conditions (i)–(iii). Write σ = R≥0N with N ∈ Lie(G1), and let F ∈ Z.
(i) Z = exp(CN)F .
(ii) NF p ⊂ F p−1 for any p ∈ Z.
(iii) If z ∈ C and Im(z) is sufficiently large, exp(zN)F ∈ D (resp. exp(zN)F ∈
D±).
A point F of D± is identified with ({0}, {F}) ∈ D±Σ .
Define
X¯(C) := G(Q)\(D±Σ × (G(A
f
Q)/K)) = G(Q)
+\(DΣ ×G(A
f
Q)/K)) ⊃ X(C).
For a representative (νi)1≤i≤n of G(Q)+\G(A
f
Q)/K), we have a bijection
(*)
∐n
i=1 Γi\DΣ
∼=
→ X¯(C)
extending the bijection (*) in 2.2.5. By [27], [26] Part III, Γi\DΣ has a structure
of a log manifold in the sense of [27] 3.5.7. From this, we have a structure of log
manifold on X¯(C) for which (*) is an isomorphism. This structure is independent
of the choice of the representative (νi)i. The log manifold X¯(C) contains X(C) as a
dense open subspace, it has the sheaf OX¯(C) of holomorphic functions which extends
the sheaf OX(C) of holomorphic functions of X(C), and has a log structure whose
restriction to X(C) is trivial. With these structures, X¯(C) is a fine moduli space of
log mixed Hodge structures. Concerning this, we will describe in 2.2.18 more precise
things about curves over C.
The universal mixed Hodge structure HX(C) over X(C) extends to the univer-
sal log mixed Hodge structure HX¯(C) over X¯(C). The universal Hodge bundle
HX(C),O := OX(C) ⊗Q HX(C),Q with Hodge filtration on X(C) extends canonically
to a vector bundle HX¯(C),O on X¯(C) with Hodge filtration.
For each w ∈ Z, we have a canonical polarization 〈 , 〉w : gr
W
w H × gr
W
w H →
Q(−w) on X(C) which induces the canonical polarization (2.2.9) at each point of
X(C), and this extends to a perfect duality 〈 , 〉w : gr
W
w HO × gr
W
w HO → OX¯(C) on
X¯(C).
Remark 2.2.12. The works [27] and [26] Part III give more general toroidal partial
compactifications ofX(C) for which we can use higher dimensional cones of mutually
commuting nilpotent operators in Lie(G1)R. The above X¯(C) is a special case of
this general theory, where we use only cones of dimension ≤ 1.
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2.2.13. In 2.2.10, if g = 1, X¯(C) is the compactification of the modular curve X(C).
If g ≥ 2, X¯(C) is not compact, and it is a toroidal partial compactification of X(C).
2.2.14. We have the sheaf Ω1
X¯(C)
(log) of holomorphic differential forms on X¯(C)
with (at worst) log poles at the boundary X¯(C) r X(C). It is a vector bundle on
X¯(C).
Let
E := EndOX¯(C),W,〈 , 〉(HX¯(C),O).
We have
(1) The vector bundle TX¯(C) := E/F
0E (here F 0 is the Hodge filtration) and
Ω1
X¯(C)
(log) are canonically the dual vector bundles of each other.
In other words, TX¯(C) is the log tangent bundle of X¯(C).
In the pure case, this (1) follows from [27] Proposition 4.4.3. The mixed case
can be proved in a similar way.
The restriction of TX¯(C) to X(C) is identified with the tangent bundle of X(C).
The vector bundle TX¯(C),hor := F
−1E/F 0E ⊂ TX¯(C) on X¯(C) is called the hori-
zontal log tangent bundle of X¯(C), and its restriction TX(C),hor to X(C) is called the
horizontal tangent bundle of X(C).
2.2.15. Let IX¯(C) be the ideal of OX¯(C) generated by the images in OX¯(C) of local
generators of the log structure. Then IX¯(C) is an invertible ideal.
2.2.16. Let Ω1
X¯(C)
be the OX¯(C)-submodule of Ω
1
X¯(C)
(log) generated by df for local
sections f of OX¯(C). Then Ω
1
X¯(C)
is a vector bundle.
We have an exact sequence of OX¯(C)-modules
0→ Ω1X¯(C) → Ω
1
X¯(C)(log)→ OX¯(C)/IX¯(C) → 0
where the third arrow sends d log(q) to 1 for a local generator q of the log structure.
2.2.17. If K ′ is an open subgroup of K, we have a morphism X¯K ′(C) → X¯K(C)
of log manifolds. This morphism is log e´tale, and this implies that the pullback of
Ω1
X¯K(C)
(log) on X¯K ′(C) coincides with Ω
1
X¯K′ (C)
(log).
The pullback of the ideal IX¯K(C) on X¯K ′(C) need not coincide with IX¯K′ (C). The
pullback of Ω1
X¯K (C)
(without log) on X¯K ′(C) need not coincide with Ω
1
X¯K′ (C)
.
2.2.18. For a projective smooth curve C over C and for a finite subset R of C,
let CR be C endowed with the log structure associated to the divisor R, and let
Morhor(CR, X¯(C)) be the set of morphisms CR → X¯(C) of log manifolds which
is horizontal. Here ”horizontal” means that the induced morphism of logarithmic
tangent bundles TCR → TX¯(C) factors through the horizontal log tangent bundle of
X¯(C) as TCR → TX¯(C),hor ⊂ TX¯(C). This set Morhor(CR, X¯(C)) is identified with the
set of morphisms C → X¯(C) of locally ringed spaces over C such that the image
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of U = C r R is contained in X(C) and such that the morphism U → X(C) is
horizontal (that is, the morphism of tangent bundles TU → TX(C) factors through
TX(C),hor).
By [27], [26] Part III, this set Morhor(CR, X¯(C)) is identified with the set of
isomorphism classes of variations of mixed Q-Hodge structure H on CrR satisfying
the conditions (i)–(iii) of 1.6.1 such that
rankOC(gr
rgrWw HO) = h(w, r) for all w, r
endowed with a polarized K-level structure in the following sense. A polarized K-
level structure on H is a global section on CrR of the sheaf of equivalence classes of
(λ1, θ1, λ2, θ2) where λ1 is an isomorphism of sheaves of A
f
Q-modules A
f
Q⊗QH0,Q
∼=
→
A
f
Q⊗QHQ preserving weight filtrations, θ1 is an isomorphism of sheaves of Q-vector
spacesHQ
∼=
→ H0,Q preserving weight filtrations, and λ2 ∈ (A
f
Q)
×, θ2 ∈ Q×, satisfying
the following condition (*).
(*) There exists ǫ ∈ {±1} such that for any w ∈ Z, the pairing
grWw HQ × gr
W
w HQ → Q · (2πi)
−w ; (x, y) 7→ ǫw〈θ1(x), θ1(y)〉0,w
is a polarization of grWw H.
The equivalence of (λ1, θ1, λ2, θ2) and (λ
′
1, θ
′
1, λ
′
2, θ
′
2) is defined in the same way
as in 2.2.6.
Note that for H ∈ Morhor(C, X¯(C)) and for w ∈ Z, we have a canonical po-
larization 〈 , 〉w on gr
W
w H which is the pull back of the canonical polarization of
the universal object on X(C) (2.2.11) and which induces the canonical polarization
2.2.9 on its fiber at any point of C r R.
Let
Morhor(C, X¯(C)) :=
⋃
R
Morhor(CR, X¯(C)).
This set is identified with the set of morphisms C → X¯(C) of locally ringed spaces
over C such that for some finite subset R of C, the image of C r R in X¯(C) is
contained in X(C) and the morphism C r R→ X(C) is horizontal.
2.3 Height functions and period domains
2.3.1. Let Φ = ((h(w, r))w,r∈Z, H0,Q,W, (〈 , 〉0,w)w∈Z) be as in 2.2.1 and fix an open
compact subgroup K of G(AfQ) which satisfies the neat condition 2.2.4.
In the rest of this paper, for a number field F ⊂ C, we will consider the height
functions
HΛ, H♠, H♥,S : X(F )→ R>0
which are defined fixing somethings and assuming somethings. We will also consider
the Hodge theoretic analogues
hΛ, h♠, h♥ : Morhor(C, X¯(C))→ R
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for a projective smooth curve C over C.
Here
Λ = ((c(w, r))w,r∈Z, (t(w, d))w∈Z,d≥1) with c(w, r), t(w, d) ∈ R
and S is a finite set of places of F which contains all archimedean places of F .
We will consider the relations of these height functions to the extended period
domain X¯(C), and describe some philosophies.
2.3.2. We first define Hodge theoretic height functions hΛ, h♠, h♥ : Morhor(C, X¯(C))→
R. Let H ∈ Morhor(C, X¯(C)).
By using the height functions in §1, define
hΛ(H) =
∑
w,r
c(w, r)deg(grrgrWw HO) +
∑
w,d
t(w, d)h♦,w,d(H),
where h♦,w,d are defined as in §1.6 by using the canonical polarizations on grWw H
(2.2.9, 2.4.2).
h♠(H) is defined as in §1.6 and is a special case c(w, r) = b(h, w, r) and t(w, d) =
0 of hΛ(H) (1.4.6 (2), 1.6.3).
Define
h♥(H) :=
∑
x∈C
h♥,x(H), h♥,x(H) := e(x) ∈ Z≥0
where e(x) is as follows. Let N ′x : HQ,x → HQ,x be the local monodromy opera-
tor (1.6.1) at x. Via the polarized K-level structure class(λ1, θ1, λ2, θ2) of H, N
′
x
corresponds to a nilpotent operator N := λ−11 ◦ N
′
x ◦ λ1 on A
f
Q ⊗Q H0,Q, which is
determined mod the adjoint action of K. If N ′x = 0, e(x) = 0. if N
′
x 6= 0, e(x) ∈ Z>0
is defined by
{b ∈ Q | (exp(bN), 1) ∈ K} = e(x)−1Z.
2.3.3. To define HΛ, H♠ : X(F ) → R>0, we fix a Z-lattice H0,Z in H0,Q such that
H0,Zˆ := Zˆ⊗Z H0,Z is stable under the action of K (such H0,Z exists).
LetM ∈ X(F ). Concerning the polarizedK-level structure λ = class(λ1, θ1, λ2, θ2)
of M (2.2.6), the Zˆ-lattice λ1(H0,Zˆ) ⊂ Met is independent of the choice of a repre-
sentative (λ1, θ1, λ2, θ2) of λ and is stable under the action of Gal(K¯/K). Hence M
becomes a mixed motive over F with Zˆ-coefficients. By using the height functions
in §1, define
HΛ(M) := (
∏
w,r
Hr(gr
W
w M)
c(w,r)) · (
∏
w,d
H♦,w,d(M)t(w,d))
where H♦,w,d(M) is defined with respect to the canonical polarizations on grWw M
(2.2.9).
Here and in the rest of this paper, when we treat the height function HΛ, for
(w, d) such that t(w, d) 6= 0, grWw H0,Q 6= 0 and gr
W
w−dH0,Q 6= 0, we assume that the
conjectures in §1.7 which we need in the definition of H♦,w,d are true.
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H♠(M) is defined as in §1.4 and is a special case c(w, r) = b(h, w, r) and t(w, d) =
0 of HΛ(M) (1.4.6 (2), 1.4.7 (2)).
2.3.4. To define H♥,S : X(F )→ R>0, we fix
m ≥ 1, (Li)1≤i≤m, (L
′
i)1≤i≤m, and J
as in (i) below, and we assume that K satisfies (ii) below.
(i) Li and L
′
i are Z-lattices in H0,Q such that Li ⊃ L
′
i and J is a subgroup of
⊕mi=1(Z/niZ)
× where ni is the smallest integer > 0 which kills Li/L′i.
(ii) For an element g of Aut
A
f
Q
(AfQ⊗QH0,Q) which belongs to the image of G(A
f
Q),
g belongs to the image of K if and only if gLˆi = Lˆi, gLˆ
′
i = Lˆ
′
i for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and
for some h ∈ J , the action of g on Li/L
′
i = Lˆi/Lˆ
′
i coincides with the scaler action of
h via J → (Z/niZ)
× for any i. Here Lˆi = Zˆ⊗Z Li and Lˆ′i is defined similarly.
For M ∈ X(F ), define
H♥,S(M) :=
∏
v/∈S
H♥,v(M), H♥,v(M) = ♯(Fv)e(v)
where v ranges over all places of F outside S and e(v) ∈ Q≥0 are defined as follows.
Let λ = class(λ1, θ1, λ2, θ2) be the polarized K-level structure of M . Let Ti =
λ1(Lˆi), T
′
i = λ1(Lˆ
′
i). Then Ti and T
′
i are independent of the choice of the repre-
sentative (λ1, θ1, λ2, θ2) of λ, and are stable under the action of Gal(F¯ /F ). For a
prime number ℓ, let Ti,Zℓ be the ℓ-adic component of Ti and define T
′
i,Zℓ
similarly.
Let p = char(Fv) and let D = Dpst,W (F¯v) (1.3.7). Let N
′
v on Met,Qℓ for ℓ 6= p and N
′
v
on Dpst(Fv,Met,Qp) be the local monodromy operators at v.
Let I be the subgroup of Q consisting of all b ∈ Q satisfying the following
condition:
For any ℓ 6= p, the action of exp(bN ′v) on Met,Qℓ satisfies exp(bN
′
v)Ti,Zℓ = Ti,Zℓ
and exp(bN ′v)T
′
i,Zℓ
= T ′i,Zℓ for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, the action of exp(bN
′
v) on Fˆv,0,ur ⊗Fv,0,ur
Dpst(Fv,Met,Qp) satisfies exp(bN
′
v)D(Ti,Zp) = D(Ti,Zp) and exp(bN
′
v)D(T
′
i,Zp
) = D(T ′i,Zp)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and there is h ∈ J such that for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, the action of exp(bN ′v)
on Ti,Zℓ/T
′
i,Zℓ
coincides with the scaler action of h via J → (Z/niZ)
× for any ℓ 6= p,
and the action of exp(bN ′v) on D(Ti,Zp)/D(T
′
i,Zp) coincides with the scaler action of
h via J → (Z/niZ)
×.
Then I is non-zero. I = Q if M is of good reduction at v.
We define e(v) = 0 if I is not isomorphic to Z, and we define e(v) ∈ Q>0 by
I = e(v)−1Z if I ∼= Z.
We expect that the following (*) is true.
(*) e(v) ∈ Z. e(v) = 0 if and only if M is of good reduction at v.
The proof of the following Proposition is easy.
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Proposition 2.3.5. (1) Let H ∈ Morhor(C, X¯(C)). Then h♥(H∗) = h♥(H) for the
dual, h♥(H(r)) = h♥(H) for r ∈ Z for Tate twists, and h♥(H′) = [C ′ : C]h♥(H) if
C ′ is the integral closure of C in a finite extension of the function field of C and
H′ ∈ Morhor(C ′, X¯(C)) is induced by H.
(2) Let M ∈ X(F ). Then H♥,S(M∗) = H♥,S(M) for the dual, H♥,S(M(r)) =
H♥,S(M) for r ∈ Z for Tate twists, and H♥,S′(M ′) = [C ′ : C]H♥,S(M) if F ′ is a
finite extension of F and M ′ ∈ X(F ′) is the image of M ∈ X(F ) where S ′ denotes
the set of all places of F ′ lying over S.
Remark 2.3.6. If we assume that the following conjecture (i) onM ∈ X(F ) is true,
we can define H♥,S,v(M) without using (i), (ii) in 2.3.4. LetW ′Fv be the Weil-Deligne
group defined as a group scheme over Q ([10] 8.3.6). We expect that the following
(i) is true.
(i) Take an embedding F¯ → F¯v over F . Then there are a homomorphism ρ :
W ′Fv → G and a representative (λ1, θ1, λ2, θ2) of the polarized K-level structure ofM
satisfying the following condition. For any prime number ℓ 6= p, the homomorphism
Gal(F¯v/Fv)→ G(Qℓ) ; σ 7→ (θ1,Qℓ ◦ σMet,Qℓ ◦ θ
−1
1,Qℓ
, χcyclo(σ)
−1)
corresponds to ρ. Here σMet,Qℓ denotes the action of σ on Met,Qℓ .
Assuming (i), let N be the image of the canonical base of Lie(W ′Fv) in Lie(G1)
under ρ. We define H♥,S,v(M) := e(v) where e(v) = 0 if N 6= 0 and e(v) is
determined by
{b ∈ Q | exp(bNλ1,θ1) ∈ K} = e(v)
−1Z
if N 6= 0, where Nλ1,θ1 = Ad(g)(N) ∈ A
f
Q ⊗Q Lie(G1) with g = (A
f
Q ⊗ θ1) ◦ λ1.
We next consider the relations of h♠ and h♥ to the extended period domain
X¯(C).
Proposition 2.3.7. Let C be a projective smooth curve over C, letH ∈ Morhor(C, X¯(C)),
and denote this morphism C → X¯(C) of H as f .
(1) h♠(H) = deg(f ∗Ω1X¯(C)(log)).
(2) h♥(H) =
∑
x∈C h♥,x(H) where h♥,x(H) is the integer e(x) ≥ 0 determined by
(f ∗IX¯(C))x = m
e(x)
x . Here IX¯(C) is as in 2.2.15 and mx denotes the maximal ideal of
OC,x.
(3) h♠(H)− h♥(H) = deg(f ∗Ω1X¯(C)).
Proof. (1) follows from
detOC (EndOC ,W,〈 , 〉(HO)/F
0)−1 ∼= f ∗detOX¯(C)(E/F
0E)−1
∼= f ∗detOX¯(C)(Ω
1
X¯(C)(log)). (2.2.14)
We prove (2). Let R be a finite subset of C such thatH is non-degenerate outside
R, let M be the log structure of C associated to the divisor R, and let MX¯(C) be
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the log structure of X¯(C). Let x ∈ R, let y be the image of x in X¯(C). Then by [27]
and [26] Part III, exp(e(x)−1ZN ′x) is identified with the local monodromy group of
X¯(C) at y and the inclusion map exp(ZN ′x)→ exp(e(x)
−1ZN ′x) is identified with the
canonical map from the local monodromy group of C at x to the local monodromy
group of X¯(C) at y. By [27] and [26] Part III, we have a commutative diagram
exp(ZN ′x)
∼=
→ Hom(Mgpx /O
×
C,x,Z(1))
↓ ↓
exp(e(x)−1ZN ′x)
∼=
→ Hom(Mgp
X¯(C),y
/O×
X¯(C),y
,Z(1))
where Sgp for a commutative monoid S means the associated group {ab−1 | a, b ∈ S},
the horizontal isomorphism are as in [27] 2.2.9, and the right vertical arrow is given
by the pullback map MX¯(C),y →Mx. This shows that for a generator q of the log
structure of X¯(C) at y, the pull back of q at x generates m
e(x)
x .
(3) follows from (1) and (2) and the exact sequence in 2.2.16.
2.3.8. In 2.3.8–2.3.10, we consider a canonical metric on detOX(C)(Ω
1
X(C)), a canonical
measure on X(C), and their relations to the height function H♠.
Let TX(C) = EndOX(C),W,〈 , 〉(HX(C),O)/F
0 be the tangent bundle of X(C) (2.2.14).
The canonical Hodge metrics of grWw HX(C) (w ∈ Z) give a Hodge metric on detOX(C)(TX(C)).
By the duality 2.2.14, this gives a canonical Hermitian C∞ metric on detOX(C)(Ω
1
X(C)).
(Here a metric | | of a line bundle on a complex analytic manifold is said to be C∞
if for a local base e of the line bundle, |e| is a C∞-function.) It gives a canonical
measure on X(C).
This canonical measure on X(C) is actually a classical object. The pull back of
this measure on Y := D±×G(AfQ)/K via the local homeomorphism Y → X(C) is a
G(R)Gu(C)×G(A
f
Q)-invariant measure on Y (which is unique upto R>0-multiple).
Hence it is a classical object.
By using the theory of degenerations of Hodge metrics as in [8], [26] Part II, etc.,
we can show that this canonical C∞ metric on detOX(C)(Ω
1
X(C)) extends to a metic
of detOX¯(C)(Ω
1
X¯(C)
(log)) with (at worst) log singularities at the boundary.
2.3.9. Example. Consider the case g = 1 of 2.2.10. In this case, D is canonically
identified with the upper half plane H: z ∈ H corresponds to F ∈ D defined by
F 0 = H0,C ⊃ F
1 = C · (ze1 + e2) ⊃ F
2 = 0.
On D, the canonical metric | | on detOX(C)(Ω
1
X(C)) is characterized by the prop-
erty that |(2y)−1dz| = 1 where y = Im(z). The corresponding measure of D is the
Poincare´ measure y−2dxdy. In the toroidal compactification X¯(C) of X(C), at the
standard cusp (the limit of the image of x + iy ∈ H in X¯(C) with y → ∞), if q
denotes exp(2πiz) (so q → 0 at this boundary), dq/q is a basis of Ω1
X¯(C)
(log) =
detX¯(C)(Ω
1
X¯(C)
(log)) at this cusp, and |(4πy)−1dq/q| = 1. Thus the metric on
Ω1
X¯(C)
(log) has a log singularity 4πy at this cusp.
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2.3.10. The height function H♠ is related to period domain X(C) as follows. For
a number field F ⊂ C and for M ∈ X(F ), and for the archimedean place v
of F corresponding to this embedding F → C, the canonical metric | |v on
detF (EndF,W,〈 , 〉MdR)/F 0)−1 in §1.4 used in the definition of H♠ is induced by the
canonical metric on detOX(C)(Ω
1
X(C)) which corresponds to the canonical measure on
X(C).
Remark 2.3.11. The author plans to discuss non-archimedean versions of these
stories elsewhere by using p-adic period domains ([35], [23]) and using toroidal
partial compactifications of p-adic period domains in [23]. For F and M as in
2.3.10 and for a non-archimedean place v of F , the canonical metric | |v on
detF (EndF,W,〈 , 〉MdR)/F 0)−1 in §1.4 also comes from a metric on detOX(Fv)(Ω
1
X(Fv)
)
for a v-adic period domainX(Fv) which extends to a metric of detOX¯(Fv)(Ω
1
X¯(Fv)
(log))
on a toroidal partial compactification X¯(Fv) of X(Fv).
2.3.12. We think that X(F )→ X(C)→ X¯(C) is similar to V (F ) ⊂ V (C) ⊂ V¯ (C)
in (2) of 0.1.
From the above observations on period domains and their toroidal partial com-
pactifications, we think that in the analogy between (1), (2) and (3) in §0, the height
functions H♠ in (1) and h♠ in (3) are like the height function HK+D in (2), and
the height function h♥ in (3) is like the height function hD in (2). H♥,S(M) is like
the height function, which lacks the part of places in S, associated to the boundary
of the moduli space of motives. Roughly speaking, H♥,S(M) is like the intersection
number of M and the boundary of the moduli space of motives (outside S).
2.3.13. Like H♠, the height function H♣ in §1 is also related to differential forms
and measures on some period domain.
Fix an integer w and integers h(r) ≥ 0 (r ∈ Z) such that h(r) = 0 for almost
all r and h(w − r) = h(r) for all r. We fix an R-vector space H0,R of dimension∑
r h(r). Let H0,C := C ⊗R H0,R. Let Dˇ♣ be the set of all decreasing filtrations
on H0,C satisfying dimC gr
rH0,C = h(r) for any r ∈ Z. Let D♣ ⊂ Dˇ♣ be the
subset consisting of all F ∈ Dˇ♣ such that (H0,R, F ) is a pure R-Hodge structure
of weight w. Then D♣ is an open set of the complex analytic manifold Dˇ♣ and
hence is also a complex analytic manifold. If HD♣,O denotes the universal Hodge
bundle on D♣, TD♣ := EndOD♣ (HD♣,O)/F
0 and Ω1D♣ are canonically dual vector
bundles of each other. By the method of §1.4, we have a canonical C∞ metric on
detOD♣ (TD♣)
−1 ∼= detOD♣ (Ω
1
D♣
), whose fibers give the metrics at archimedean places
used in the definition of H♣ in §1.4. It corresponds to a canonical measure on D♣.
(But we do not use H♣ in the rest of this paper.)
2.4 Speculations on curvatures and motives
In 2.4.2–2.4.10, we review a work of Griffiths (2.4.6) on curvature forms on Griffiths
domains, works of Griffiths and Peters on variations of Hodge structure on curves,
and give complements.
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In 2.4.11–2.4.17, we present questions about the relation of the curvature forms
on the Griffiths domains and motives over number fields.
2.4.1. Let Φ = ((h(w, r))w,r∈Z, H0,Q,W, (〈 , 〉0,w)w∈Z) be as in 2.2.1 and fix an open
compact subgroup K of G(AfQ) which satisfies the neat condition 2.2.4.
Except in 2.4.16–2.4.18, we assume that Φ is pure of weight w (that is,Ww = H0,Q
and Ww−1 = 0). So, h(w′, r) = 0 if w′ 6= w. Let h(r) := h(w, r).
2.4.2. Let Z be a complex analytic manifold. For a holomorphic line bundle L on
Z with a C∞ metric | | (2.3.8), the associated curvature form κ (called also the
Chern form), which is a (1, 1)-form on Z, is defined as follows. Let e be a local base
of L, and let κ = ∂¯∂ log(|e|). Then this is independent of e, and defined globally.
It gives an Hermitian form on the tangent bundle TZ of Z.
2.4.3. Let κr for r ∈ Z be the restriction to TX(C),hor of the curvature form of the
canonical Hodge metric of detOX(C)(gr
rHX(C),O).
We have
κw−r = −κr
since grrHX(C),O and grw−rHX(C),O are dual vector bundles with dual metrics by the
polarization. Hence 2κr = κr−κw−r, and this κr−κw−r is the curvature form of the
canonical metric on detOX(C)(gr
rHX(C),O) ⊗OX(C) detOX(C)(gr
w−rHX(C),O)−1 defined
in 1.4.1 without using polarization. Hence κr can be defined without using the
polarization of HX(C).
2.4.4. For r ∈ Z, let
κ≥r :=
∑
i≥r
κi
This is the restriction to TX(C),hor of the curvature form of the Hodge metric of
detOX(C)(F
rHX(C),O).
From κw−r = −κr (r ∈ Z), we have
κ≥r = κ≥w+1−r for any r, κ≥r = 0 for almost all r.
2.4.5. For Λ = (c(r))r∈Z with c(r) ∈ R, let
κΛ :=
∑
r
c(r)κr.
The pullback of κΛ to D
± × G(AfQ)/K is G(R) × G(A
f
Q)-invariant. Since this
group acts transitively on D±×G(AfQ)/K, κΛ is determined by its fiber at any one
point of D. In particular, κΛ is positive (resp. positive semi-definite) if and only if
its pullback to TD,hor is positive definite (resp. positive semi-definite).
We consider the height functions hΛ and HΛ of §2.3 in the present pure situa-
tion. For a projective smooth curve C and for H ∈ Morhor(C, X¯(C)), let hΛ(H) =∑
r c(r)deg(gr
rHO). Fixing a Z-lattice H0,Z in H0,Q such that H0,Zˆ = Zˆ ⊗Z H0,Z is
stable under the action of K, for a number field F ⊂ C and for M ∈ X(F ), let
HΛ(M) =
∏
rHr(M)
c(r).
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2.4.6. We have a canonical isomorphism
TX(C),hor ∼= {(fr)r ∈ ⊕r∈Z HomOX(C)(gr
rHX(C),O, grr−1HX(C),O) | fw+1−r = −tfr (∀r)}.
Here tfr denotes the transpose of fr with respect to the canonical polarization 〈 , 〉w.
For r ∈ Z, we will denote by TX(C),hor,r the direct summand {(fi)i ∈ TX(C),r | fi =
0 for i 6= r, w + 1 − r}. Then TX(C),hor is the sum of TX(C),hor,r for r ∈ Z. We have
TX(C),hor,r = TX(C),hor,w+1−r.
The following was proved by Griffiths ([20]).
Let r ∈ Z. Then the Hermitian form κ≥r on the horizontal tangent bundle
TX(C),hor is positive semi-definite. Its restriction to the component TX(C),hor,r of
TX(C),hor (??) is positive definite.
In particular, the Hermitian form
∑
r∈Z κ≥r =
∑
r∈Z rκr on TX(C),hor is positive
definite.
2.4.7. Here we review roughly how Griffiths ([20]) and Peters ([33]) proved the case
H is pure of Proposition 1.6.16.
Let C be a projective smooth curve over C and let H ∈ Morhor(C, X¯(C)). Let
Λ = (c(r))r∈Z, κΛ and hΛ be as in 2.4.5. We have:
(1) Assume κΛ is positive semi-definite as an Hermitian form on TX(C),hor. Then
hΛ(H) ≥ 0.
(2) Assume κΛ is positive definite as an Hermitian form on TX(C),hor and assume
hΛ(H) = 0. Then H is constant. That is, the map C → X¯(C) is a constant map.
By 2.4.6, taking c(r) = r, this (1) (resp. (2)) proves the case H is pure of 1.6.16
(1) (resp. (2)).
The above (1) and (2) are proved, roughly speaking, as follows. Write the mor-
phism C → X¯(C) of H as f . Take a finite subset R of C such that f induces
C r R → X(C). The curvature form of detOCgr
rHO on C r R coincides with the
pullback of κr under f . On the other hand,
(3) deg(grrHO) is the integration of the curvature form of detOCgr
r
FHO over the
curve C.
(1) follows from this. If the assumptions in (2) are satisfied, the map TC →
TX(C),hor induced by f is trivial, and hence f is a constant map.
2.4.8. Let
κ⋆ :=
∑
r∈Z
κ≥r, κ♠ :=
∑
r∈Z
b(h, w, r)κr
where b(h, w, r) is as in 1.4.6 (2).
Lemma 2.4.9. Let S = {r ∈ Z | h(r) 6= 0} and let S∗ ⊂ S be the complement of
the smallest element of S. For s ∈ S∗, let s′ be the largest element of S such that
s > s′.
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(1)
κ⋆ =
∑
s∈S∗
(s− s′)κ≥s.
(2) Let m be the minimal element of S∗ such that m > w/2 where w is the
weight. Then
κ♠ = (
∑
s∈S∗
h(s)κ≥s)− (−1)wκ≥m.
Proof. This can be obtained by elementary computation.
Recall that κ⋆ is positive definite (2.4.6).
Proposition 2.4.10. κ♠ is positive definite.
Proof. If w is odd, this follows from (2) of 2.4.9. Assume w is even. If h(m−1) = 0,
the component TD,hor,m of TD,hor (2.4.6) is trivial and hence by (2) of 2.4.9 and by
the result 2.4.6 of Griffiths, κ♠ is positive definite. Assume h(m− 1) 6= 0. Then by
the definition of m, we have m−1 = w/2 and w/2 ∈ S∗. Since κ≥m = κ≥w/2 (2.4.4),
κ♠ = (
∑
s∈S∗r{m,w/2}
h(s)κ≥s) +
1
2
h(w/2)κ≥m +
1
2
h(w/2)κ≥w/2.
By the result of Griffiths 2.4.6, this proves that κ♠ is positive definite.
As Koshikawa shows in [29], [30], we can often deduce properties of a height
function for motives from corresponding properties of the Hodge analogues. The
above Hodge analogues lead to the following questions.
Let Λ = (c(r))r∈Z with c(r) ∈ R. Let the notation be as in 2.4.5.
2.4.11. Question 1. Are the following three conditions (i)–(iii) equivalent?
(i) The Hermitian form κΛ (2.4.5) on the horizontal tangent bundle TX(C),hor of
X(C) is positive semi-definite.
(ii) Fix a Z-lattice H0,Z in H0,Q such that H0,Zˆ is stable under the action of K.
Then there exists C ∈ R>0 such that
HΛ(M) ≥ C
[F :Q]
for any number field F ⊂ C and for any M ∈ X(F ).
(iii) hΛ(H) ≥ 0 for any projective smooth curve C over C and for any H ∈
Morhor(C, X¯(C)).
By the works of Griffiths and Peters, (i) ⇒ (iii) is true.
Question 2. Are the following (i)–(iii) equivalent?
(i) The Hermitian form κΛ on the horizontal tangent bundle TX(C),hor of X(C) is
positive definite.
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(ii) If we fix a Z-lattice H0,Z in H0,Q such that H0,Zˆ is stable under the action
of K and fix an integer d ≥ 1 and C > R>0, then there exist finitely many pairs
(Fi,Mi) (1 ≤ i ≤ n) of number fields Fi ⊂ C and Mi ∈ X(Fi) having the following
property: For any number field F ⊂ C and any M ∈ X(F ) such that [F : Q] ≤ d
and HΛ(M) ≤ C, there is i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) such that Fi ⊂ F and M is the image of Mi
under X(Fi)→ X(F ).
(iii) If C is a projective smooth curve over C and if H ∈ Morhor(C, X¯(C)) and
hΛ(H) ≤ 0, then H is constant.
By the works of Griffiths and Peters, the implication (i) ⇒ (iii) is true.
Remark 2.4.12. The above Questions 1 and 2 are based on the analogous known
results (1) and (2) on usual height functions, respectively. Let V and V¯ be as in (2)
in 0.1.
(1) Let E be an effective divisor on V¯ and let H be a height function associated
to E. Then there is a constant C ∈ R>0 such that H(x) ≥ C
[F ′:F ] for any finite
extension F ′ of F and for any x ∈ V (F ′).
(2) Let A be an ample line bundle on V¯ and let H be an associated height
function. Let d ≥ 1 and fix C ∈ R>0. Let F¯ be an algebraic closure of F . Then
there is a finite subset I of V (F¯ ) having the following property: For any number
field F ′ ⊂ F¯ and any x ∈ V (F ′) such that [F ′ : F ] ≤ d and H(x) ≤ C, we have
x ∈ I.
If the answer to the part (i)⇒ (ii) of the above Question 2 is Yes, it gives a very
strong consequence in number theory as in 2.4.14 below.
Lemma 2.4.13. Assume TX(C),hor = 0. Assume that the implication (i) ⇒ (ii)
in Question 2 is true. Fix d ≥ 1. Then there exist finitely many pairs (Fi,Mi)
(1 ≤ i ≤ n) of number fields Fi ⊂ C and Mi ∈ X(Fi) having the following property:
For any number field F ⊂ C and any M ∈ X(F ) such that [F : Q] ≤ d, there is i
(1 ≤ i ≤ n) such that Fi ⊂ F and M is the image of Mi under X(Fi)→ X(F ).
Proof. Let Λ = (c(r))r∈Z with c(r) = 0 for all 0. Then HΛ(M) = 1 for any (F,M).
Since TX(C),hor = 0, κΛ is positive definite.
Lemma 2.4.14. Assume that the implication (i) ⇒ (ii) in Question 2 is true. Let
k ≥ 4 be an even integer. Then modulo quadratic twists, there are only finitely
many new forms of weight k (in the usual sense) without complex multiplication
whose Fourier expansions are with Q-coefficients.
(We consider here only even k because any new form of odd weight whose Fourier
expansion is with Q-coefficients has complex multiplication by Ribet [36].)
Proof. Let Φ be as follows: h(w, r) = 1 for (w, r) = (1, 0), (1, k− 1) and h(w, r) = 0
for all other (w, r). H0,Q = Q
2 with the standard basis (e1, e2). W is pure of
weight k− 1. 〈 , 〉0,1 is defined by 〈e2, e1〉0,k−1 = (2πi)1−k, 〈e1, e2〉0,k−1 = −(2πi)1−k,
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〈ei, ei〉0,k−1 = 0 (i = 1, 2). Fix K which satisfies the neat condition. In this case,
TX(C),hor = 0.
Let A be the set of all such new forms. For f ∈ A, let M(f) be the pure
motive with Q-coefficients of weight k − 1 over Q associated to f . For d ≥ 1,
let B(d) be the set of all triples (f, F, λ) where f ∈ A, F ⊂ C is a number field
such that [F : Q] ≤ d, and λ is a polarized K-level structure on M(f)|F where
M(f)|F denotes the motive over F induced by M(f). Then if d is sufficiently large,
the map B(d) → A ; (f, F, λ) 7→ f is surjective. By 2.4.13, we have (Fi,Mi)
(1 ≤ i ≤ n) having the property in 2.4.13 for this d. Let C(d) be the set of all
quadruples (f, F, λ, i) where (f, F, λ) ∈ B(d) and i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that Fi ⊂ F
and (M(f)F , λ) ∈ X(F ) is the image of Mi ∈ X(Fi) under the map X(Fi)→ X(F ).
Then the map C(d)→ B(d) ; (f, F, λ, i) 7→ (f, F, λ) is surjective. Let I ⊂ {1, . . . , n}
be the image of the map C(d)→ {1, . . . , n} ; (f, F, λ, i) 7→ i. For each i ∈ I, choose
an element (fi, F
′
i , λ
′
i, i) of C(d). Then if f ∈ A, there is an element (f, F, λ, i)
of C(d), and M(f)|F ′ ∼= M(fi)|F ′ for any number field F
′ such that F ⊂ F ′ and
F ′i ⊂ F
′. FromM(f)|F ′ ∼= M(fi)|F ′, we obtain that either f = fi or f is a quadratic
twist of fi. (The last thing is obtained by looking at the representations M(f)et,Qp
and M(fi)et,Qp of Gal(Q¯/Q) (p is a prime number) and by using the fact that f ∈ A
is determined by the representation M(f)et,Qp of Gal(Q¯/Q).)
Remark 2.4.15. The work of Robert [37] suggests that the surprising finiteness in
2.4.14 may be true.
The author thanks T. Koshikawa for informing the importance of this paper of
Robert for the subject of this paper.
2.4.16. In 2.4.16–2.4.18, we consider mixed motives (we do not assume Φ is pure).
For each w ∈ Z, let Φw = ((h
′(w′, r))w′,r∈Z, grWw H0,Q,W
′, 〈 , 〉0,w) where h′(w′, r) =
h(w, r) if w′ = w and h′(w′, r) = 0 if w′ 6= w and W ′ is pure of weight w. Let Dw be
Griffiths domain D of the pure situation Φw. For w, r ∈ Z, let the Hermitian form
κw,r on TDw,hor be the κr of 2.4.3 of the pure situation Φw.
Let Λ = ((c(w, r)w,r∈Z, (t(w, d))d≥1) (c(w, r), t(w, d) ∈ R) as in 2.3.1.
We say Λ is ample if
∑
r c(w, r)κw,r is positive definite for any w ∈ Z and if
t(w, d) > 0 for any w, d.
For example, if we take c(w, r) = r for all w, r and t(w, d) = 1 for all w, d, Λ is
ample and
HΛ = H⋆♦, hΛ = h⋆♦.
2.4.17. We consider the mixed motive version of the above Question 2, which is
stronger than the finiteness statement considered in §2.1. (The number field F was
fixed in §2.1 but F moves below.) Fix H0,Z as in 2.3.3 to define HΛ.
Question 3. Is the following true?
Assume Λ is ample (2.4.16). Fix d ≥ 1 and C ∈ R>0. Then there exist finitely
many pairs (Fi,Mi) (1 ≤ i ≤ n) of number fields Fi ⊂ C and Mi ∈ X(Fi) having
the following property: For any number field F ⊂ C and any M ∈ X(F ) such that
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[F : Q] ≤ d and HΛ(M) ≤ C, there is i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) such that Fi ⊂ F and M is the
image of Mi under X(Fi)→ X(F ).
Remark 2.4.18. The arithmetic height function HΛ and the Hodge theoretic height
function hΛ are related in the theory of asymptotic behaviors of HΛ, in the following
way, supporting the speculations in this §2.4. The details will be discussed elsewhere.
Let F ⊂ C be a number field and let C be a projective smooth curve over F .
Let M ∈ X(F (C)) where F (C) is the function field of C and X(F (C)) is defined in
the similar way as X(F ).
T. Koshikawa, S. Bloch and the author proved that the following formula holds
in certain cases:
(*) log(HΛ(M(x)))/ log(H(x))→ hΛ(H) when H(x)
1/[F ′:F ] →∞.
Here F ′ ranges over finite extensions of F , x ranges over F ′-rational points of
C at which M does not degenerate, M(x) ∈ X(F ′) is the specialization of M at
x, H ∈ Morhor(C, X¯(C)) is the Hodge realization of M , and H(x) is the height of
the F ′-rational point x of C defined as HL(x)1//deg(L), where L is a fixed ample line
bundle on C and HL is a height function associated to L. In the case Φ is pure, this
(*) follows from Koshikawa [30] §4.3.
In (*), the height function HΛ for (1) in §0, the height function hΛ for (3)
in §0, and the height function H for (2) in §0 are connected actually, not only
philosophically.
For example, let E be an elliptic curve over F (C), let a ∈ E(F (C)), and let M
be the mixed motive over F (C) corresponding to a such that W0M =M , gr
W
0 = Q,
grW−1 is the H1 of E, and W−2M = 0. Then H♦,0,1(M(x)) coincides with the Ne´ron-
Tate height of the specialization a(x) of a at x and h♦,0,1(H) coincides with the
geometric height of a defined by using the intersection theory. The above formula
forH♦,0,1 in this case was proved by Tate in [44]. A generalization to abelian varieties
was obtained in Green [18].
2.5 Speculations on Vojta conjectures
In this §2.5, we consider how to formulate Vojta conjectures for motives. In 2.5.7,
we give a related comment on Shafarevich conjecture for motives.
Let Φ = ((h(w, r))w,r∈Z, H0,Q,W, (〈 , 〉0,w)w∈Z) be as in 2.2.1 and fix an open
compact subgroup K of G(AfQ) which satisfies the neat condition 2.2.4.
2.5.1. Let M ∈ X(F ). We say M is generic if the following (*) is satisfied for some
prime number p. Let class(λ1, θ1, λ2, θ2) be the polarized K-level structure of M .
Let χcyclo : Gal(F¯ /F )→ Q
×
p be the cyclotomic character.
(*) There is no algebraic subgroup H of G over Q such that dim(H) < dim(G)
and such that the image of
Gal(F¯ /F )→ G(Qp) ; σ 7→ (θ1,Qp ◦ σ ◦ θ
−1
1,Qp
, χcyclo(σ)
−1)
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is contained in H(Qp).
The philosophy of Mumford-Tate groups predicts that the condition (*) is inde-
pendent of p. It also predicts that (*) is equivalent to
(**) The image of
Gal(F¯ /F )→ G(Qp) ; σ 7→ (λ
−1
1,Qp
◦ σ ◦ λ1,Qp, χcyclo(σ)
−1)
is open in G(Qp). Here λ1,Qp denotes the Qp-component of λ1.
In the rest of §2.5, we fix H0,Z as in 2.3.3. When we talk about H♥,S, we fix
(Li)i, (L
′
i)i, and J as in 2.3.4, and we assume that K satisfies the condition (ii) in
2.3.4.
The part of the following Question 4 concerning (1) (resp. (2)) asks whether a
motive version of Conjecture 24.1 (b) (resp. 24.3 (b)) of Vojta in [47] is true.
2.5.2. Question 4. Is the following statement true?
Assume Λ is ample (2.4.16). Fix d ≥ 1, a finite set of places S0 of Q which
contains the archimedean place of Q, and fix ǫ ∈ R>0. Then there exists C ∈ R>0
such that
(1) H♥,S(M) · |DF | ≥ C ·H♠(M) ·HΛ(M)−ǫ
(resp. (2) (
∏
v∈ΣS(M) ♯(Fv)) · |DF | ≥ C ·H♠(M) ·HΛ(M)
−ǫ)
for any number field F ⊂ C such that [F : Q] ≤ d and for any M ∈ Xgen(F ).
Here S denotes the set of places of F lying over S0, ΣS(M) denotes the set of
all places of F which do not lie over S and at which M has bad reduction, and DF
denotes the discriminant of F .
Remark 2.5.3. (1) In the original conjecture of Vojta, an exceptional set is removed
from the algebraic variety. The author hopes that putting the conditionM is generic
corresponds to it. A remark on this point is put in 2.6.15 (2).
(2) Vojta proved that his conjectures 24.1 (b) and 24.3 (b) in [47] are equivalent
([46]) though the latter is seemingly stronger than the former.
In our motivic version, the answer Yes to the part (2) of Question 4 implies the
answer Yes to the part (1) if (*) at the end of 2.3.4 is true.
In the pure case, basing on 2.4.10, we present the following question.
2.5.4. Question 5. Is the following statement true?
Fix d, S0 and ǫ as in Question 4, and assume Φ is pure. Then there exists
C ∈ R>0 such that
(1) H♥,S(M) · |DF | ≥ C ·H♠(M)1−ǫ
(resp. (2) (
∏
v∈ΣS(M) ♯(Fv)) · |DF | ≥ C ·H♠(M)
1−ǫ)
for any number field F ⊂ C such that [F : Q] ≤ d and for any M ∈ Xgen(F ).
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Remark 2.5.5. In the case g = 1 of 2.2.10, the answer Yes to Question 4 is es-
sentially the case of Vojta conjectures 24.1 (b), 24.3 (b) of [47] for modular curves.
The preprint [32] of Mochizuki proves this case of Vojta conjectures. As far as the
author knows, the long referee work on this preprint is not finished yet. In [32]
and in the related work [31], Mochizuki studies heights of elliptic curves. Are his
methods useful in the study of height functions for motives and Questions in this
paper?
2.5.6. We do not put the condition generic in the following question.
Question 6. Assume Φ is pure and Λ is ample (2.4.16). Is there b ∈ R>0
satisfying the following?
If we fix d, S0 as in Question 4, there is C ∈ R>0 such that
(1) H♥,S(M) · |DF | ≥ C ·HΛ(M)b
(resp. (2) (
∏
v∈ΣS(M) ♯(Fv)) · |DF | ≥ C ·HΛ(M)
b)
for any number field F ⊂ C such that [F : Q] ≤ d and for any M ∈ X(F ).
2.5.7. If the answer to the part (i) ⇒ (ii) in Question 2 (2.4.11) is Yes and if the
answer to either the part (1) or (2) to Question 6 is Yes, the following version of
Shafarevich conjecture for pure motives is true.
Recall that the original Shafarevich conjecture (the finiteness of abelian varieties
over F which are of good reduction outside S) was proved by Faltings [12].
Conjecture. Assume Φ is pure. Let F ⊂ C be a number field and let S be a
finite set of places of F which contains all archimedean places of F . Then there are
only finitely many M ∈ X(F ) which are of good reduction outside S.
Another form of Shafarevich conjecture for pure motives was formulated in [29]
10.12.
Remark 2.5.8. In [47], Vojta compares height functions for varieties over number
fields with height functions in Nevanlinna theory. Imitating this, in a sequel (Part II)
of this paper, we will compare the height functions of this paper with height functions
Tf,Λ(r), Tf,♠(r), Nf,♥(r) of Nevanlinna type. Here f is a morphism C→ X¯(C) from
the complex plain C (not from a projective smooth curve) to the extended period
domain X¯(C) which induces a horizontal morphism CrR→ X(C) for some discrete
subset R of C, Λ is as in 2.3.1, and r ∈ R>0.
2.6 Speculations on the number of motives of bounded height
2.6.1. Let V , V¯ and D = V¯ r D be as in (2) in 0.1 and let A be an ample line
bundle on V¯ and let H = HA be a height function on V (F ) associated to A. For
B ∈ R>0, let
N(H,B) = ♯{x ∈ V (F ) | H(x) ≤ B} <∞.
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Then it is known that in many cases, we have
N(H,B) = cBa log(B)b(1 + o(1))
for some constants a ∈ Q≥0, b ∈ 12Z, c ∈ R≥0. There are many studies on these
a, b, c. (Manin, Batyrev,Tschhinkel, Peyre, and other people).
We wonder whether there are similar theories for motives.
2.6.2. Let Φ = ((h(w, r))w,r∈Z, H0,Q,W, (〈 , 〉0,w)w∈Z) be as in 2.2.1 and fix an open
compact subgroup K of G(AfQ) which satisfies the neat condition 2.2.4.
Fix an ample Λ (2.4.16) and let
H := HΛ, h := hΛ.
Here and in the rest of §2.6, we fix H0,Z as in 2.3.3.
2.6.3. Fix a number field F . For B ∈ R>0, let
N(H,B) = {M ∈ X(F ) | H(M) ≤ B}, Ngen(H,B) = {M ∈ Xgen(F ) | H(M) ≤ B}.
See 2.5.1 for the definition of Xgen(F ). We expect that these numbers are finite.
2.6.4. Question 7. Do we have
N(H,B) = cBa log(B)b(1 + o(1)), Ngen(H,B) = c
′Ba
′
log(B)b
′
(1 + o(1))
for some constants a, a′ ∈ R≥0, b, b′ ∈ 12Z, c, c
′ ∈ R≥0? Do we have a, a′ ∈ Q if
c(w, r), t(w, d) ∈ Q in the definition of Λ?
2.6.5. Note that if X(F ) 6= ∅ (resp. Xgen(F ) 6= ∅) and the answer to Question 7
for N(H,B) (resp. Ngen(H,B)) is Yes, c > 0 (resp. c
′ > 0) and the constants c, a, b
(resp. c′, a′, b′) are uniquely determined.
2.6.6. Example. Fix an integer r ≥ 1 and let Φ be as follows: h(w, r) = 1 if (w, r)
is (0, 0) or (−2r,−r), and h(w, r) = 0 for other (w, r). H0,Q = Q · (2πi)
r⊕Q. Write
((2πi)r, 0), (0, 1) ∈ H0,Q as e1, e2, respectively. W−2r−1 = 0 ⊂ Q · (2πi)⊕0 = W−2r =
W−1 ⊂W0 = H0,Q. 〈e1, e1〉0,−2r = (2πi)2r, 〈e2, e2〉0,0 = 1.
Then (for the matrix presentation with respect to the basis (e1, e2))
G = {(g, t) | g ∈ GL2, t ∈ Gm, g
2
11 = t
−2r, g21 = 0, g222 = 1}.
Fix n ≥ 3 which is a power of a prime number, and let K ⊂ G(AfQ) be the subgroup
consisting of all elements (g, t) such that
g11, g22 ∈ Ker(Zˆ
× → (Z/nZ)×), g12 ∈ Zˆ, t ∈ Zˆ×.
Then K satisfies the neat condition 2.2.4. We have
X(C) = C/(Z · (2πi)r)
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Here z ∈ C corresponds to class(f(z), 1, 1) ∈ X(C) where f(z) ∈ D = D± is the
decreasing filtration on H0,C defined by: f(z)
0 = H0,C, f(z)
1 = f(z)r is generated
by (z, 1), and f(z)r+1 = 0.
Let F ⊂ C be a number field and assume that F contains a primitive n-th
root ζn of 1. Then X(F ) is identified with the group of extensions Ext
1(Z,Z(r)) in
the category of mixed motives over F with Z-coefficients. Let X ′(F ) be the fiber
product of Q ⊗ K2r−1(F ) → H1cont(Gal(F¯ /F ),A
f
Q(r)) ← H
1
cont(Gal(F¯ /F ), Zˆ(r)).
Then we have a canonical homomorphism X ′(F )→ X(F ) and the usual philosophy
of motives suggests that this homomorphism is an isomorphism.
We define the height functions H and h (2.6.2) by taking t(0, 2r) = 1. That is,
H = H⋆♦ = H♦,0,2r, h = h⋆♦ = h♦,0,2r. We will consider N(H,B) and Ngen(H,B)
replacing X(F ) by X ′(F ) and replacing Xgen(F ) by the inverse image of X ′gen(F )
in X ′(F ). In the case r ≥ 2, we will assume F = Q(ζn) with n = 3 or n = 4 for
simplicity.
Assume r = 1. Then X ′(F ) = F×. An element of F× belongs to X ′gen(F ) if and
only it is not a root of 1. By 1.7.8, we have
N(H,B) = c · B(1 + o(1)), Ngen(H,B) = c · B(1 + o(1))
for the set X ′(F ) for some c ∈ R>0.
Assume r ≥ 2 and F = Q(ζn) with n = 3 or n = 4. We show that
N(H,B) = c·ζF (r)
−1 log(B)r/2(1+o(1)), Ngen(H,B) = c·ζF (r)−1 log(B)r/2(1+o(1))
for X ′(F ) for some c ∈ Q>0 where ζF (s) is the Dedekind zeta function of F .
It is known thatX ′(F ) ∼= Z⊕J for some finite abelian group J and that the regu-
lator of the element of X ′(F ) corresponding to (1, 0) ∈ Z⊕J in Ext1RMHS(R,R(r)) ∼=
R is u · ζF (r) for some u ∈ Q>0. Hence for the element M ∈ X
′(F ) corresponding
to (m, x) ∈ Z⊕ J , we have H(M) = exp((2u|m|ζF (r))
2/r). M belongs to X ′gen(F ) if
and only if m 6= 0. Hence N(H,B) (resp. Ngen(H,B)) is ♯(J) times the number of
integers (resp. non-zero integers) m such that |m| ≤ (2u)−1ζF (r)−1 log(B)r/2.
2.6.7. Define β ∈ R≥0 ∪ {∞} as
β := lim sup
log(Ngen(H,B))
log(B)
(B →∞).
If Xgen(F ) 6= ∅ and the answer to Question 7 is Yes, β is a
′ in 2.6.4.
In conjectures in [1], the constant a in 2.6.1 (defined using lim sup as above, and
denoted by β in [1]) is related to a geometric invariant α which is defined by using
a relation between the ample divisor A and the canonical divisor K of V¯ . Following
the analogy, we will define a geometric invariant α using the height functions h♠
and h♥ for variations of Hodge structure, and compare it in Question 8 with the
above β. In the analogy, our height function h♠ plays the role of HK+D, h♥ plays
the role of HD, and h♠ − h♥ plays the role of HK = HK+DH−1D (2.3.7).
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2.6.8. Define α ∈ R≥0 ∪ {∞} to be the inf of all s ∈ R≥0 satisfying the following
condition (*).
(*) For any projective smooth curve C over C and for any H ∈ Morhor(C, X¯(C)),
we have
sh(H) + h♠(H)− h♥(H) ≥ 0
(α is defined to be ∞ if such s does not exist).
Question 8. Assume Xgen(F ) 6= ∅. Do we have α, β <∞ always? Do we have
α = β?
For the reason why we consider only generic motives in Question 8, see 2.6.15
(1). A remark on this point is put in 2.6.15 (2).
2.6.9. Example. Let the notation be as in 2.6.6.
Assume r = 1. Then β = 1 by 2.6.6. In this case, X ′(F ) → X(C) ⊂ X¯(C) is
identified with F× → C× ⊂ P1(C), h(H) and h♥(H) coincide with the degree of the
pull back of the divisor {0,∞} on P1(C) under the morphism C → P1(C) of H,
and h♠ = 0. Hence α = 1. Thus α = β.
Assume r ≥ 2 and F = Q(ζn) with n = 3 or n = 4. Then β = 0 by 2.6.6. We
have h♠ = 0 and h♥ = 0. Hence α = 0. Thus α = β.
2.6.10. The following Question 9 is a refined version of Question 8. In Question 9,
we consider the type of monodromy.
Consider the quotient set Σ/ ∼ of Σ where ∼ is the following equivalence relation.
For nilpotent operators N,N ′ ∈ Lie(G1), R≥0N ∼ R≥0N ′ if and only if there are
(g, t) ∈ G(C) and c ∈ C× such that N ′ = cAd(g)(N) in Lie(G1)C. Let Σ′ be a subset
of Σ/ ∼ which contains the class of the cone {0}.
We define the height function h♥,Σ′(H) and the counting function Ngen,S,Σ′(H,B)
for a finite set S of places of F containing all archimedean places of F , which take
the shapes of the monodromy operators into account.
For a projective smooth curve C and forH ∈ Morhor(C, X¯(C)), define h♥,Σ′(H) =∑
x h♥,x(H) ∈ Z≥0 where x ranges over all points of C such that N
′
x satisfies the
following condition (i).
(i) The image of x under the composite map
C
H
→ X¯(C)→ G(Q)\(Σ× (G(AfQ)/K))→ G(Q)\Σ→ Σ/ ∼
belongs to Σ′. Here G(Q) acts on Σ by conjugation.
Let Ngen,S,Σ′(H,B) be the number ofM ∈ Xgen(F ) which appear in the definition
of Ngen(H,B) and which satisfy the following condition (ii) at each place v /∈ S of
F .
(ii) There is an element class(R≥0N) (with N ∈ Lie(G1) nilpotent) of Σ′ which
satisfies the following: Let p = char(Fv). For any prime number ℓ 6= p, there are
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t, c ∈ Q¯×ℓ and an isomorphism Q¯ℓ ⊗Qℓ Met,Qℓ ∼= H0,Q¯ℓ of Q¯ℓ-vector spaces which
preserves W and via which 〈 , 〉w on Q¯ℓ ⊗Qℓ gr
W
w Met,Qℓ corresponds to t
w〈 , 〉0,w on
grWw H0,Q¯ℓ for any w ∈ Z and the local monodromy operator N
′
v corresponds to cN .
Furthermore, there are t, c ∈ F¯×v and an isomorphism F¯v ⊗Fv,0,ur Dpst(Fv,Met,Qp) ∼=
H0,F¯v of F¯v-vector spaces which preserves W and via which 〈 , 〉w on F¯v ⊗Fv,0,ur
grWw Dpst(Fv,Met,Qp) corresponds to t
w〈 , 〉0,w on gr
W
w H0,F¯v for any w ∈ Z and the
local monodromy operator N ′v corresponds to cN .
2.6.11. The above h♥,Σ′ can be expressed in the same form
h♥,Σ′(H) =
∑
x∈C
e(x), (f ∗IΣ′)x = me(x)x
as in 2.3.7 (2), where IΣ′ is the invertible ideal of OX¯(C) which coincides with IX¯(C)
in 2.2.15 at points of X¯(C) whose classes in Σ/ ∼ belong to Σ′ and coincides with
OX¯(C) at other points of X¯(C).
2.6.12. Let the notation be as in 2.6.10. Let F be a number field. Let S be a finite
set of places of F containing all archimedean places. Define the modified versions
βS,Σ′, αΣ′ of β, α
by replacing
Ngen(H,B) by Ngen,S,Σ′(H,B)
and replacing
sh(H) + h♠(H)− h♥(H) ≥ 0 by sh(H) + h♠(H)− h♥,Σ′(H) ≥ 0,
respectively.
Question 9. Assume Xgen(F ) 6= ∅. Do we have αΣ′ = βS,Σ′?
2.6.13. Example. Let the notation be as in 2.6.6. Consider the case Σ′ consists
just of the class of the cone {0} and consider the case r = 1. We have αΣ′ = 0
because h♥,Σ′ = 0. On the other hand, it is easy to prove that βS,Σ′ = 0 for the set
X ′(F ). Thus αΣ′ = βS,Σ′.
Remark 2.6.14. Assume that the conjecture (i) in 2.3.6 is true and that the
weight monodromy conjecture (1.7.2) on M at any v /∈ S is true. Then for the
element N in 2.3.6, R≥0N ∈ Σ and the class of (R≥0N, (A
f
Q ⊗ θ1) ◦ λ1, θ2λ2) in
G(Q)\(Σ× (G(AfQ)/K)) is well defined. Hence we can formulate a generalization (a
finer version) of Question 9 for a subset Σ′ of G(Q)\(Σ× (G(Af/Q)/K)) containing
G(Q)\({0} × (G(AfQ)/K)).
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Remark 2.6.15. (1) In the motivic version of Batyrev-Manin conjecture, we con-
sider only generic motives. In the original Batyrev-Manin conjecture for (2) in
0.1, some closed subset of the algebraic variety V , which has too many F -rational
points, is removed if necessary. The author hopes that putting the condition generic
corresponds to it.
(2) In §2.5 and §2.6, we considered mainly generic motives (in the sense of this
paper), that is, motives whose Mumford-Tate groups are of finite index in G. In a
sequel (Part II) of this paper, we will treat more general mixed motives. To treat
a motive whose Mumford-Tate group is any linear algebraic group G over Q, we
will consider the height functions for G-motives over a number field F . Here a G-
motive over F means an exact tensor functor from the category of finite-dimensional
representations of G over Q to the category of mixed motives with Q-coefficients
over F . Just as we removed motives whose Mumford-Tate group H are of smaller
dimensions in §2.5 and §2.6, we will remove G-motives which are indued from H-
motives for algebraic subgroups H of G over Q such that dim(H) < dim(G).
Remark 2.6.16. We can also formulate the problem to count the numbers of mixed
motives whose pure graded quotients are fixed. This is closely related to Beilinson
conjectures in [3] and Tamagawa number conjectures in [7] on zeta values. Let F be
a number field. Assume that for each w ∈ Z, we are given a pure motive Mw with
Z-coefficients over F of weight w. AssumeMw = 0 for almost all w. Let X (F ) be the
set of all isomorphism classes of mixed motives M with Z-coefficients over F such
that grWw M = Mw for all w. For B ≥ 0, let N(B) = ♯{M ∈ X (F ) | H♦(M) ≤ B}.
(1) The author imagines that it may be possible to deduce N(B) = O(log(B)n)
for some n ≥ 0 from the conjectures in [3] and [7] which appear in §2.1, but it may
be harder to show that N(B) = c log(B)m(1+ o(1)) for some m ≥ Z≥0 and c ∈ R>0,
generalizing 2.6.5. Assuming such c,m exist, we ask how this c is expressed by zeta
values.
(2) Assume that M0 = Z and that there is w < 0 such that Mw′ = 0 for
w′ 6= 0, w. Then X (F ) = Ext1(Z,Mw) is a group. In [7], the adelic period domain
IIv X (Fv) was defined by using the Ext groups X (Fv) in the category of mixed
Hodge structures for v archimedean and in the category of p-adic Hodge structures
for v non-archimdean, and the Tamagawa measure µ♦ on IIv X (Fv) was defined.
For simplicity, assume w < −2. Then Tamagawa number conjecture in [7] predicts
that the volume µ♦(X (F )\ IIv X (Fv)) of the quotient group X (F )\ IIv X (Fv) is a
rational number (this rationality is a reformulation of Beilinson conjecture in [3] on
zeta values) which is related to Tate-Shafarevich group of Mw.
(3) It is interesting how this (2) can be extended to the situation where the order
of the set {w | Mw 6= 0} can be ≥ 3. The author plans to define the adelic period
domain IIv X (Fv) and the Tamagawa measure µ♦ on IIv X (Fv) in another paper.
Since X (F ) and X (Fv) are not groups any more, we can not consider the quotient
space X (F )\ IIv X (Fv) but we can consider how many points of X (F ) are distributed
inside IIv X (Fv) with respect to the Tamagawa measure. For simplicity, assume that
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if a > b and ifMa 6= 0 andMb 6= 0, then a−b > 2. The height functionH♦ : X (F )→
R>0 is induced from a continuous mapH♦ : IIv X (Fv)→ R>0 which is the product of
continuous maps H♦,v : X (Fv)→ R>0. The set C(B) := {x ∈ IIv X (Fv) | H♦(x) ≤
B} is compact and of finite volume for µ♦. The problem in (1) should be extended
to the problem of the study of the limit of the ratio (N(B) : µ♦(C(B)) : log(B))
when B → ∞. N. Tung showed that in (2), µ♦(X (F )\ IIv X (Fv)) is equal to the
limit limB→∞ µ♦(C(B))/N(B).
Thus Beilinson conjectures in [3] and Tamagawa number conjectures in [7] on
zeta values may be generalized to the problem to count the number of mixed motives
with fixed pure graded quotients with bounded height, which may be understood as
a motive version of the work of Peyre [34] who studied c in 2.6.1 for Fano varieties
V by using Tamagawa measures on the adelic spaces IIv V (Fv).
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